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Abstract

The ground state superconducting and magnetic properties of bilayer cuprate superconduc-

tors are studied using at-J model with interlayer couplings using the variational Monte Carlo

(VMC) method. As a separate exercise, but relevant to the single layers and ladder com-

pounds, a brief study of an impurity doped Hubbard model via the quantum Monte Carlo

method is reported. To settle a crucial question regarding the symmetry of the superconduct-

ing order parameter, we investigated the stability of a number of different pairing symmetries

for a t-J bilayer. For model parameter values that are suggested by experimental studies

on bilayer superconductors, the favourable pairing symmetry of the superconducting state is

found to bed-wave. Superconductivity coexists with antiferromagnetic long range order in

the underdoped region. Superconducting and magnetic properties in the pure superconduct-

ing and the coexisting state are examined and it is convincingly shown that in the coexisting

phase, both the antiferromagnetic and superconducting correlations are enhanced. Further,

to compliment the phase diagrams of planar systems available in literature, we obtained a

ground state phase diagram for at-J bilayer as a function of interlayer couplings. The phase

diagram shows rich features, such as, a crossover of superconducting correlations from being

predominantly planar to strongly interplanar as interlayer exchange coupling is increased, a

non-monotonic variation of the critical hole concentraion, upto which thed-wave supercon-

ducting phase remains stable, as a function of interplanar hopping parameter etc. In addition,

there is a lowering of superconducting correlations as a function of interlayer hopping in the

under and optimally doped phases, while these are enhanced in the overdoped region for mod-

erate values of the coupling parameter. However the effect of interlayer coupling parameters

on magnetic correlations are much less pronounced. Finally, to complete our discussion on

bilayered superconductors, we studied the consequence of interlayer pair tunneling using a

grand canonical VMC method, where the superconducting state of a bilayer is described by a

variational wavefunction that is a product of two Gutzwiller projectedd-wave BCS wavefunc-

tions, one for each layer, with variable particle number. Our calculations show that the energy

due to the tunneling of Cooper pairs across the layers has interesting bahaviour. However, the

magnitude of energy is found to be too small to have any significant effect on the physical

properties at least for realistic values of the tunneling parameter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

High temperature superconductivity in cuprates continuesto be an intense research topic in

condensed matter physics due to the highly unusual featuresand its immense potential in

technological applications. The cuprate superconductorsare characterized by the presence of

one or more copper oxide (CuO2) layers per unit cell in the crystal structure. The key physics

of the high temperature superconductors (HTSC) lies in these copper oxide layers where elec-

tronic correlations are very strong. The low energy electronic excitations in a single copper

oxide layer is well represented by a two dimensional Hubbardmodel and its strong coupling

variant, thet-J model. Theoretical studies on these two models have concentrated primar-

ily on a single layer and have been quite successful in reproducing the main features of the

phase diagram of high-Tc superconductors. However presence of more than one copper oxide

layers per unit cell in the crystal structure leads to some important consequences to the phys-

ical properties of the cuprates. In this work we shall study the ground state superconducting

and magnetic properties of bilayer superconductors and therole of interlayer couplings in the

framework of thet-J model using variational Monte Carlo (VMC) method.

In chapter2, we introduce the model Hamiltonian, i.e. at-J model containing planar and

interplanar couplings, that we consider for describing bilayer superconductors. The numer-

ical code for the variational Monte Carlo method used to study the model is developed and

tested. The method is described in details. This chapter also contains a report on a Quantum

Monte Carlo (QMC) study of the Hubbard model doped with nonmagnetic impurities. We

took this brief detour to understand the interesting effects of nonmagnetic impurity doping in

1
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

cuprate compounds observed experimentally. Chapter3 contains a study of the superconduct-

ing pairing symmetry in at-J bilayer for parameter values relevant to the bilayer cuprates.

The magnetic and superconducting properties of thedx2−y2 wave superconducting state which

turns out to be a favourable state in bilayers are examined indetails. Next the interplay of an-

tiferromagnetism and superconductivity is examined usinga variational wavefunction which

describes both these orders simultaneously. Superconductivity coexists with antiferromag-

netism in the underdoped phase as in planar systems. The properties of the coexisting state

are compared with those of the pure superconducting state and the coexisting phase is found to

have enhanced superconducting and magnetic correlations.In chapter4, we obtain a ground

state phase diagram of the bilayert-J model as a function of interlayer coupling parameters

and hole concentration. Effects of interlayer couplings on various physical properties are ex-

amined and discussed in details. In chapter5, we study the consequence of interlayer pair

tunneling in the superconducting state of a bilayer using a grand canonical VMC method

based on a new Monte Carlo algorithm. The summary of all the results of the study alongwith

its possible extensions are discussed in chapter6.

In the remaining part of this introductory chapter we shall briefly review the basic ex-

perimental facts and a few current topics in theoretical studies of high-Tc superconductors.

Details of the phenomenon in various respects have been discussed extensively in the past in

literature. Here we only attempt to highlight some of its most interesting features and then

bring out the underlying motivation for our present work.

1.1 A preliminary survey on high-Tc superconductors

1.1.1 A new class of material

A new class of material emerged with the discovery of superconductivity in barium doped

La2CuO4 by Bednorz and Müller in 1986[1]. Undoped La2CuO4 is a ceramic compound

which is a very good insulator. When doped with barium, quiteremarkably, it became su-

perconducting with a high transition temperature,Tc of around 30◦K. This critical temper-

ature was a step above the previously known highestTc, which for several years remained

around 23◦K (for Nb3Ge) in the inter-metallic compounds[2]. Superconductivity in the La-

Ba-Cu-O system was immediately confirmed by several groups and theTc was pushed even
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1.1. A preliminary survey on high-Tc superconductors 3

higher[3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Using strontium as dopant, another compound La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO)

was discovered with aTc of around 36◦K[8, 9]. Soon, Wuet al[10] discovered supercon-

ductivity in YBa2Cu3O6+x (YBCO) with a Tc of about 93◦K, a temperature well above the

boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77◦K). Besides these, a large number of other systems of

superconducting materials, e.g. Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O[11, 12], Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-O[13, 14] and Hg-Ba-

Ca-Cu-O[15, 16], have been discovered having still higher critical temperatures.

The strikingly common feature in the crystallographic arrangement of all these materi-

als is its layered perovskite-like structures which contain one or more copper oxide (CuO2)

planes per unit cell[17, 18, 19, 20]. The compounds are called cuprates because of the pres-

ence of these CuO2 layers. In LSCO, for example, there is one CuO2 layer while YBCO have

two layers separated by Y atoms in a unit cell (Fig.1.1). The number of CuO2 layers per

(a) Crystal structure of La2−xSrxCuO4 (Soure: Ref. [21]). (b) Crystal structure of YBa2Cu3O6+x (Source:
Ref. [22])

F 1.1: Crystal structure of two well known high-Tc superconductors.

unit cell in the Bi, Tl, and Hg compounds can vary from one to three or even higher. Charge

transport takes place in the CuO2 planes and hence these are called conduction planes. In

one CuO2 plane, each copper atom is surrounded by four oxygen atoms ina square planar
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configuration (ab plane). The distance between copper and a neighbouring oxygen atom in

a plane is approaximately 1.9 Å, which is rather small and hence there exists strong covalent

bonds between copper and oxygen atoms in a CuO2 plane. The CuO2 planes are separated

by insulating layers of other metal oxides, such as LaO, BaO,BiO etc. The insulating layers

provide charge carriers to the CuO2 planes and hence are called charge reservoirs. The dis-

tance (alongc direction) between two CuO2 layers in two adjacent unit cells is quite large,

approaximately 6.6 Å in La2−xSrxCuO4 for instance. The resulting crystal structure is highly

anisotropic tetragonal which often makes transition to orthorhombic structure as temperature

or pressure is varied. In compounds which have more than one CuO2 planes per unit cell, the

separation between two such planes in a unit cell is small. For example, in bilayered YBCO

the distance between two CuO2 layers in same unit cell is∼ 3.2 Å, whereas the unit cells itself

are separated from each other by a distance of∼ 8.2 Å. This makes possible an interlayer cou-

pling between two close CuO2 layers in a multilayered compound, which is believed to give

rise to the higherTc and other important differences in physical properties of the multilayered

cuprates in comparison to its single layered counterparts.

Most of the high-Tc superconductors can be grouped into certain homologous series based

on their structural formulae[20, 23]. For example, the Bi, Tl and Hg based compounds can

be grouped into families represented by the general formulae, Bi2Sr2Can−1CunO2n+4+x (Bi-

22(n− 1)n, BSCCO), TlmBa2Can−1CunO2n+2+m+x (Tl-m2(n− 1)n) and HgBa2Can−1CunO2n+2+x

(Hg-12(n − 1)n), respectively. Herem and n denote two integers withn representing the

number of CuO2 layers per unit cell. The superconducting transition temperatures,Tc of

the members of a series depend onn. In a homologous series,Tc of an individual member

increases with the numbern for n equal to one, two or three. For example, Bi2201 (n =

1), Bi2212 (n = 2) and Bi2223 (n = 3) of the BSCCO family of superconductors haveTc

equal to 20◦K, 85◦K and 110◦K, respectively (see Ref. [20]). There are also compounds

having the value ofn greater than three. However,Tc is found to decrease whenn increases

beyond three. The Hg based compounds are found to have the highest values ofTc amongst

the cuprates discovered currently. In the Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-O family, Hg1201 (n=1), Hg1212

(n=2) are Hg1223 (n=3) haveTc equal to 94◦K, 127◦K and 133◦K, respectively. The critical

temperature of HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+x (Hg1223) has been raised to above 150◦K under very high

pressure[16], and it is one of the highest observedTc so far.
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1.1.2 Universal phase diagram

The phase diagrams of the high-Tc superconductors are marked by a number of universal

features (see Ref. [24, 25, 26, 27] for detailed discussion). The undoped compounds, called

parent compounds, of all the high-Tc superconductors are antiferromagnetic insulators. Upon

doping with charge carriers, the antiferromagnetic order diminishes and superconductivity

appears after a finite carrier concentration at low temperatures. To elaborate on the details,

we discuss below the phase diagrams of two well known compounds, La2−xSrxCuO4 and

YBa2Cu3O6+x. Fig. 1.2(a)shows the phase diagram of La2−xSrxCuO4. Undoped La2CuO4

(x = 0) is an insulator. The free state electronic configurationsof the constituent atoms in

(a) Phase diagram of La2−xSrxCuO4 (Source: Ref. [28]). (b) Phase diagram of YBa2Cu3O6+x, wherex = (1− δ) (Source:
Ref. [29]).

F 1.2: Phase diagrams of two well studied high-Tc superconductors.

this compound are given by, La(57)→[Xe](5d)1(6s)2, Cu(29)→[Ar](3d)10(4s)1 and O(8)→
[He](2s)2(2p)4. In La2CuO4, lanthanum loses three electrons and attains the stable configu-

ration La3+. Oxygen accepts two electrons to complete its valence shelland is in state O2−.

To conserve charge neutrality copper must be in state Cu2+, which is achieved by losing one

4s and one 3d electron. Thus in La2CuO4, copper ions are in an incomplete valence shell

configuration 3d9. With one hole per copper atom (in the 3dx2−y2 orbital), the valence band is
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half-filled and according to the band theory the compound should have been a metal. How-

ever it is an antiferromagnetic insulator, a fact which underlines the dramatic consequences

of strong electronic correlation[30]. Charge fluctuations are prevented in La2CuO4, because it

costs a large amount of energy for two holes or electrons to occupy a single copper 3dx2−y2 or-

bital due to strong repulsive interaction between them[30, 31]. Such an insulator where charge

carriers are localized due to strong electronic correlations is called a Mott insulator as opposed

to a band insulator. Indeed, the charge excitation gap in La2CuO4 is of the order of 2 eV as ob-

served in various optical measurements[32, 33, 34]. The magnetic ordering in La2−xSrxCuO4

has been extensively studied by neutron scattering experiments (see Ref. [25, 35] for review).

Because of the partially filled 3d9 configuration, each Cu2+ ion in La2CuO4 carry a magnetic

moment which was found to be of magnitude∼ 0.5µB and lying almost parallel to a CuO2

plane[36]. At half-filling ( x = 0), the magnetic moments are ordered antiferromagnetically

with a Néel temperature,TN of 325◦K[37]. The magnetic correlations are two dimensional in

nature with strong exchange coupling between the spins in a CuO2 plane and weak coupling

between spins in different layers. The nearest neighbour antiferromagnetic exchange coupling

energy in a CuO2 plane is found to be∼ 0.13 eV[38, 39] which is one of the largest value of

exchange energy observed. When La2CuO4 is doped with Sr atoms, La3+ ions are replaced

by Sr2+ and consequently holes (charge carriers) are introduced into the CuO2 planes. Several

phase transitions occur in the material with introduction of holes.TN decreases dramatically

as seen in Fig.1.2(a)with the AF long range order (AFLRO) vanishing completely athole

doping, x ∼ 0.02. However 2D short range AF correlations survive and extends upto the

superconducting state which appears atx ∼ 0.05. With further increase in Sr concentration,

the superconducting transition temperature,Tc rises gradually till it becomes maximum at

x ∼ 0.15. Beyond this doping level,Tc starts decreasing slowly and eventually superconduc-

tivity vanishes atx ∼ 0.30. The doping range (aroundx ∼ 0.15) at whichTc is maximum is

called optimally doped region, while the region to the left of the peak (x < 0.15) in the phase

diagram is called underdoped region. The higher hole dopingrange (x > 0.15) is called over-

doped region. In the underdoped region above about 2% doping, the material behaves as a

2D disordered metal at higher temperature and makes gradualcrossover to an insulating spin

glass phase at low temperature. A structural phase transition also occurs in the compound as

shown in the phase diagram. The tetragonal phase at high temperature makes a phonon driven

transition into orthorhombic phase at lower temperatures[40, 41].

The phase diagram for YBa2Cu3O6+x, a bilayered compound, is shown in Fig.1.2(b). In
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this compound Cu atoms exist both in the CuO2 conduction planes and in the charge reservoir

between the conduction planes. In the charge reservoir, Cu atoms form the linear Cu-O chains

which have varying oxygen content. By changingx (or δ in the notation of Fig.1.2(b)),

oxygen is added to or removed from the Cu-O chains. The Cu-O chains provide and control

charge carriers for electrical conduction in the CuO2 planes[29]. For x . 0.3, the crystal

structure is tetragonal and the material is insulating. TheCu2+ spins in the copper oxide

planes are ordered antiferromagnetically with the Néel temperature,TN being about 410◦K

near half-filling (x = 0.0) [42, 43] which is considerably higher than that in single layered

LSCO. The three dimensional (3D) AF long range order diminishes with increasingx and

vanishes completely atx ∼ 0.3. Adding further oxygen to the Cu-O chains provides holes

into the CuO2 planes and consequently superconductivity starts developing with the crystal

structure making transition to an orthorhombic phase. The transition temperature,Tc rises

with increasing oxygen content but not monotonically. There is a plateau region between

x ∼ 0.5 and 0.7 whereTc remains fixed at about 60◦K. TheTc becomes maximum (∼ 93◦K)

for fully oxygenated compound YBa2Cu3O7 (x = 1.0). It may be mentioned that there are

electron doped compounds, such as Nd2−xCexCuO4−y, whose phase diagrams show similar

evolution with carrier (electron) concentration as the hole doped compounds[24].

In general, the under- and optimally doped regions of the phase diagrams of all high-Tc

superconductors have been intriguing. In this region of hole doping, the physical properties

show a host of anomalous features which do not follow the Landau Fermi liquid (FL) theory

(to be discussed in§1.1.3). The normal state aboveTc in the optimally doped region show a

strange 2D metallic behaviour in which electrical transport is strictly confined to the copper

oxide planes. Some of the non-Fermi liquid (NFL) behavioursin this metallic state are - linear

dependence of resistivity on temperature, temperature dependence of Hall coefficient, unusual

optical conductivity etc. Also the underdoped phase shows the phenomenon of pseudogap,

where below a characteristic temperatureT∗ (≫ Tc), an energy gap exists without any phase

coherence. On the other hand, normal 3D metallic behaviour is recovered gradually in the

overdoped region with the restoration of Fermi liquid like features. These universal features

of high-Tc superconductors are schematically depicted in the genericphase diagram shown in

Fig. 1.3.
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F 1.3: A schematic phase diagram of hole doped high-Tc superconductors.

1.1.3 Anomalous behaviour

High-Tc superconductors have been under intense investigation because of its puzzling fea-

tures which challenge existing condensed matter theories.Apart from the highly unconven-

tional superconductivity, the normal metallic state in these materials itself is unusual in many

respects and is believed to hold the key to understanding high-Tc superconductivity. Here

we state some of the important properties of the high-Tc superconductors which are strik-

ingly different from those of conventional superconductors. For detailed description, see

Ref. [25, 26, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48].

We first focus on the normal state properties. Electrical transport properties in the cuprates

have been studied quite extensively and experimental data on many different compounds show

a strikingly unusual behaviour. The resistivity,ρab of these compounds parallel to the CuO2

planes is almost linear in temperature,T over a wide range of temperature. This is illustrated

in Fig. 1.4(a)which shows the experimental results for resistivity in La2−xSrxCuO4 in the

optimal and underdoped region[49]. However it is only a representative figure and similar

behaviour is observed in other compounds[51, 52, 53]. It is to be noted that the exact nature

of ρab dependence onT changes with hole concentration. In the optimally doped region

(aroundx = 0.15), ρab is linear in T upto a very high temperature (∼ 1000◦K) and it is

given byρab ∼ A + BT with the residual resistivity,A being very nearly zero. The value

of B scaled by number of CuO2 layers, remarkably remains constant (∼ 1.5 µΩcm/◦K)[54]
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(a) Temperature dependence of in-plane resistivity,ρab for op-
timal and underdoped La2−xSrxCuO4 (Source: Ref. [49]).

(b) Evolution ofρab(T) with doping (Source: Ref. [50]).

F 1.4: In-plane resistivity,ρab(T) in high-Tc superconductors.

for different materials. In contrast, resistivity of a conventional Fermi liquid varies asρ ∼
T2, arising from electron-phonon scattering. In the underdoped region, dependence ofρab

on temperature is slightly deviated from linearity at lowT and it has a different power-law

behaviour. In the overdoped regime, it is found that the FL behavior is gradually restored

with ρab starting to show aT2 variation. The evolution of in-plane resistivity,ρab(T) with

doping is nicely demonstrated in Fig.1.4(b)which shows the representative plots forρab(T)

in the three different regimes of hole doping. Apart from theT-linear resistivity, another

striking feature in the transport properties of high-Tc superconductors is the huge anisotropy

between in-plane and out-of-plane resistivities. In the normal state of all cuprates,c-axis

resistivity,ρc is very high as compared toρab. In the optimally doped compounds,ρc can be

larger thanρab by a factor of the order∼ 102 to 106. This is anomalous because the factor

ρc/ρab is much greater than what the electronic band structure calculations would suggest and

it strongly vary withT[55]. The anisotropy betweenρc andρab in YBa2Cu3O7−x is shown in

Fig.1.5(a)[56]. Moreover, the temperature dependence ofρc itself is unusual. For underdoped

cuprates,ρc can be expressed asρc ∼ A/T + BT[26]. In this regime,ρc is non-metallic and

increases with decreasing temperature in sharp contrast tothe metallic behaviour ofρab. The

evolution ofρc(T) with doping level for La2−xSrxCuO4 is shown in Fig.1.5(b)[57]. In the

heavily overdoped regime,ρc/ρab becomes temperature independent signaling formation of a

coherentc-axis charge motion and development of a 3D electronic ground state[54]. Another

puzzling experimental fact about high-Tc superconductors is the temperature dependence of
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(a) Anisotropy betweenc-axis and in-plane resistivities,ρc andρab,
in YBa2Cu3O7−x (Source: Ref. [56]).

(b) Temperature dependence ofρc for La2−xSrxCuO4 at various
doping levels (Source: Ref. [57]).

F 1.5: Out-of-plane resistivity,ρc(T) in high-Tc superconductors.

Hall coefficient,RH. While according to the FL theory,RH should be temperature independent,

experimental results for the cuprates showRH to be stronglyT dependent. As an example,

Hall coefficient for YBCO measured as a function ofT is shown in Fig.1.6[58]. It is clear

F 1.6: Hall coefficient,RH as a function ofT for YBCO. SamplesA, B andC haveTc

values 91◦K, 74◦K and 60◦K, respectively (Source: Ref. [58]).

thatRH have a strongT dependence, in fact it goes as 1/T at higher temperatures. Anomalous

behaviour of charge transport in high-Tc cuprates is further exemplified by the experimental

data on optical conductivity,σ(ω). Bothab-plane andc-axis conductivities,σab(ω) andσc(ω)
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have features beyond the Drude like behaviour for ordinary metals (see Ref. [26, 59] and

references therein).

Another non-Fermi liquid nature of the normal state of high-Tc superconductors is the phe-

nomenon of pseudogap observed in the underdoped phase of thecuprates (see Ref. [60, 61]

for a review). In this phase, low-energy electronic densityof states get highly suppressed

instead of getting totally eliminated. Existence of the pseudogap and its nature is confirmed

by a variety of experiments. In NMR and neutron scattering studies[62, 63], Knight shift

and spin susceptibility of underdoped cuprates show a fall below the corresponding values

for a Heisenberg antiferromagnet at low temperatures. The coefficient of the temperature de-

pendent term in the expression for electronic specific heat drops rapidly with decreasingT

implying the loss of spin entropy at low temperature[64]. These facts are indication of on-

set of spin singlet pairing leading to the formation of the pseudogap in underdoped cuprates.

Angle-resolved photoemmission spectroscopy (ARPES) probes the variation of the energy

gap ink-space and its evolution with temperature[65, 66, 67]. Thek-dependence of the pseu-

dogap resembles that of the superconducting gap. As temperature is decreased below a certain

valueT∗ (≫ Tc) in underdoped cuprates, an energy pseudogap opens up at theFermi line, first

near (0, π) direction. The gap has a maximum magnitude here and it gradually extends with

decreasing magnitude towards thekx = ky line as temperature is further lowered. Eventually

at T = Tc, the whole Fermi line becomes gaped except atkx = ky, giving rise to the supercon-

ducting energy gap. Thus in other words, as one goes aboveTc from lower temperatures, a

considerable portion of the Fermi line still remain gaped upto a much higher temperatureT∗

in the underdoped region, whereas in the overdoped region the superconducting gap closes

everywhere atTc. Indeed,T∗ is maximum in heavily underdoped region and decreases with

increasing hole doping eventually merging withTc at optimal doping (Fig.1.3). The origin of

the pseudogap and its connection with superconductivity have been under intense theoretical

investigation.

The superconducting (SC) phase of the high-Tc superconductors has always been fasci-

nating due its striking differences with conventional low-Tc superconductors which are well

explained by the BCS theory. Apart from the unusually high value of Tc, it exhibits a num-

ber of other features that are fundamentally different from those of BCS superconductors.

First and foremost is the pairing mechanism. Direct evidence of existence of Cooper pairs in

high-Tc superconductors was provided by SQUID measurement of magnetic flux quantization

in a superconducting ring[68]. However the phonon mediated attractive interaction between
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electrons as the origin of pair formation as in BCS theory, has been under doubt in high-Tc

superconductors[26]. Indeed, a number of experimental facts point to a mechanism of pair-

ing originating from strong electronic correlations in theCuO2 planes. One fact that stands

out in this regard is the symmetry of the superconducting gap, ∆(k). In BCS superconduc-

tors, the superconducting gap is isotropic ink-space, or in other words, the symmetry of the

pair wavefunction is ofs-wave type. In contrast, the superconducting gap in high-Tc super-

conductors is found to be anisotropic ink-space. In fact it has a predominantlydx2−y2-wave

(d-wave) symmetry as clearly evidenced from photoemmission and tunneling spectroscopy

(see Ref. [46] for a review). Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)[21, 69]

can directly investigate the topology of the Fermi surface and momentum dependence of the

superconducting gap. The highly anisotropic nature of the SC gap obtained by a ARPES

F 1.7: Anisotropy of the SC gap in high-Tc superconductors. (a) Normal-state Fermi
surface in Bi2212 determined by ARPES (Source: Ref. [70]). (b) Schematic diagram of the
Fermi surface identifying different regions (Source: Ref. [71]). (c) SC gap in Bi2212 (Tc =

87◦K) measured at 13◦K by ARPES plotted as function of angle along the normal-state Fermi
surface. The solid line fits the data with ad-wave gap function,∆(k) = ∆0(coskx − cosky)

(Source: Ref. [72]).

study of Bi2212[72] is shown Fig.1.7. The underlying Fermi surface of the compound iden-

tifying the high symmetry points is also shown. The figure shows that the magnitude of the
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SC gap is maximum near the (0, π) region (antinodal region) and is nearly zero near the re-

gion alongΓ-Y direction (nodal region). The experimental data for the magnitude of the SC

gap agrees well with thed-wave gap function (∆(k) = ∆0(coskx − cosky)). The sign of the

d-wave state is confirmed by phase-sensitive tests based on the Josephson tunneling and flux

quantization experiments[73, 74, 75]. Such a highly anisotropic nature of the SC gap is not

expected in a superconductivity resulting from phonon mediated pairing of electrons. Instead,

it is compatible with a pairing based on electronic mechanism. Also the magnitude of the gap

in high-Tc superconductors, which is of the order of 20-30 meV (|∆(k)|max at T = 0), is too

high (almost double the value of the energy gap in BCS superconductors) to be accounted

for by a electron-phonon interaction. Another notable factis that the ratio 2∆/kBTc for the

BCS superconductors remains constant (∼ 3.51) while it varies from 4.5 − 5.5 for high-Tc

superconductors.

The ARPES in the superconducting state of high-Tc superconductors shows a number of

other anomalous features that are not expected in any weak coupling theories such as the BCS

theory (see Ref. [21] for a review). An well known phenomenon in this regard is thedramatic

F 1.8: Temperature dependence of photoemission spectra for optimally doped Bi2212
(Tc = 91◦K), angle integrated over a narrow cut around (0, π) (Source: Ref. [76]).

change in the line shape of photoemission spectra near the (0, π) point of Fermi surface as
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temperature is lowered just belowTc[76, 77]. This is illustrated in Fig.1.8 which shows

ARPES spectra, angle integrated over a finite cut around (0, π) point for optimally doped

Bi2212[76]. The ARPES intensity,I (k, ω) which is plotted in the figure as a function of

binding energy,ω gives information about the single-particle density of states. Within certain

approaximations, it is given byI (k, ω) ∝ f (ω)A(k, ω), where f (ω) is the Fermi function and

A(k, ω) is the single-electron spectral function[21]. The figure shows that the spectra have

broad line shapes aboveTc. As temperature is lowered belowTc, spectral weights in the region

around the Fermi level,EF drops. The lost intensity appears in an energy level belowEF

where it gives rise to a peak. This shifting of spectral intensity from the Fermi level signifies

formation of the SC gap. The striking feature in the spectra below Tc is the sharpening of

the peak with decreasingT. This indicates that the scattering rate of the quasiparticles which

determines the linewidth ofA(k, ω), drops sharply belowTc underlining the role of electron-

electron interaction in the superconducting state[78]. Another striking feature in the spectra

belowTc is the appearance of the dip in the spectra at a binding energythat is slightly higher

than that of the sharp quasiparticle peak, followed by the appearance of a broader hump. The

origin of the dip is still debated. One more important indication of an unconventional pairing

mechanism comes from angle-integrated photoemission spectroscopy, which gives the single-

particle density of state,N(ω) (=
∑

k A(k, ω)). In BCS superconductors, one electron intensity

moves up in energy from the gap region. This results in a increase in net electronic kinetic

energy in the SC state which is overcompensated by a gain in potential energy due to pairing.

In contrast, angle-integrated spectroscopy in high-Tc cuprates[79] shows that one electron

intensity is shifted downward from the superconducting gapimplying a gain in kinetic energy

in the SC state[26]. This demonstrates the fact that superconductivity in thehigh-Tc cuprates

is kinetic energy driven while BCS superconductivity is potential energy driven.

Apart from these, high-Tc superconductivity is distinguished from BCS superconductivity

by other facts like the coherence length,ξ. The coherence length,ξ signifies the average size

of a Cooper pair. For conventional superconductors,ξ is very large, of the order of 500 Å

to 10000 Å. This length is much larger than the average distance between two Cooper pairs.

In high-Tc cuprates,ξ is very small in comparison. The coherence length of Cooper pair in

the ab-planes,ξab is ∼ 12 Å to 15 Å which 3 to 4 times the lattice spacing in a plane. The

coherence length alongc direction is even smaller.ξc is of the order of 2 Å to 5 Å, which is

smaller than the interplanar distance between two CuO2 layers.
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1.2 Electronic models for high-Tc superconductors

1.2.1 Basic electronic structure

Theoretically, it has been recognized that the key player inthe physics of cuprate supercon-

ductors are the CuO2 layers which are responsible for the low lying electronic excitations in

these systems. In the parent compounds of high-Tc cuprates, such as La2CuO4, the Cu2+ ions

are in 3d9 configuration. Each Cu2+ ions is surrounded by six oxygen atoms in an octahedral

configuration, four oxygen atoms being in a CuO2 plane and two perpendicular to the plane

(apical oxygen). The resulting crystal field splits the five degenerate Cu 3d-orbitals as shown

schematically in Fig.1.9[71, 80]. First the orbitals are split intoeg andt2g states. A distortion

F 1.9: Electronic structure of the cuprates. (a) A CuO2 plane. (b) Splitting of the Cu 3d
and O 2p orbitals in crystal field and their hybridization. (Source:Ref. [71])

from perfect octahedron due to a shift of the two apical O atoms, causes these two levels to

further split. The four lower energy orbitals,xy, xz, yz and 3z2 − r2 are fully occupied by

electrons, while the orbital with the highest energy, i.e.x2 − y2 is half-filled. Since the ener-

gies of the Cu 3d orbitals and O 2p orbitals are close, there is a strong hybridization between

them. As a result, the antibonding Cu 3dx2−y2 - O 2px,y hybridized orbital lies topmost in the

spectrum.

1.2.2 Three-band Hubbard model

Thus the electronic state of the cuprates can be described bya three-band Hubbard Hamil-

tonian corresponding to electronic motion in one Cudx2−y2 and two Opx,y orbitals per unit
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cell[81, 82]. In terms of a hole notation, where the vacuum is defined as all the orbitals in

Fig. 1.9occupied, the Hamiltonian can be written as,

H = −tpd

∑

〈i j〉,σ

(

p†jσdiσ + h.c.
)

− tpp

∑

〈 j j ′〉,σ

(

p†jσp j′σ + h.c.
)

+ǫd

∑

iσ

nd
iσ + ǫp

∑

jσ

np
jσ + Ud

∑

i

nd
i↑n

d
i↓ + Up

∑

j

np
j↑n

p
j↓

+Udp

∑

〈i j〉,σσ′
nd

iσnp
jσ′ (1.1)

The operatord†iσ creates a Cu 3dx2−y2 hole of spinσ at sitei and p†jσ creates a O 2px,y hole

at site j. nd
iσ = d†iσdiσ is the number operator for holes and so isnp

jσ. 〈i j 〉 refers to pairs of

nearest neighbour (nn)i (Cu) and j (O) sites. The hopping termtpd corresponds to hybridiza-

tion between two nn copperd and oxygenp orbitals, while thetpp represents direct hopping

between two nn oxygenp orbitals.ǫd andǫp are the energies of a hole in thed andp orbitals,

respectively.Ud andUp are two positive constants that represent the repulsive potential be-

tween two holes occupying samed and p orbitals, respectively. Finally,Upd represent the

interaction potential between two holes occupying two nnd andp orbitals.

The values of different parameters in the Hamiltonian can be obtained from electronic

band structure calculations. These values estimated thus[83] are listed in Table1.1. It shows

ǫp − ǫd tpd tpp Ud Up Udp

3.6 1.3 0.65 10.5 4 1.2

T 1.1: Values of various parameters (in eV) in the three-band Hamiltonian obtained from
electronic band structure calculation[83]

that the hole energy in a copperd orbital, ǫd is lower than that in oxygenp orbital, ǫp. As

a result, the first hole added to the system will occupy the Cu 3d orbitals as is observed in

undoped CuO2 planes. This is schematically shown in Fig.1.10. The energy to doubly occupy

the Cud orbitals,Ud is ∼ 10.5 eV which is very large compared with all other energies in

the problem. The lowest energy excitation in the system is the charge transfer excitation,

in which a hole fromd orbital hops to a nearestp orbital with amplitude−tpd. However as

(ǫp−ǫd) is sufficiently large compared withtpd, the hole is essentially localized in thed orbital

forming a magnetic moment in the corresponding Cu atom. Whenan extra hole is added to

the system by way of doping, the new hole will occupy a oxygenp orbital because of the large
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F 1.10: The copper 3dx2−y2 and oxygen 2px,y orbitals in hole picture. In undoped CuO2

planes, a single hole occupies the copperd orbital. (Source: Ref. [27])

energy cost,Ud in doubly occupying ad orbital. The holes can hop viatpd and thus can get

delocalized to form a metallic state.

1.2.3 One-band models

The full description of hole doping the three-band model is complicated because of the large

number of parameters involved. However it has been realizedthat the low-energy physics of

the problem can be understood in terms of an effective one-band model. The idea is that, a

doped hole resonates between the four oxygen sites surrounding a copper atom[84]. These

states combine with the spin of the central copper atom to form a singlet, known as the Zhang-

Rice singlet. Thus the doped hole originally located in an oxygen atom get replaced by a spin

singlet state centered at copper atom. This is equivalent toremoving a copper spin from the

square arrangement of copper spins in an undoped CuO2 layer. The Zhang-Rice singlet can

hop from site to site with an effective hopping integral,t of the order oft2
pd/(ǫp − ǫd). In this

picture, the oxygen atoms are no longer present in the system. This is schematically shown in

Fig. 1.11.

By focusing on the low-lying energy states of the singlet, the hole doped three-band model

simplifies to an effective one-band model. In the limit of large (ǫp − ǫd) this maps on thet-J
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F 1.11: A two dimensional copper oxide layer (left) simplifiedto a picture in one-band
model (right). (Source: Ref. [27])

model[85], given by

H = PG

















−
∑
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PG (1.2)

Herec†iσ (ciσ) is the fermion operator that creates (annihilates) an electron of spinσ at sitei

while ni is the number operator given by,ni =
∑

σ c†iσciσ. Si is the spin operator at sitei, given

by Sα
i = ψ

†
i (

1
2σα)ψi, whereψi =

















ci↑

ci↓

















andσα (α = x, y, z) are the Pauli spin matrices.ti j is

the hopping integral between two nearest neighbour sites〈i j 〉 andJ is the antiferromagnetic

exchange interaction between two spins at〈i, j〉. The operator,PG =
∏

i(1 − ni↑ni↓) is the

Gutzwillerprojector that restricts the Hilbert space into a subspace of singly occupied sites.

The parameter values of the Hamiltonian determined from theory[86] and experiment[39, 87]

are found to be,ti j = t = 0.44 eV andJ = 0.13 eV.

In addition to the above, another model relevant to the high-Tc superconductors that has

been widely studied, is the two dimensional one-band Hubbard model[88]. This Hamiltonian

is written as,

H = −
∑

〈i j〉,σ
ti j

(

c†iσcjσ + h.c.
)

+ U
∑

i

ni↑n j↓ (1.3)

The first term represents the hopping of electrons from one site to another as before and the

second term represents the repulsive Coulomb energy between two spins occupying the same

site. The on-site interaction potential,U in the model plays the role of the charge transfer gap,

∆ = ǫp− ǫd in the electronic structure. The value ofU relevant to the high-Tc cuprates is∼ 8t,
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which is regarded as moderately large. In the strong coupling limit, it can be shown that the

Hubbard model reduces to thet-J model as far as low-energy excitations are concerned.

1.3 Theoretical studies of high-Tc superconductors

1.3.1 Alternative approaches

From the large number of experimental evidences showing various anomalous features of

cuprate superconductors, it was very clear from the beginning that superconductivity in these

materials can not be described by the BCS theory[89] of conventional superconductors. The

most basic questions are the origin of pairing and the natureof the superconducting state in

these materials. Various theories were proposed that try toaddress these issues as well as

explain other observed anomalies in the cuprates, but many of them are invalidated by one

experimental evidence or the other[26].

The initial idea was to construct theories in the BCS framework that consider the presence

of strong planar antiferromagnetic correlations in high-Tc superconductors. These Fermi-

liquid based theories include the spin-bag theory[90], spin-fluctuation based theories[91, 92]

and theories based on Van Hove singularity scenario[93, 94] among others. Another ap-

proach that treats antiferromagnetism and superconductivity on the same footing is the SO(5)

theory[95]. On the other hand, a number of other theories have been proposed that are based

on quite new physics. The most notable ones are the bipolarontheory[96], the marginal

Fermi-liquid theory (MFT)[97] and the Luttinger liquid theory[26]. The bipolaron theory is

based on the fact that an electron motion is accompanied by a lattice distortion due to strong

electron-phonon coupling. The resulting motion is described by a polaron. A bipolaron is a

bound pair of two polarons which are mutually attracted by lattice distortion. The bipolarons

are spin singlets and form a Bose condensate at the SC transition temperature. The marginal

Fermi-liquid theory proposes that in high-Tc superconductors, electron-electron interactions

are so strong that it drives the quasiparticle weight,Z, the jump in momentum distribution at

the Fermi level, towards zero. However, it assumes thatZ → 0 very slowly (logarithmically)

so that a Fermi surface remains just barely. In such a state, other physical properties of the

system show non-Fermi liquid behaviour.
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Amongst the various theories put forward so far, the theory due to Anderson[26] seems

to be the most rigorous. The theory is able to explain many of the experimental observations

in high-Tc superconductors. According to this theory, superconductivity originates in the in-

dividual CuO2 layers of high-Tc superconductors due to pairings caused by some electronic

mechanism. A single-band Hubbard model of intermediate coupling strength is good enough

to describe the electronic excitations in a CuO2 layer. The electronic system described by the

2D Hubbard model at finiteT exhibits Luttinger liquid behaviour, which are characterized by

features, such as, fractionation of quantum numbers, a power-law singularity of momentum

distribution at the Fermi surface, unusual exponents of correlation functions etc. Collective

excitations in Luttinger liquids are described by spin-1/2 spinons and±espinless holons which

propagates with different velocities leading to spin-charge separation. Thec-axis conductiv-

ity in the normal state of high-Tc superconductors is blocked due the confinement property

of Luttinger liquids which prohibits coherent single particle hopping across the planes. How-

ever in the superconducting state, pairs can tunnel across the layers coherently lowering the

kinetic energy substantially. This interlayer pair tunneling (ILPT) amplifies superconductiv-

ity preformed in the CuO2 planes and provides almost all the condensation energy in these

superconductors leading to the high values ofTc. Though quite successful, the theory is still

incomplete in the sense that, it does not explain the mechanism of pairing in the CuO2 planes.

Moreover, certain experiments seem to contradict the ILPT scenario. As an example, the

measuredc-axis penetration depth in Tl2Ba2CuO6+x[98, 99] is found to differ from the value

predicted by the ILPT theory by roughly one order of magnitude.

1.3.2 Success with thet-J model

The electronic system described by thet-J Hamiltonian is strongly correlated because of the

projection operator,PG in it (Eq. (1.2)) which prohibits doubly occupied sites. Theoretical

studies on thet-J model have shown that the strong correlations present in themodel is enough

to capture the essential physics of high-Tc superconductors (see Ref. [27] for a review).

Thet-J model has often been used to study high-Tc superconductivity from the viewpoint

of doping an antiferromagnetic Mott insulator[27]. The undoped compounds of high-Tc su-

perconductors behave as Mott insulators. It has one electron per unit cell but is insulating

by virtue of strong Coulomb repulsion between two electronson the same site. In the CuO2
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planes, virtual hopping to a doubly occupied state leads to an antiferromagnetic exchange

coupling,J between two nearest neighbour Cu spins[100]. In fact, a variety of experimental

and theoretical studies[101, 102, 103, 104] have shown the copper spin systems in the CuO2

planes to be a close realization of the spin-1/2 2D AF Heisenberg model,HJ = J
∑

〈i j〉 Si .S j,

which is same as thet-J model at half-filling.

To describe evolution of the ground state and excited statesof t-J model with hole dop-

ing, an important idea introduced by Anderson[85] is the concept of resonating-valence-bond

(RVB) liquid (see Ref. [105] for a review). The RVB state can be described as a coherent

superposition of states in which various pairs of electronsform singlet bonds between them.

It is a unique spin-singlet ground state of the spin-1/2 AF Heisenberg Hamiltonian and have

no long range AF order. It was suggested that the RVB state would give a better description

of the ground state of thet-J model doped with holes. The Néel ordered AF state is incompat-

ible with hole doping which can be seen as follows. As soon as holes are introduced into an

undoped CuO2 plane, it will tend to hop around in order to lower its kineticenergy. In an Néel

antiferromagnetic background, this will cause two nearestneighbour spins to align ferromag-

netically thereby destroying the AF order and increasing energy. On the other hand, a better

compromise between the hole kinetic energy and spin exchange energy can be achieved, if

instead the holes are envisioned to hop around in the background of a liquid of spin-singlet

states. These ideas were quantified by a number of analyticaland numerical calculations.

Elementary excitations in the RVB state are obtained by breaking some of the singlet bonds

in it. It give rise to neutral spin-1/2 fermionic excitations called spinons. When doped, the

holes combine with the spinons to form bosonic excitations called holons[106, 107]. A spinon

carries spin but no charge whereas a holon carries charge butno spin, thus spin and charge

excitations are separated.

An important realization regarding the RVB state is that it can be generated as a Gutzwiller

projection of a suitable trial wavefunction,

|ΨRVB〉 = PG |Ψ0〉 (1.4)

wherePG is given by Eq. (1.2). The physical properties of thet-J model can be readily studied

within such a wavefunction because it takes care of the constraint no doubly occupied site.

However the difficulty lies in the implementation ofPG. Analytically, it has been implemented
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approaximately in a variety of ways. Numerically, the restriction of the projection operator

has been enforced exactly using computers.

The slave-boson mean field formalism for thet-J model[108, 109, 110] is a powerful ana-

lytical method to implement the projection operator. In this formalism the effect of projection

is replaced by introducing an auxiliary boson field and the resultant Hamiltonian is decoupled

using mean-field approaximations. The incorporation of fluctuations around the mean-field

provides a way for systematic extension of the slave-boson mean field theory (SBMFT). This

is done in the U(1) gauge theory[111, 112, 113] and the SU(2) gauge theory[114] for the t-J

model. These studies showed that thet-J model indeed supports superconductivity with a

d-wave pairing symmetry (∆k = ∆(coskx − cosky)) and a pseudogap phase in underdoped re-

gion. This is illustrated in Fig.1.12which shows the phase diagram for thet-J model obtained

by the SU(2) mean-field theory[114]. The figure shows six different phases for thet-J model.

F 1.12: SU(2) mean-field phase diagram for thet-J model for t/J = 1, as a function
of temperature,T and hole concentration,x. Also shown are the Fermi surface topology
in various phases which consists of Fermi surface, Fermi arcs and Fermi points (Source:

Ref. [27]).

The localized spin phase (LS), uniform RVB (µRVB), π-flux Liquid (πfL) and the staggered

flux liquid (sfL) phases all correspond to some unusual metallic states[27]. As temperature

is lowered, theµRVB state changes into theπfL or sfL phases at underdoping. A gap opens

up near (0, π) points of the Fermi surface and these two phases correspondto the pseudogap

phase. At lowT and away from half-filling, the phase is ad-wave superconducting state of the

electrons. The Fermi surface is gaped except along (π, π) directions. The FL phase represents

a Fermi liquid metallic state of the electrons.
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The renormalization mean-field theory (RMFT) due to Zhanget al[115] provides another

way of tackling the projection operator in thet-J Hamiltonian (see Ref. [116] for a review).

The RMFT is based on the Gutzwiller approaximation (GA)[117] within which the effects of

projection are absorbed by statistical weight factors, called renormalization factors. In GA,

one writes

〈Ψ0|PGÔPG|Ψ0〉
〈Ψ0|PGPG|Ψ0〉

≈ Os
〈Ψ0|Ô|Ψ0〉
〈Ψ0|Ψ0〉

(1.5)

Where the expectation value of̂O within the projected statePG|Ψ0〉 is approaximated by a

corresponding statistical weightOs multiplying the expectation value within the unprojected

state. This approaximation for the kinetic and exchange energy terms of thet-J model leads

to two renormalization factors,gt andgs respectively, given by

gt = 2x/(1+ x) and gS = 4/(1+ x)2 (1.6)

where x represent the average concentration of holes in the lattice. Consequently thet-J

model gets modified to

He f f = −gtt
∑

〈i j〉,σ
ti j

(

c†iσcjσ + h.c.
)

+ gsJ
∑

〈i j〉

(

Si .S j −
1
4

nin j

)

(1.7)

If the renormalizedt-J Hamiltonian is treated within the Hartree-Fock-BCS approaximation,

then one arrive at a modified BCS gap equation[115]. Optimum solution of the gap equation

gives a superconducting gap,∆k which have ad-wave pairing symmetry. The SC state is

characterized by an order parameter (OP) defined as,

Φ = 〈c†i↑c
†
j↓〉 (1.8)

In GA, Φ is renormalized bygt asΦ ≈ gt∆, where∆ is the maximum of∆k. Results for∆

andΦ calculated thus were compared by Andersonet al[105] with the SC gap obtained by

ARPES and the correspondingTc for Bi2212. Here we reproduce the comparison in Fig.1.13.

As seen in the figure,∆ is maximum near half-filling and decreases uniformly with doping.

The parameter∆ corresponds to the crossover temperatureT∗ which marks the onset of the

pseudogap in underdoped cuprates. On the other hand,Φ has a non-monotonic dependence

on x resembling the variation ofTc with doping. The comparison shows that the theoretical
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F 1.13: (a) Thed-wave gap parameter,∆ and the SC order parameter,Φ as a function
of hole doping,x in the t-J model for J/t = 0.2 calculated using the RMFT[115]. (b) The
spectral gap (in meV) for Bi2212 as measured by ARPES[118] andTc as a function of hole

doping. (Source: Ref. [105]).

prediction agrees very well with the results obtained from experiments.

The properties of thet-J model as well as the Hubbard model have also been extensively

investigated using a variety of numerical methods (see [24] for a review). These include vari-

ous Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) techniques[119] for finite size lattices, Lanczos diagonal-

ization of small clusters[120, 121], density-matrix-renormalization group (DMRG)[122] stud-

ies ofn-leg ladders, dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT)[123] for bulk lattice etc. The early

proposal of using the projected RVB wavefunctions as quantum states of thet-J model was

implemented numerically in Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) calculations by Gros[124, 125]

and others (see§1.3.3). Studies using all these techniques show that thet-J model supports

an antiferromagnetic phase at half-filling, a pseudogap phase at underdoping and ad-wave

superconducting phase for a wide range of hole doping away from half-filling. Particularly,

Sorella and co-authors[126, 127, 128, 129, 130] using much more refined calculations based

on several numerical techniques have shown thed-wave SC state to be a robust ground state of

the two dimensionalt-J model away from half-filling. Thus it is clear that thet-J Hamiltonian

is a worthwhile candidate for studying superconductivity in the high-Tc cuprates.
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1.3.3 Variational Monte Carlo studies

The Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) method is a powerful numerical technique to study

Gutzwiller projector based variational wavefunctions. Unlike the analytical methods describe

above, VMC allows one implement the Gutzwiller projector,PG exactly. It can be employed

to study the physical properties of a variational wavefunction for a wide range of parameter

values. The fermion sign problem that plague the other Quantum Monte Carlo methods is

absent here. However it a variational study and hence the obtained results are dependent on

the choice of the variational wavefunction. Also one is limited to studying mainly the ground

state properties only. Nevertheless, VMC has been extensively used over the years to study

the physical properties of various lattice fermion models with great success.

The Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) method was first applied tostudy the ground state

properties of4He[131] and later on it was extended to study fermionic systems (3He)[132,

133]. Since then the method has been applied to different lattice fermion models to study

various ground state phases, such as a Fermi liquid metallic, a paramagnetic, a long-range AF

ordered state etc[134, 135, 136]. Following the idea of using RVB type wavefunctions to study

the quantum states of high-Tc superconductors, Gros[124, 125] applied the VMC technique

to thet-J Hamiltonian by taking a projected BCS superconducting state with d-wave pairing

symmetry as trial wavefunction. The study showed that thed-wave SC state is indeed a

variational ground state of thet-J model for a wide range of hole doping. Similar result was

obtained by Yokoyamaet al[137] who studied thet-J model using a grand canonical VMC.

In an extensive study of the phase diagram of a two dimensional t-J model using VMC by

Yokoyamaet al[138], several pairing symmetries for the SC state were considered and it was

found that thed-wave state give lower energy fort, J parameter values that correspond to

experimental results. The phase diagram in then − J/t plane,n being the electron density,

is shown in Fig.1.14. As seen in figure, at half-filling (n = 1) and forJ/t . 1.4, the phase

is AF insulating. Thedx2−y2-wave SC phase emerges as the stable ground state away from

half-filling for a broad range ofn andJ/t. As hole doping is increased, the SC phase makes

transition to a paramagnetic metallic phase at a critical density that depends onJ/t. For

low electron density and a range of largerJ/t, a SC state with extendeds-wave symmetry

(∆k = ∆(coskx + cosky)) (S) appears in the phase diagram. For higher value ofJ/t, we get a

phase separated (P.S.) state in which holes and electrons get separated into islands of hole and

electron rich regions. The ferromagnetic state (FM) is obtained for J/t → 0 andn & 0.7. The
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F 1.14: Ground state phase diagram of the 2Dt-J model as a function of electron density,
n and exchange couplingJ/t obtained by VMC (Source: Ref. [138]).

interplay of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity inthe two-dimensionalt-J model has

also been examined using VMC by several authors[139, 140] and it was found that AF long

range order coexists with thed-wave SC phase in the underdoped region.

The usefulness of VMC was demonstrated more recently by Paramekantiet al[141, 142],

who extensively studied the 2D Hubbard model in strong coupling limit using VMC by con-

sidering thedx2−y2 wave SC state as the variational wavefunction. Several key physical proper-

ties were calculated and comparison of the results with experimental data on cuprates showed

fairly good agreements. An exciting prospect is the application of VMC to study the finite

temperature properties of the superconducting state. Thishas already started in recent past

and various aspects of the quasiparticle excitation spectrum in the Gutzwiller projected BCS

wavefunction are being examined using this technique[143, 144, 145]. Thus VMC can be

expected to give more wider information about the crucial low-lying excited states in high-Tc

superconductors in future.

1.4 Interlayer coupling

It is generally agreed that the key physics of the cuprate superconductors lies in a single CuO2

plane. The electronic system in these copper oxide layers are strongly correlated. Theoretical

studies over the years have shown that, indeed such a two dimensional strongly interacting
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electron system can give rise to many of the unusual properties observed in high-Tc super-

conductors. Thus a number of theories proposed for the high-Tc superconductors have con-

centrated mainly on the isolated copper oxide layers and thephysics that emerges from the

presence of more than one CuO2 layer have received limited attention.

Nevertheless, interlayer coupling between different CuO2 layers in the cuprate supercon-

ductors influences many of its physical properties (see Ref.[55] for a review). The crystal

structure of these materials consists well separated blocks of n closely spaced CuO2 layers,

wheren can be 1, 2, 3 or 4 (see§1.1.1). The separation between the layers in a block or unit

cell in multilayered compounds is very small (∼ 3.5 Å), whereas the blocks itself are sep-

arated by large distances (∼ 6-8 Å). Therefore the coupling between different copper oxide

layers within a unit cell (intracell) is generally distinguished from that between two adjacent

blocks of the closely spaced CuO2 layers (intercell coupling). The nature of intercell coupling

in the cuprate superconductors and its role in the observed largec-axis anisotropies in various

physical properties has been intriguing. For example, electronic band structure calculations

predict thatc-axis charge transport in the normal state should be metallic due to the finite

hopping integral between layers[80]. However experimental evidences suggest that single

particle hopping of electrons across the CuO2 layers is highly incoherent. Several mechanism

have been proposed to explain this phenomenon, such as,c-axis charge confinement due to a

non-Fermi liquid ground state in the layers[146, 147, 148], renormalization of the interlayer

hopping by inplane scattering[149] etc.

As regard to the CuO2 layers in a single unit cell of multilayered cuprates, it is reasonable

to expect coherent single particle motion across the layersbecause of their proximity. In fact,

band structure calculations on bilayered superconductors, such as Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x (Bi2212),

predict a splitting of the main electronic band crossing theFermi level into a bondingε+(k)

and an antibondingε−(k) band, withk representing a two dimensional wavevector in the first

Brillouin zone for a single CuO2 layer[150]. Such a splitting would originate from a coherent

hopping electrons between the two CuO2 layers in a unit cell. Further, calculations show that

the splitting isk dependent and can be quantified as,

t⊥(k) =
t⊥
4

[

cos(kxa) − cos(kya)
]2

(1.9)

with t⊥ being∼ 0.1 − 0.15 eV. Thus the splitting is maximum at (0, π) or (π, 0) points and

zero along the (π, π) direction. However, early ARPES study on Bi2212 reported absence of
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any such bilayer band splitting[151]. But later ARPES studies with improved resolution on

overdoped Bi2212 have clearly shown the presence of the bandsplitting as suggested by band

theory[152, 153]. More recently, finite bilayer band splittings in optimally doped Bi2212 and

YBCO have been observed even in the nodal region[154, 155, 156].

The implications of these interlayer couplings on the physical properties of the cuprate

superconductors are profound. The famous peak-dip-hump structure observed in the ARPES

spectra of bilayer superconductors near the (π, 0) point of the Fermi surface[76, 77, 157] is

shown to be a consequence of the bilayer splitting (see [158] and references therein). In the

magnetic excitation spectra away from half-filling, a commensurate (π, π) resonance peak in

inelastic neutron scattering data is observed only in bilayer materials, such as, YBCO[159,

160] and Bi2212[161], whereas the the feature is absent in monolayer LSCO[162]. Fur-

ther a gap in the spin spectrum observed in bilayered YBCO constitutes another distinguish-

ing feature when compared with the monolayer compounds[163]. In the superconducting

state, tunneling of Cooper pairs across the layers is believed to play a crucial role in high-Tc

superconductors[26]. It has been proposed that interlayer pair tunneling provides the large

condensation energy in high-Tc cuprates leading to the high values of superconducting transi-

tion temperature. In fact, the transition temperature,Tc of multilayered compounds are much

higher than that of their single layered counterparts with theTc of different members in ho-

mologous series of compounds increasing linearly with the number,n of CuO2 layers per unit

cell (for n ≤ 3) (see§1.1.1). However, reliable theoretical work on multilayered systems are

very few and hence the role played by the interplanar couplings in determining the physi-

cal properties, especially in the superconducting state islargely left unexplored. This is the

motivation for us to proceed with the current project on coupled bilayered systems.
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Chapter 2

Bilayer t-J model and variational Monte

Carlo method

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce the model for bilayer superconductors used in this study. Previ-

ous results for this model in literature are discussed briefly. Next we describe the variational

Monte Carlo method which we use for studying the model. The formalism and the algorithm

for the method are described in details. For verification of our codes, we show comparison of

our results with that of the published works.

The second part of the chapter (§2.4) briefly deals with a problem which is somewhat

different from the main focus of the thesis. Here we have studied the effects of nonmagnetic

impurities on the magnetic properties of the Hubbard model in a two dimensional lattice and a

two-leg ladder using the Quantum Monte Carlo method. The results are interesting and agree

with experiments on impurity doping in the cuprates.

2.2 Bilayer t-J model

Often the first step in any theoretical study of a physical system is to model the system by

a representative Hamiltonian in such a way that it remains tractable to the available tools of

29
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study. In our case, the task is to decide on a minimal Hamiltonian that would represent the

bilayered superconductors, such as, YBa2Cu3O6+x (YBCO), Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x (Bi2212) etc.

We have seen that (§1.3.2) a single CuO2 layer in the high-Tc cuprates is well described by a

two dimensionalt-J Hamiltonian (Eq.1.2). Therefore it is reasonable to extend this Hamilto-

nian to the closely coupled CuO2 planes in the bilayer compounds mentioned above. Here we

have considered a Hamiltonian for bilayer superconductorswhere each layer is represented

by the two dimensionalt-J model and a single particle interlayer hopping and an exchange

term connects the two layers. Thus our model for bilayer superconductors is given by,

H = PG

















−t
∑
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PG (2.1)

Heret andJ are the planar hopping and exchange integrals respectively. The fermion opera-

torsciσ (c†iσ) annihilates (creates) an electron of spinσ at sitei. Si is the spin operator at sitei,

given bySα
i = ψ

†
i (

1
2σα)ψi, whereψi =

















ci↑

ci↓

















andσα (α = x, y, z) are the Pauli spin matrices.

The Gutzwiller projection operator,PG =
∏

i(1 − ni↑ni↓) imposes the condition of no double

occupancy of the sites. The summation index〈i, j〉 runs over the pairs of nearest neighbour

sitesi, j in each individual layers. Thus, the first two terms in Eq. (2.1) represent thet-J

Hamiltonian for two uncoupled single layers. The last two terms in the equation provide the

interlayer couplings via the single particle interplanar hopping and exchange integral,t⊥ and

J⊥, respectively. The summation index〈〈i, k〉〉 runs over the pairs of interplanar nearest neigh-

bor sitesi, k. It may be mentioned that the observed band splitting in bilayer superconductors

due to single particle interlayer hopping is anisotropic ink-space (planar) as described in§1.4.

However here we consider ak-independent hopping integral,t⊥ for simplicity.

Such a model has been studied previously in connection with bilayer superconductors,

mostly within mean-field approaximations. Biagini[164, 165, 166] using the slave-boson

mean field theory (SBMFT) studied the effects of interlayer coupling on the superconduct-

ing properties of a bilayer. He found that larger interplanar hopping strongly reduces the

superconducting (SC) transition temperature, but it enhances the magnitude of the SC gap in

underdoped regime. On the other hand, the interlayer exchange coupling was found to have
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negligible effect. Yuanet al[167] studied charge transport in the bilayert-J model with in-

terlayer interaction and observed qualitatively similar behaviour as in single layered systems.

The effects of the interlayer exchange coupling on the magnetic excitation spectra of bilayers

was studied by Krügeret al[168]. The interlayer coupling was shown to give rise to bilayer

band splitting of the magnon band. The observed magnon dispersion near the antiferromag-

netic wave vector was found to be in agreements with neutron scattering experiment results.

The phase diagram of the bilayert-J Hamiltonian as a function of the interlayer parameters

and hole doping was examined using SBMFT by Zhaoet al[169] who identified several flux

phases apart from thed-wave SC state as the stable states of the Hamiltonian at various pa-

rameter values. Zhouet al[170] considered a similar model to study the doping dependence of

the spin resonance peak in the odd and even channels of bilayer superconductors. Recently,

Yamaseet al[171] in a comprehensive study, explained the magnetic excitations and their

anisotropy in the bilayer YBCO on the basis of the bilayert-J model.

2.3 The variational Monte Carlo method

The method we choose here for studying the bilayert-J Hamiltonian is the variational Monte

Carlo (VMC) technique. It is essentially a variational study where calculations are carried out

using the Monte Carlo technique. The usefulness of VMC in studying the strongly correlated

electronic models of high-Tc superconductors was stated earlier in§1.3.3. As mentioned, the

chief advantage of VMC is its ability to treat the constraintof no double occupancy in the

t-J Hamiltonian exactly. In fact, it is trivial to implement theGutzwiller projection operator

in this technique whereas analytical methods achieve it only approaximately. Also a larger

system size can be studied in comparison with exact diagonalization (ED). The details of

this method in the context of the superconducting wavefunction considered in our study is

described below.

2.3.1 Representation of the wavefunction in real space

A variational study starts with choosing a trial wavefunction for the ground state of the Hamil-

tonian. For VMC simulation, the trial wavefunction is first expressed in real space represen-

tation. Here, we demonstrate the procedure by considering awavefunction which describes
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a state of paired electrons. The wavefunction is the Gutzwiller projected BCS wavefunction

which we shall consider later for studying the superconducting state of the bilayert-J Hamil-

tonian. The wavefunction is given by,

|Ψvar〉 = PGPN|ΨBCS〉 (2.2)

wherePG =
∏

i(1 − ni↑ni↓) is the Gutzwiller projector which imposes the condition ofno

doubly occupancy andPN is an operator which projects out the state with a fixed electron

number,N. |ΨBCS〉 is the BCS wavefunction given by,

|ΨBCS〉 =
∏

k

(

uk + vkc†k↑c
†
−k↓

)

|0〉 (2.3)

whereuk andvk are the BCS coefficients which are related to each other by|uk |2 + |vk |2 = 1.

The product index ‘k’ runs over all points in the first Brillouin zone. Eq. (2.3) describes

a wavefunction with a varying number of particles which is not convenient for numerical

simulation. Therefore the projection operatorPN in Eq. (2.2) is used to project out the states

with fixed electron number. To express|ΨBCS〉 in fixed N representation, we write it as

|ΨBCS〉 =














∏

k

uk















∏

k

(

1+ ϕ(k)c†k↑c
†
−k↓

)

|0〉

= C′
∏

k

exp
(

ϕ(k)c†k↑c
†
−k↓

)

|0〉

= C′ exp















∑

k

ϕ(k)c†k↑c
†
−k↓















|0〉

=
∑

N=0,2,...

CN/2















∑

k

ϕ(k)c†k↑c
†
−k↓















N/2

|0〉 (2.4)

whereC′, CN are constants.ϕ(k) represents the pairing amplitude and is given by,

ϕ(k) =
vk

uk
=

∆k

(εk − µ) +
√

(εk − µ)2 + ∆2
k

(2.5)

where∆k = ∆ f (k) is the superconducting (SC) gap function,µ is the chemical potential. In

general,∆ andµ are treated as the variational parameters. For thedx2−y2-wave (d-wave) state

f (k) = (coskx − cosky). The quantityεk is the free electron dispersion relation which for the
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bilayer model is given by

εk = −2t
(

coskx + cosky

)

− 2t⊥ coskz (2.6)

with kz being 0 orπ. Thus from Eq. (2.4), for evenN we can write

PN|ΨBCS〉 ≡














∑

k

ϕ(k)c†k↑c
†
−k↓















N/2

|0〉 (2.7)

Therefore our variational wavefunction of Eq. (2.2) becomes,

|Ψvar〉 = PG















∑

k

ϕ(k)c†k↑c
†
−k↓















N/2

|0〉 (2.8)

The wavefunction is represented in real space by using the Fourier transformation,

c†kσ =
1
√

Ns

∑

i

e−ik·r i c†iσ (2.9)

so that we get,

|Ψvar〉 = PG

















∑

i j

ϕ(r i − r j)c
†
i↑c
†
j↓

















N/2

|0〉 (2.10)

whereNs is the number of lattice sites,r i and r j are the position coordinates ofi th and j th

electrons, respectively.

ϕ(r ) =
1
Ns

∑

k

ϕ(k)e−ik·r (2.11)

The wavefunction in Eq. (2.10) in that form represent a resonating-valence-bond (RVB) state

(§1.3.2) with singlets in all possible pairs of sites of the bilayered lattice. LetRbe a configura-

tion of P (=N/2) up andP down spins represented by a ordered set of indices,
{{i1, i2, . . . , iP},

{ j1, j2, . . . , jP}
}

, such that up spins occupy sitesi1, . . ., iP and down spins occupy sitesj1, . . .,

jP. Then the set of all fermion configurations without double occupancies is given by,

BP,Ns =

{

{{i1, i2, . . . , iP}, { j1, j2, . . . , jP}
}

∣

∣

∣ 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < iP ≤ Ns,

1 ≤ j1 < . . . < jP ≤ Ns with im , jn for anym, n
}

(2.12)
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Expanding the right hand side of Eq. (2.10) and rearranging the terms, the wavefunction can

be written as

|Ψvar〉 =
∑

R∈BP,Ns

C(R)|R〉 (2.13)

where|R〉 =
(

c†i1↑c
†
i2↑ . . . c

†
iP↑c

†
j1↓c
†
j2↓ . . . c

†
jP↓

)

|0〉. The summation overRexcludes configurations

with any doubly occupied site. The coefficientsC(R) can be expressed as determinants of the

amplitudesϕ(r i↑ − r j↓) as

C(R) ≡

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ϕ(r i1↑ − r j1↓) · · · ϕ(r i1↑ − r jP↓)
...

...

ϕ(r iP↑ − r j1↓) · · · ϕ(r iP↑ − r jP↓)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(2.14)

Herer ip↑ represents the position vector of theip-th siteoccupied by thep-th up electron.

2.3.2 Lattice boundary condition

For calculation of the determinantal coefficientsC(R) in Eq. (2.14), one needs to first calcu-

late the amplitudesϕ(r ) by Fourier transformingϕ(k) as in Eq. (2.11). However numerical

evaluation ofϕ(r ) is not possible ifϕ(k) has singularities. For example, for thedx2−y2 wave

SC state,

ϕ(r ) =
1
Ns

∑

k

∆(coskx − cosky)

(εk − µ) +
√

(εk − µ)2 +
[

∆(coskx − cosky)
]2

e−ik·(r i↑−r j↓) (2.15)

where the sum is over all the allowed points in the first Brillouin zone. Clearly,ϕ(k) is singular

for points withkx = ky andεk ≤ µ. These singularities inϕ(k) can be avoided by choosing

special boundary conditions or lattice geometries. Some possible choices in this regard for

a two dimensional lattice are - (1) a periodic-antiperiodic(PA) boundary condition along the

two directions[135, 139], (2) a tilted lattice with periodic boundary condition[124, 142] (PBC)

along both directions, and (3) a rectangular lattice whose dimensions are mutually co-prime

with PBC along both directions. For a bilayered lattice, anyof the above conditions can be

applied to the individual layers. Here we take periodic boundary condition along planarx-
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and antiperiodic boundary condition along planary-direction, i.e.

eikx(x+Lx) = eikxx

eiky(y+Ly) = −eikyy















(2.16)

Eq. (2.16) determines the allowed values ofkx andky. Thekz values are taken to be 0 and

π. The allowed points in the first Brillouin zone in a fixedkz plane for a 8× 8× 2 lattice are

shown in Fig.2.1.

kx

ky

π−π

π

−π

F 2.1: Allowed momentum values in the first Brillouin zone in a fixed kz plane for a
8× 8× 2 lattice with periodic (antiperiodic) boundary conditionalongx (y) direction.

2.3.3 Calculation of the expectation values

Expectation value of a physical quantity represented byÂ is given by

〈Â〉 = 〈Ψvar|Â|Ψvar〉
〈Ψvar|Ψvar〉

(2.17)
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We can write it as

〈Â〉 =
∑

R

P(R)
〈Ψvar|Â|R〉

C∗(R)
(2.18)

where

P(R) =
|C(R)|2

∑

R′ |C(R′)|2
(2.19)

From Eq. (2.18), 〈Â〉 may be considered as a weighted sum ofAR = 〈Ψvar|Â|R〉/C∗(R) overR

with P(R) as the weights. Numerically, evaluation of the sum in the equation is usually not

possible as the dimension of the Hilbert space is very large.However in general, owing to

the nature ofP(R), only a fraction of the total number of configurations contribute to the sum

significantly. In the Monte Carlo technique[172], the exact sum is approaximated by a sum

consisting of terms only a few percent of the total number of configurations, as follows. We

generate a large number of configurations,|R1〉, |R2〉, . . . , |RM〉 from probability distribution

P(R) (see§2.3.4). Then the sum in Eq. (2.18) is approaximated by

〈Â〉 ≈ 〈Â〉M =
1
M

M
∑

i=1

ARi (2.20)

Theoretically,〈Â〉M converges to〈Â〉 in the limit M → ∞. However in practice, a value of

M which is only a small fraction of the dimension of the Hilbertspace is enough to get an

estimate〈Â〉M fairly close to the exact value〈Â〉.

2.3.4 The Markov chain Monte Carlo method

The theory of Markov chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) has beendescribed in detail

elsewhere[172, 173, 174, 175]. Here, we mention the essential ideas and results without

proofs. Consider a sequence of random variables,Xt (t is referred to as time) taking val-

ues from a given state space{a1, a2, . . . , an}. This sequence is called a Markov chain if the

transition probabilities fromXt to Xt+1 depend solely onXt. That is,

Pr
(

Xt+1 = a j |Xt = ai, . . . ,X0 = as

)

= Pr
(

Xt+1 = a j |Xt = ai

)

(2.21)

The term in the left hand side of the above equation is the conditional probability thatXt+1

has valuea j, given thatXt has valuesai and so on. LetW(i → j) be the transition probability,
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defined as

W(i → j) = Pr
(

Xt+1 = a j |Xt = ai

)

. (2.22)

A Markov chain is called homogeneous ifW is independent oft.

Let ρt(ai) be the probability that the chain is in stateai at timet, i.e.

ρt(ai) = Pr(Xt = ai) (2.23)

Clearly, the initial probability,ρ0(a j) must be specified. During the Markov process,ρt(a j)

evolves witht. Now, clearly

ρt+1(a j) =
∑

i

Pr
(

Xt+1 = a j |Xt = ai

)

Pr(Xt = ai)

=
∑

i

W(i → j)ρt(ai) (2.24)

Eq. (2.24) is known as the Master equation (also as Chapman-Kolmogorov equation). The

n-step transition probability is defined as,

W(n)(i → j) = Pr
(

Xt+n = a j |Xt = ai

)

(2.25)

Then,

ρt(a j) =
∑

i

W(t)(i → j)ρ0(ai) (2.26)

Now, a Markov chain is said to be irreducible or ergodic if, there exists an integern such that

W(n)(i → j) > 0 ∀ i, j (2.27)

That is, each state is reachable from any other state in finitetime. In addition, a Markov chain

is said to be aperiodic if none of the eigenvalues of the matrix W is−1.
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One of the main results on Markov chains is that if a Markov chain is ergodic and aperi-

odic,ρt evolves to a stationary distribution defined as,

ρ̄(a j) =
∑

i

W(i → j)ρ̄(ai) (2.28)

However, usually the converse question is asked. Will a Markov chain with givenW, reach a

desired probability distribution, ¯ρ? It is easy to see that if the detailed balance (reversibility)

condition,

ρ̄(ai)W(i → j) = ρ̄(a j)W( j → i) (2.29)

holds for all i and j, thenρ̄ is a stationary distribution of the Markov chain. Another result

is that if a Markov chain satisfies Eq. (2.29) and is ergodic, then irrespective of the initial

probability distribution,ρ0, it reaches ¯ρ for larget.

Metropolis Algorithm : Suppose that we wish to draw samplesai with a distribution ¯ρ(ai)

from the state space. Metropolis gave an algorithm that generates a sequence of draws from

this distribution. It is as follows:

1. Start with any initial statea0 with ρ(a0) > 0.

2. From the current stateai, generate a trial statea′ by using an appropriate Monte Carlo

move fromai. Let q(a′, ai) be the probability of generating a trial statea′ from the

current stateai. The only restriction on the Monte Carlo moves in the Metropolis Algo-

rithm is that it is symmetric, i.e.q(a′, ai) = q(ai, a′).

3. Given the trial statea′, calculate the ratio,

α =
ρ̄(a′)
ρ̄(ai)

(2.30)

4. If the move increases the weight, ¯ρ (i.e.α > 1), accept the trial statea′ as the new state,

ai+1 in the Markov chain. If the move decreases the weight (α < 1), then accepta′ with

probabilityα. If rejected, considerai as the new state,ai+1. Return to step 2.
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The Metropolis sampling can be summarized as first computing

α = min

{

1,
ρ̄(a′)
ρ̄(ai)

}

. (2.31)

and then accepting a trial state with probabilityα. The corresponding transition probability

which satisfies Eq. (2.29) is given by

W(ai → a′) = α × q(a′, ai). (2.32)

The above algorithm generates a Markov chain (a0, a1, . . ., ai, . . .). Following a sufficient

warm up period, it is guaranteed that the chain approaches its stationary distribution ¯ρ(ai).

2.3.5 VMC simulation

The adaptations of MCMC to VMC simulation have been described extensively in literature[116,

132, 135]. The procedure to construct a Markov chain is described above. In this case, we

draw samplesR from the state space formed by various possible configuration of the elec-

trons. The desired stationary probability distribution isP(R) given by Eq. (2.19). The Monte

Carlo moves consists of hopping a spin to a vacant site and exchanging two antiparallel spins.

The choice of the spins or vacant site are made randomly.

After each accepted move, the current state of the system needs to be updated, that is, we

need to calculate the determinantal coefficientC(R) for the new configuration. Actually the

quantity that we need to calculate is the ratio,

r =
C(R′)
C(R)

(2.33)

between a new and old coefficients for calculation of the transition probability as well as the

expectation values. As given in Eq. (2.14), the coefficients are expressed as a determinant,

C(R) = det|B| whereB is aP× P matrix of the form,

B =































ϕ(r i1↑ − r j1↓) · · · ϕ(r i1↑ − r jP↓)
...

...

ϕ(r iP↑ − r j1↓) · · · ϕ(r iP↑ − r jP↓)































(2.34)
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P is the number of up or down electrons and 2P = N ≤ Ns. CalculatingC(R) directly for a

new configuration from the above equation is aO(P3) process and hence computationally very

expensive. This can be minimized by using the inverse updatemethod of Ceperley[132]. In

this scheme, the inverse ofB is also calculated and maintained which enables us to calculate

the ratio,r easily without the need of calculating a newC(R) afresh. The updating of the

inverse ofB isO(P2) process which is much less expensive. To describe the procedure, let us

define matrixD to be the transpose inverse ofB,

D =
[

BT
]−1

(2.35)

We also define aNs × Ns matrix,Φ as

Φ =































ϕ(r1↑ − r1↓) · · · ϕ(r1↑ − r Ns↓)
...

...

ϕ(r Ns↑ − r1↓) · · · ϕ(r Ns↑ − r Ns↓)































(2.36)

Now let us examine how the coefficient matrixB changes after each hopping move. There

can be two types hopping move corresponding to selecting (a)an up spin or (b) a down spin.

(a) Let us consider thep-th up spin hopping to thes-th vacant site. In that case, thep-th

row of theB matrix of Eq. (2.34) corresponding to the current configuration will change

according to the new position of the spin. The new position vector of the spin isr s, so

the p-th row will be replaced by new row whose elements are,

Φs jq, q = 1, 2, . . . ,P (2.37)

wherer jq↓ represent the position of the down spin electrons in the configuration. Now

the ratio between the new and old coefficients can be shown to be

r =
det|Bnew|
det|Bold| =

P
∑

q=1

[

Dold
]

pq
Φs jq (2.38)
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The inverse matrix for the new configuration can be calculated by updating the old

inverse matrix as follows

[Dnew]kl =
[

Dold
]

kl
/r for k = p, l = 1, 2, . . . ,P (2.39)

[Dnew]kl =
[

Dold
]

kl
−

[

Dold
]

pl

P
∑

n=1

[

Dold
]

kn
Φs jn

r
(2.40)

for k , p, l = 1, 2, . . . ,P

(b) For the case of hopping theq-th down spin to thes-the vacant site, theq-th column of

theB matrix is replaced by a new column whose elements are given by,

Φips, p = 1, 2, . . . ,P (2.41)

The ratio between the new and old determinant is

r =
det|Bnew|
det|Bold| =

P
∑

p=1

[

Dold
]

pq
Φips (2.42)

And the inverse matrix is updated as

[Dnew]kl =
[

Dold
]

kl
/r for l = q, k = 1, 2, . . . ,P (2.43)

[Dnew]kl =
[

Dold
]

kl
−

[

Dold
]

kq

P
∑

n=1

[

Dold
]

nl
Φins

r
(2.44)

for l , q, k = 1, 2, . . . ,P

For exchange of two antiparallel spins, the above scheme canbe implemented in a two step

process to calculate the ratio of determinants. First we move the up electron to the position of

the down electron making the site doubly occupied. The ratioof the two determinants is cal-

culated using the formalism of (a). Next the down electron ismoved to the previous position

of the up electron and the second ratio of determinants is calculated using the formalism of

(b). The product of these two ratios give the final ratio between the coefficient of the new con-

figuration after exchange to that before exchange. The inverse matrix is also updated through

the intermediate step.
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The process of generating new states in the Markov chain is continued by visiting different

lattice sites and hopping or exchanging spins. This processof visiting the lattice sites and

making the Monte Carlo moves is called sweep. Generally in one Monte Carlo sweep (MCS),

Ns (number of lattice sites) moves are made which consists of hopping an electron to an empty

site and exchanging two antiparallel spins. The percentageof hopping and exchange moves

should be tuned so as to maximize the overall acceptance ratio of moves. Before measurement

is started, we need to warm up the system to a the desired stationary distribution. Usually a

few thousand MCS is enough for warming up for a typical 200 sites lattice. Once the warm

up is over, measurement process can be started on the subsequent states. However successive

states generated by a Monte Carlo move are highly correlated. In order to get a true statistical

estimate of a quantity, it is desirable to have samples whichare independent of each other.

Therefore measurement are performed on the states in the sequence separated by a certain

interval. Here we consider an interval of 5 MCS, which is equivalent to 5× Ns Monte Carlo

moves. Average values are calculated using Eq. (2.20) by considering samples from the total

generated by about 105 to 107 MCS. However, the results of individual measurements for all

the samples are not averaged together. The total number of sweeps is divided intoG (= 10−20)

groups and the measurement results for each groups are collected separately inbins. We then

calculate the bin averages separately, using

Ai =
1
Mi

Mi
∑

j=1

〈Ψvar|Â|Rj〉
C(Rj)

(2.45)

whereMi is number of samples collected in thei-th bin. These averages{A1,A2, . . . ,AG} can

be regarded as true random variables and the final expectation value is calculated using,

〈Â〉 = 1
G

G
∑

i=1

Ai (2.46)

The statistical error in〈Â〉 is estimated as

σA =

√

√

∑G
i

(

〈Â〉 − Ai

)2

G
(2.47)
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2.3.6 Verification of the VMC code

We developed the complete code for the VMC in C programming language. We performed

rigorous checks of the codes by comparing our results with some well known results. By

switching off one layer in our code, we calculated energies for the two dimensionalt-J model

at various hole doping. For the two dimensional model there are plenty of results available

in the literature. Here, we show the comparison of our results with those by Yokoyamaet

al[138]

We consider thed-wave SC state in a 10× 10 lattice and take the exchange coupling in

the planart-J Hamiltonian to beJ/t = 0.5. We found the optimal values of the variational

parameter of the wavefunction to be∆̃ = 0.57, 0.72, 0.56, 0.38 and 0.25 for electron densities,

n = 1.00, 0.96, 0.88, 0.80 and 0.72, respectively. These values match closely with those given

in Ref. [138]. Next we show comparison of energies corresponding to different terms in the

t-J Hamiltonian. We defineEt, EJ andEd as

Et =

〈

−t
∑

〈i, j〉σ

(

c†iσcjσ + h.c.
)

〉

(2.48)

EJ =

〈

J
∑

〈i, j〉
Si .Sj

〉

(2.49)

Ed =

〈

J
∑

〈i, j〉

(

−
nin j

4

)

〉

(2.50)

Values of these three energy components (inper siteand in units oft) obtained from our

calculations and its comparison with the corresponding values in Ref. [138] are shown in

Fig. 2.2. The excellent agreements between the two results as seen inthe figures indicate the

correctness of our codes

For bilayer lattice, we could not directly compare our calculations with others as we are

not aware of any published VMC results on bilayert-J model. However we made a check

of the codes for bilayers in another way as follows. For a small lattice of size 4× 4 × 2, we

calculated the energy of thed-wave SC state at half-filling by exactly carrying out the sumin

Eq. (2.18) by considering all possible the states of the system. The determinantal coefficients

were calculated directly without going through any updating procedure. The energy thus

obtained with all parameter values set to unity, is−1.6518 per site. The energy obtained for
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F 2.2: Comparison of our VMC results with those by Yokoyamaet al[138]. Energies (a)
Et (b) EJ and (c)Ed (per site in units oft) for thed-wave superconducting state as a function

of electron density,n. Lattice size is 10× 10 andJ = 0.50t.

the same case, by using the Monte Carlo procedure is−1.6504, showing good agreement

between the two.

2.4 A quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) study of the Hubbard

model doped with nonmagnetic impurities

Substitution of nonmagnetic impurities in the cuprate compounds has been used as an ef-

fective probe to study the nature of electronic correlations in the materials, specially in the

underdoped region. The Cu2+ ions in the CuO2 planes of the cuprate superconductors have a
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net magnetic moment, whereas ions like Zn2+ having almost same ionic radius as Cu2+, is non-

magnetic with a filled 3d shell. Thus local defects are created on the Cu sites by substituting

them with Zn ions. One direct consequence of nonmagnetic impurity substitution in half-filled

cuprates is the weakening of antiferromagnetism due to lossof magnetic moments and subse-

quent suppression of Néel temperature,TN as observed in La2CuO4[37, 176, 177]. Interest-

ingly in weakly hole doped La2−xSrxCuO4, TN was found to increase when doped with a small

amount of Zn impurity before decreasing eventually for large impurity concentration[178].

The experimental data indicates that the increase inTN occurs due to reduction of hole mo-

bility caused by the presence of Zn impurities. In the superconducting state, nonmagnetic

impurities are found to suppress the transition temperature,Tc[179].

Effects of nonmagnetic impurities have also been studied on ladder compounds which are

of special interest because of the existence of a spin gap. NMR studies of the the two-leg

ladder compound SrCu2O3 (spin gap,∆ ∼ 680K) have revealed that the gap gets rapidly

suppressed when doped with Zn impurity[180]. Other experiments involving magnetic sus-

ceptibility measurement have shown that dc magnetic susceptibility versus temperature curves

for Sr(Cu1−xZnx)2O3 shows a cusp-like anomaly at a particular temperature before showing a

Curie-Weiss behavior at lower temperature[181].

To elucidate these features and also to investigate the interplay between holes and impu-

rities, we model the physical system by a strong coupling Hubbard model with an additional

potential term representing the presence of the impurities. The resulting Hamiltonian in a

square lattice and in a two-leg ladder is studied using the finite temperature quantum Monte

Carlo (FTQMC) method. A number of relevant macroscopic quantities are calculated as a

function of impurity concentration at different levels of hole doping.

2.4.1 The Quantum Monte Carlo method

The Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method is a powerful numericaltechnique for studying

the finite temperature properties of a strongly correlated electron system[182]. The advantage

of QMC is that it gives fairly exact result of a finite size system and results are unbiased by

choice of any variational wavefunction as in VMC. However, the negative sign problem limits

its applicability away from half-filling and at very low temperature[183].
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We developed the numerical code for the FTQMC method for studying the Hubbard model

during the current project. The technical problem of stabilizing computations at low tempera-

tures is adequately taken care of by using the method of matrix decomposition introduced by

White et al[182]. The details of the method are described in appendixA. Here we show the

verification of our codes by comparing a few results for the two dimensional Hubbard model.

The Hubbard model is given by,

H = −t
∑

〈i j〉,σ

(

c†iσcjσ + h.c.
)

+ U
∑

i

ni↑n j↓ − µ
∑

iσ

niσ (2.51)

wherec†iσ (ciσ) is the creation (annihilation) operator for an electron atsite i with spinσ, and

niσ = c†iσciσ. The sum〈i j 〉 is over all pairs of nearest neighbor sites.t is the hopping integral,

U is on site Coulomb repulsion,µ is the chemical potential controlling the band filling.

For testing our QMC codes, we calculate the following three quantities for the Hamilto-

nian and compare with the corresponding results shown in Ref. [182]. These quantities are

(a) squared local moment,c(0, 0) = 〈(ni↑ − ni↓)
2〉 (b) site double occupancy〈ni↑ni↓〉 and (c)

spin-spin correlation function,c(i, j) =
〈

(ni↑ − ni↓)(n j↑ − n j↓)
〉

. Results for these quantities

calculated using our QMC codes are shown in the Fig.2.3. Comparing the results with that

obtained for the same quantities by Whiteet al.[182], we find very good quantitative agree-

ment between the two, thus indicating correctness of our codes.

2.4.2 Effects of nonmagnetic impurities

We study the effects of nonmagnetic impurity doping on the magnetic properties of Hubbard

model at and slightly away from half-filling. We also examinethe mobility of holes in the

vicinity of an impurity to determine whether the impuritieseffect the hole mobility. The

impurities are modeled by adding an extra potential term to the usual Hubbard model. Thus

we consider a Hamiltonian given by,

H = −t
∑

〈i j〉,σ

(

c†iσcjσ + h.c.
)

+ U
∑

i

ni↑n j↓ − µ
∑

iσ

niσ +
∑

i′
V0ni′ (2.52)

where the first three terms represent the usual Hubbard modeldefined in Eq. (2.51). The sum-

mation indexi′ in the last term denote an impurity site. The presence of an impurity can be
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F 2.3: Results for a few quantities for the two dimensional Hubbard model obtained by
our QMC. The results are in good quantitative agreement withthose in Ref. [182]. The data
shown are for inverse temperatureβ = 16/t and band filling,〈n〉 = 1.0. (a) The squared local
moment,c(0, 0) as a functionU. (b) Double occupancy,〈ni↑ni↓〉 as a function ofU. (c) Spin-
spin correlation,c(i, j) as a function of distance. The paired numbers in parenthesis along the

horizontal axis are the coordinates of a few chosen lattice points in a 10× 10 lattice.

simulated by takingV0 to be either a large (as comparedU) negative or large positive[184].

For large negative value ofV0, the corresponding sites are always doubly occupied making

them magnetically inert. On the other hand for large positiveV0, the sites will be rarely occu-

pied by electrons resulting in null magnetic moments in it. We takeV0 to be large negative,

that isV0 = −20t. We have checked that occupancies of the impurity sites are very close to 2

for this potential. In case of multiple impurities, the impurity sites are chosen randomly.
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2.4.3 Two dimensional lattice

We consider a lattice of size 10× 10. The Hubbard interaction potential is taken to be

U = 4t. The simulations are performed at an inverse temperature ofβ = 1/kT = 6/t. We

calculate the local magnetic moment,mi = 〈(ni↑ − ni↓)
2〉1/2, spin-spin correlation function,

c(i, j) =
〈

(ni↑ − ni↓)(n j↑ − n j↓)
〉

and spin structure factor,S(q) = (1/Ns)
∑

i j e−iq.(r i−r j )c(i, j) (Ns

is the number of lattice sites) for the impurity doped lattice at two values of band filling, e.g.

〈n〉 = 1.0 and〈n〉 = 0.93. We observe interesting effects of impurity, such as, enhancement

of magnetic correlations around an impurity, destruction of AF long range order by finite

concentration of impurities etc. The results are describedin the following.

At half-filling, with one nonmagnetic impurity the value of the local magnetic momentmi

is found to be 0, 0.882(3) and 0.867(2) at the impurity site, sites neighbouring the impurity and

sites far away from the impurity respectively, indicating aslight enhancement of the value near

the impurity site. Qualitatively same behaviour was seen for band filling〈n〉 = 0.93. Fig.2.4

shows the nearest neighbour (nn) spin correlations around,and along ˆx and diagonal directions

with reference to the impurity site, respectively. The nn spin correlations are found to increase
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F 2.4: Spin-spin correlation,c(i, j) for two nearest neighbour (nn) sitesi, j as a function
of distance,r i of the sitei from the impurity. (a)r i is alongx̂ and the bondsi- j are transverse

to r i . (b) r i is alongx̂ and diagonal direction (̂d), and the bondsi- j lie alongr i .

in the vicinity of the impurity site which is in agreement with previous studies[185]. The

enhancement decreases as one moves away from the impurity. Qualitatively similar behavior

is seen for the hole doped case. The origin of this effect can be understood on the basis of

the fact that configurations with lower energy are favoured more. The four neighbours of the
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impurity experience constrained hopping because of the impurity. To compensate for this,

a spin at these sites would prefer to have its other three nearest neighbour sites not to be

occupied by the same species of spin, so that it can minimize energy by hopping to those

sites more frequently. This increases the spin correlations near the impurity. On the other

hand the increase in local moment at sites near the impurity is because of reduced probability

of double occupancy at those sites which happens because thesites are surrounded by only

three ‘active’ sites. Fig.2.5 shows the spin structure factorS(q) calculated for wave vector

q = (π, π), with different number of randomly positioned impurities. The initial rapid decrease
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F 2.5: Spin structure factor,S(π, π) as a function of number,N of impurities. Parameter
values are shown in figure.

of S(π, π) with increasing number of impurities is due to the suppression of AFLRO. The order

seems to get destroyed completely at around 35% of impurity concentration in accordance

with experiments[177]. The slow decrease beyond this concentration is due to the impurity

induced dilution of the lattice.

2.4.4 Two-leg ladder

Next we examine the effects of nonmagnetic impurity doping in a two-leg Hubbard ladder of

size 20× 2. The interaction potential is taken to beU = 6t. The impurity site configurations

are chosen in such a way that the ladder remains always connected.

We calculate the magnetic susceptibility defined as,

χ(q) =
1
N

∑

i j

e−iq(r i−r j )

∫ β

0
dτ

〈

(ni↑(τ) − ni↓(τ))(n j↑(0)− n j↓(0))
〉

(2.53)
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as a function of temperature,T for the pure and doped ladder. Hereβ is the inverse tem-

perature andτ is the imaginary time. The results for the uniform magnetic susceptibility,

χ0(T) (= χ(q = 0,T)) whereT = 1/β, are shown in Fig.2.6. For the pure case, suscepti-
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χ 0
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5 impurities

〈n〉 = 1.0

F 2.6: Uniform susceptibility,χ(q = 0) versus temperature,T for the pure and doped
ladder at half filling.

bility increases initially with decreasing temperature, reaches a maximum and then decreases

sharply at further lower temperatures. However when the ladder is doped with nonmagnetic

impurities,χ0(T) shows a cusp-like feature followed by a dramatic increase at lower tempera-

tures. Similar behavior of magnetic susceptibility was observed experimentally in Ref. [181].

The results for the pure case can be understood as follows. Athigher temperatures spins are

almostfree due to weak magnetic correlations and hence susceptibilityshows the expected

Curie-Weiss like increase with decreasing temperature. Asthe temperature is further low-

ered, spin fluctuations are reduced and spins start to form singlet pairs which results in the

decrease of susceptibility below a certain critical temperature. When the ladder is doped with

nonmagnetic impurities, free local moments are induced around impurity sites[186] giving

rise to the rapid increase in susceptibility at low temperatures. The occurrence of the cusp has

the following explanation. There exists two characteristic temperature scales in the system.

One, below which susceptibility starts to decrease, marks the onset of spin singlet formation.

The other, slightly lower, signals the onset of localization of induced free magnetic moment

as indicated by the sharp increase in susceptibility. The observed cusp is a result of these two

phenomena occurring at two different temperatures.

To examine the enhancement of magnetic correlations by nonmagnetic impurities, we cal-

culate the spin spin correlation function,c(i, j) = 〈(ni↑−ni↓)(n j↑−n j↓)〉 at various temperatures
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at and away from half filling. Fig.2.7shows the results for spin correlations along a leg for the

pure ladder and the ladder doped with one nonmagnetic impurity, at half filling. It is observed
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F 2.7: Spin spin correlations,c(i, j) between sitesr i (=1) andr j (=2,. . . ,10) belonging to
the same leg for (a) the pure ladder and (b) the ladder doped with one nonmagnetic impurity
placed at siter i = 0. The sites in the leg are numbered as 0, 1, 2, . . . respectively. Band filling,

〈n〉 = 1.0. The values ofβ (in units of t) are shown in the figures.

that in the presence of the impurity, the antiferromagnetic(AF) correlations are enhanced, a

feature also noted in studies on Heisenberg ladders[185, 187]. This effect is more prominent

at lower temperatures. Forβ = 2 shown in figure, no noticeable impurity effect is observed.

For the two other values ofβ, viz. 5 and 10, it is interesting to note that in addition to the

nearest neighbor, the long distance spin correlations are also enhanced by the impurity. We

carried out similar calculations for a 10× 10 square lattice and found that the enhancement at

larger distances for the ladder is greater than that in the square lattice. Away from half filling,

at electron densities〈n〉 = 0.95 and 0.90, the effect of an impurity on spin correlations for

β < 5 is found to be weaker. Simulation at still lower temperatures is prevented by the nega-

tive sign problem. Further, we calculate the spin structurefactorS(q) = 1/N
∑

i j eiq.(ri−r j )c(i, j)

at q = (π, π) for various band fillings with different number of impurities, to study the effect

of finite impurity concentration on the magnetic order. The results are shown in Fig.2.8. At

half filling, S(π, π) increases for small impurity concentration indicating strengthening of AF

order in the ladder, which is in agreement with experimentalresults[181]. For larger impurity

concentrations, long range spin correlations are heavily destroyed by the presence of impuri-

ties and thusS(π, π) decreases. Away from half filling, the enhancement of spin correlations

by impurity is anyway small for the range of temperatures considered here. HenceS(π, π)
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decreases slowly with increasing impurity concentration due to the dilution of magnetic sites.
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F 2.8: S(π, π) versus number of nonmagnetic impurities at various band fillings.

We also examine the effects of nonmagnetic impurities on the spin wave excitation modes

in the ladder. We calculate the spin wave velocity,vsw as a function of impurity concentration

in the following way. The magnon dispersion,ω(q) was calculated for the two dimensional

Hubbard model using an approximate relation given by,ω(q) = 2S(q)/χ(q)[188]. We use the

same relation to calculate magnon dispersion for the ladder. Then the spin wave velocity for

long wavelength (q → 0) spin wave modes is obtained usingvsw(q) = ω(q)/q. In Fig. 2.9,

we show the results forvsw(q) for a few small values ofq calculated for different number of

impurities forβ = 8. The plot clearly suggests that spin wave velocity gets suppressed due to

softening of the spin wave excitations.

Finally, to verify whether nonmagnetic impurity affects hole mobility as suggested by

experiments[178], we calculate the kinetic energy,〈c†iσcjσ〉 of the electrons around an impurity

site for the doped ladder and compare it with that for the pureladder, slightly away from half

filling. The results of our calculation do not show any evidence of any effect of the impurities

on the mobility of the electrons neighboring it. To quote some numbers, the value of〈c†iσcjσ〉
for two nearest neighbor sitesi, j for the pure ladder is 0.165 forβ = 5, 〈n〉 = 0.95. For the

doped case also, the value for any pair around an impurity site is found to be the same within

statistical error bars.
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F 2.9: Long wavelength spin wave velocity,vsw(q) for the pure and impurity doped
ladder.β = 8 and〈n〉 = 1.0.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced our model for bilayer superconductors and mentioned pre-

vious results obtained for the model. We have described the variational Monte Carlo method

in details. The numerical code for the method developed by uswas tested for correctness by

comparing our results with other published results.

We have also reported the results of a brief QMC study on nonmagnetic impurity doping

in the Hubbard model. We developed the numerical code for thefinite temperature QMC

method and tested for its correctness. Using QMC, we studiedthe effects of nonmagnetic

impurity doping on the Hubbard model for square lattice and for a two-leg ladder at and away

from half-filling. We observed interesting effects of nonmagnetic impurities on the magnetic

properties. Antiferromagnetic correlations are enhancedaround an impurity. However AF

long range order (AFLRO) is destroyed by a finite concentration of impurities. For ladder,

the uniform magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature for the doped system shows

a sharp increase at lower temperatures, a feature not seen inpure ladders. In addition the spin

wave modes softens which is signaled by the spin wave velocity going down for the doped

systems. Further, we found no evidence of any effect of impurity on the mobility of electrons

neighboring impurity sites.
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Chapter 3

Superconducting and magnetic properties

of t-J bilayer

3.1 Introduction

Superconductivity in the two dimensional (2D)t-J model has been studied in considerable

details in the past using variational Monte Carlo (VMC). Significant contributions include

early works by Gros[124, 125], Yokoyamaet al[138], Sorellaet al[128] and others. In these

studies, the superconducting as well as several other competing phases based for the 2Dt-J

model were described in terms of Gutzwiller projected variational wavefunctions. The results

obtained in these studies have established a ground state phase diagram for the model. It is

found that the half-filled phase is AF insulating, the hole doped phase for a wide range of

doping is superconducting and the heavily overdoped phase is a normal metallic. A num-

ber of symmetries were considered for the superconducting gap function, however the most

favourable state in the physical range oft, J parameter values was found to have thedx2−y2-

wave (d-wave) symmetry in agreement with experiments. The Gutzwiller projected BCS

wavefunction withd-wave symmetry has been quite successful in explaining manyof the ob-

served properties of high-Tc superconductors as demonstrated more recently by Paramekanti

et al[141, 142]. However such studies have been lacking in bilayers and it provides a motiva-

tion for our current study.

55
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The interplay of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity in high-Tc cuprates has been

of utmost interest owing to their proximity in the phase diagram. A basic question has been

whether the AF interactions between the copper spins in the CuO2 layers play a role in the

pairing mechanism of high-Tc superconductors[85, 189, 190]. In the phenomenologicalSO(5)

theory, antiferromagnetism and superconductivity are assumed to have a common microscopic

origin and are treated on an equal footing[95, 191]. A natural extrapolation of finding the

connection between AF and SC is the issue of their coexistence. Experimentally, inelastic

neutron scattering studies on underdoped YBCO suggest thatmagnetic ordering, though may

be of short range, exists in the SC state[192, 193, 194]. A Cu-NMR study on a five-layered

Hg-based compound finds that AF and SC ordering exist at the same time in alternating copper

oxide layers of the material[195]. In contrast, the two dimensional Hubbard andt-J models

are found to support a coexisting scenario where the magnetic ordering is rather robust with

AF long range order (AFLRO) surviving in the superconducting state upto a large value of

hole doping[128, 139, 140, 196].

Here we examine these issues, e.g. the pairing symmetry of the superconducting state and

coexistence of AF and SC in bilayers using VMC by taking the Hamiltonian parameter values

within a range as suggested by theory and experiments. Firstwe consider a variational wave-

function describing a purely superconducting state. Threepossible pairing symmetries for

the SC state are considered. Our variational calculations indicate that the favourable pairing

symmetry of the SC state isd-wave. We study the dependence of the optimal gap parameter

for thed-wave state on hole doping, lattice size and the interplanarparameters. Next we ex-

amine the coexistence of antiferromagnetic and superconducting correlations by considering

a variational wavefunction which describe both the orders simultaneously. We find that the

underdoped regime supports a coexisting phase, beyond which the (d-wave) superconducting

state becomes stable. The superconducting and magnetic properties in the coexisting phase

are compared with those in the pure SC state. The results showthat both the SC and AF cor-

relations are enhanced in coexisting phase as compared to those in the pure SC state. A larger

interplanar hopping, is found to reduce planar correlations at optimal doping, while an oppo-

site behaviour, that is stabilization of the superconducting state is observed in the overdoped

regime, with the interplanar exchange all the while playinga dormant role.
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3.2 Model parameters and other numerical details

The bilayert-J Hamiltonian is described in§2.2. For referring to different terms in the Hamil-

tonian later, we write it as

H = PG

















−t
∑

〈i, j〉σ

(

c†iσcjσ + h.c.
)

+ J
∑

〈i, j〉

(

Si .S j −
1
4

nin j

)

−t⊥
∑

〈〈i,k〉〉σ

(

c†iσckσ + h.c.
)

+ J⊥
∑

〈〈i,k〉〉

(

Si .Sk −
1
4

nink

)

















PG

= H t
‖ +H J

‖ +H t
⊥ +H J

⊥ (3.1)

The planar parameter values of thet-J model are estimated from ab initio calculations to

be t ∼ 0.35− 0.44 eV andJ ∼ 0.13 eV[86, 150] giving a J/t value of∼ 0.30− 0.37. Such

a value of the planar exchange coupling parameter (∼ 0.13 eV) is confirmed by experiments

measuring magnon excitation spectra in both single layer La2−xSrxCuO4[39, 87] and bilayer

YBa2Cu3O6+x[197, 198, 199]. However it is not possible to measure the hopping parameter

directly in experiment. In this work we fix the planar hoppingand exchange parameters at

constant values and takeJ = 0.35t throughout.

To study the effect of interplanar interaction on the properties, we have varied t⊥ andJ⊥

over a small range compatible with experiments and ab-initio calculations. The interplanar

exchange,J⊥ is estimated to be of∼ 0.01 eV by Millis et al[200] and also in the above

references mentioned for bilayer. The band structure calculations of Andersenet al[150]

give t⊥ = 0.05 eV andJ⊥ = 0.02 eV. A recent ab-initio calculation by Muñozet al[201]

concludes that for different multilayer cuprates,t⊥ varies from 0.091− 0.121 eV andJ⊥ from

0.004− 0.014 eV. Here we have consideredt⊥ = 0.05t, 0.20t, andJ⊥ = 0.03t, 0.10t. These

values are approaximately in the range as suggested by the above studies.

The method (VMC) used to study the Hamiltonian is described in §2.3. The numerical

details of our calculations are calculations are as follows. Simulation was performed mainly

on a lattice of size 8× 8 × 2. We have examined the finite size effects by calculating a

few quantities for different lattice sizes. The Monte Carlo (MC) moves consists of moving

a randomly chosen electron to a random vacant site and exchanging two randomly chosen

antiparallel spins. The system is warmed up for about 500 Monte Carlo sweeps (MCS), where
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one MCS consists ofNs (number of lattice sites) random moves. Out of theNs moves within

one MCS, the percentages of hopping and exchange moves are chosen so as to maximize

the acceptance ratio of the Monte Carlo moves. After a move isaccepted, the configurations

are updated using the inverse update method[132]. For calculation of the expectation values,

we have taken comparatively larger sample sizes in order to get a good accuracy. The size

of the Hilbert space increases rapidly upto about 30% hole concentration and then falls off.

One therefore has to increase the sample size accordingly inorder to get similar accuracy in

calculated quantities at various doping levels. For energycalculations, we have taken about

105 sweeps at half-filling which was increased upto about 107 sweeps away from half-filling,

making measurements at an interval of 5 MCS. For calculationof other properties, the number

of sweeps was 106 at half-filling and larger away for non-zero hole doping. Theenergy and

parameter values mentioned in all the subsequent discussions are in units oft. In addition, the

energy values are quoted as energy per site.

3.3 The superconducting state

The variational wavefunction that we have considered for describing the superconducting

state, is the Gutzwiller projected BCS wavefunction, whichin fixed N (number of electrons)

formulation (§2.3.1) can be written as,

|Ψvar〉 = PG















∑

k

ϕ(k)c†k↑c
†
−k↓















N/2

|0〉 (3.2)

wherePG =
∏

i(1 − ni↑ni↓) is the Gutzwiller projector which projects out the states with no

doubly occupied site. The summation index ‘k’ runs over all points in the first Brillouin zone.

The pairing amplitude,ϕk is given by

ϕ(k) =
∆k

(εk − µ) +
√

(εk − µ)2 + ∆2
k

(3.3)

where∆k is the superconducting gap function,εk = −2t
(

coskx + cosky

)

− 2t⊥ coskz with

kz being 0 orπ, is the dispersion relation for bilayers andµ is the chemical potential. The

wavefunction of Eq. (3.2) reduces to the the normal state when∆k → 0 uniformly for all k.
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We get,

lim
∆k→0

ϕ(k) = 0 for ε(k) > µ (3.4)

and consequently ifµ is equal toµ0 (chemical potential for the noninteracting case),|Ψvar〉
becomes the projected Fermi sea upto a normalization constant. That is

|Ψvar〉∆k→0 = PG

∏

k≤kF

c†k↑c
†
k↓|0〉 (3.5)

3.3.1 The gap function

The momentum dependence of the superconducting gap,∆k has been one of the major issues

in the high-Tc superconductors. The general conclusion from angle resolved photoemission

spectroscopy (ARPES) and tunneling experiments is that∆k hasd-wave symmetry (∆(k) =

∆(coskx − cosky))[21, 46]. It is maximum near the antinodal (0, π) or (π, 0) points and is zero

along the nodal (π, π) direction. However, there exists a number of experimentalevidences

which suggest that the gap function is more complex than a simple d-wave. An early report

in this regard is the ARPES result for the energy gap in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x (Bi2212) by Ding

et al.[202] They find that the gap does not vanish along (π, π) direction, instead the node is

split into two and lies near the (π, π) line on its either side. Similar result was obtained by

Vobornik et al.[203] who found an energy gap of∼ 9 meV along the Brillouin zone diagonal

for heavily overdoped Bi2212. More recently, analyzing high-resolution spectroscopic data

on Bi2212, Zhao[204] concludes that the diagonal superconducting gap in the compound is

of ∼ 7 meV. These results are in direct contrast to ad-wave scenario of the superconducting

gap. Zhao argues that the photoemission and tunneling experiments are surface sensitive and

hence may not reveal the true gap characteristics of the bulkmaterials. In fact, his results

support a gap with an extendeds-wave symmetry having eight line nodes. However such

evidences contradicting thed-wave scenario seem to be coming only from bilayer materials.

A very recent ARPES study on high quality single crystal La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) shows that

the superconducting gap in this material follows the simpled-wave variation with the gap

magnitude vanishing along (π, π).

These facts put together, lead one to believe that the situation in bilayered materials might

be different and it may be a consequence of interlayer coupling. Thepossibility of interlayer
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pairing and its effect on the overall energy gap structure in bilayers was investigated by Leeet

al[205] in the framework of thet-J model. Using the slave-boson mean field theory (SBMFT),

they showed that introduction of interlayer hopping and exchange coupling lead to a state

having both an interlayer pairing amplitude and ad-wave pairing amplitude in a layer. The

stable state was found to have ad ± s symmetry with the gap function being given by∆k =

∆d ± ∆⊥, where∆d hasd-wave symmetry and∆⊥ is constant. The - (+) sign correspond to

the bonding (antibonding) band. Such a gap structure explains the observation of Ref. [202]

on Bi2212, since the minima of|∆d ± ∆⊥| would be shifted from the (π, π) line. Here we also

consider such a gap function (we call the±∆ state asdz-wave here) for the superconducting

state in addition to a pured-wave gap. Our ansatz functions for the superconducting gapare

the following,

∆k =































(a) ∆d

(

coskx − cosky

)

(d-wave)

(b) ∆‖
(

coskx − cosky

)

+ ∆⊥ coskz (d + dz)

(c) ∆‖
(

coskx − cosky

)

+ ∆⊥(1− coskz) (d − dz)

(3.6)

3.3.2 Stable pairing symmetry

As with any variational calculation, we have optimized the wavefunction by calculating the

energy,

〈H〉 = 〈Ψvar|H|Ψvar〉
〈Ψvar|Ψvar〉

(3.7)

as a function of the variational parameters and then minimizing it. The stable pairing symme-

try of the superconducting state is determined by choosing the lowest energy state among the

ones considered. The variational parameters for thed-wave state is∆d andµ. For the other

two states listed above (Eq. (3.6)), the parameters consist of∆‖, ∆⊥ andµ. The parameter

µ can practically be taken to be the chemical potential for thecorresponding noninteracting

system,µ0. This is because the energy improvement obtained by varyingµ aroundµ0 is found

to be negligible, especially for smallJ, as observed in the two dimensionalt-J model[138].

We found this to be true in bilayers also. This is illustratedin Fig.3.1where we plot the varia-

tional energy of thed-wave state at hole concentration,x = 0.19 as a function of∆d for various

µ. The figure shows that the difference in energy between the lowest minimum (obtained for

µ − µ0 = −0.20) and the minimum for the noninteracting value of the chemical potential is
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F 3.1: Variational energy,E for thed-wave SC state plotted as function of∆d for different
values ofµ. The numbers shown in figure are the values of (µ − µ0), whereµ0 (= −0.37
in this case) is the noninteracting chemical potential. Hole concentration,x = 0.19 and

(t⊥, J⊥) = (0.20, 0.10). Lattice size is 8× 8× 2.

very small. More importantly the variationalµ does not seem to shift values of optimal∆d

which has a direct bearing on the physical properties. Similar feature was observed also for

other values of interplanar coupling parameters. Hence we take,µ = µ0 in all the calculations.

Optimizing with respect to rest of the variational parameters, we observed the following.

The pairing symmetry (c) (Eq. (3.6)) is not favourable for any parameter value or hole doping.

The lowest energy of the state is obtained only with∆⊥ = 0, which reduces it to thed-

wave state. As for the (d + dz) state, it yields lowest energy (with nonzero∆⊥) only for

one case, e.g. for the smallert⊥ (= 0.05), largerJ⊥ (= 0.10) and at half-filling. For all

other parameter values and hole doping,∆⊥ raises the energy as compared to that for pure

d-wave state. In Fig.3.2, we plot the variational energy of the (d + dz) state as a function

of ∆‖ and∆⊥ for (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.05, 0.10) at and slightly away from half-filling. The figure

at x = 0 shows that the energy of the pured-wave state (∆⊥ = 0) is significantly lowered

by the introduction of nonzero∆⊥. The lowest energy is obtained at∆̃‖ ∼ 0.8, ∆̃⊥ ∼ 0.8

signaling the stability of the (d + dz) state at this value of hole doping. On the other hand,

the figure atx = 0.02 shows that even slightly away from half-filling, the (d + dz) state lies

higher in energy in comparison to the pured-wave state. Similar behaviour is observed at all

hole doping for other values of interplanar parameters. This result is in sharp contrast to the

mean-field results of Ref. [205], which finds the (d+dz) state to be favourable for bilayers for

a wide range of hole doping. Thus except for the one case, thed-wave state the yield lowest
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F 3.2: Variational energy,Evar for the (d + dz) state as function of∆‖ for various values
of ∆⊥ (a) at half-filling and (b) at a hole doping,x = 0.02. Error bars are shown only for one
curve in each figure for clarity. Interplanar parameters are, (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.05, 0.10) and lattice

size is 8× 8× 2.

energy among the ones considered for a wide range of hole doping. To show the behaviour

of the variational energy of thed-wave state, in Fig.3.3 we plot the energy for the state as a

function of its variational parameter,∆d for a few different values of hole concentration. The

-0.43
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 0  1  2

x = 0.00
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 0  1  2

x = 0.25

-0.88

-0.83

-0.78

 0  1  2

x = 0.31

F 3.3: Variational energy,Evar (along the vertical axes) for thed-wave state as func-
tion of ∆d (along the horizontal axes) at various hole concentrationsshown in the figures.

Interplanar parameters are, (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.05, 0.10) and lattice size is 8× 8× 2.

variational energy shows a shallow minimum as a function of∆d near half-filling. The depth of

the minimum increases with doping, becoming maximum aroundoptimal hole concentration
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and then decreases again. The position of the minimum shiftsgradually to lower∆d side

with increasingx. The optimal energy of thed-wave state obtained from the such data as

above for various values of interplanar parameter are shownin Fig. 3.4 as a function of hole

concentration. In order to estimate the finite size effects on the magnitude of the optimal gap

-0.75

-0.55

-0.35

 0  0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4

E
0

x

(0.05, 0.10)

(0.20, 0.10)

(0.20, 0.03)

dSC

F 3.4: Optimal energy,E0 (per site in units oft) for the d-wave state as function of
hole concentration,x. The paired number in the parentheses shown in the figure are values of

(t⊥, J⊥). Lattice size is 8× 8× 2.

parameter,̃∆d (for d-wave state), we optimized the wavefunction for three different lattice

sizes, e.g. 6× 6× 2, 8× 8× 2 and 10× 10× 2. This is presumably important as the physical

properties of the wavefunction are crucially dependent on∆̃d. However in this case, we found

that the finite size effect on∆̃d is very little which will be evident in the following section.

Thus we conclude that the energy gap for thet-J bilayer for realistic parameter values has

d-wave symmetry which has also been found to be the case in single layers. Having decided

on the pairing symmetry, we now investigate the properties of thed-wave state in details.

3.3.3 Doping dependence of the superconducting gap

The doping dependence of the superconducting gap parameter, ∆̃d(x) of the d-wave state

for different lattice sizes and interplanar parameter values is shown in Fig. 3.5. The main

features observed in the figures are as follows. Except near half-filling, the gap∆̃d decreases

monotonically with increasing hole doping,x and vanishes at a critical concentration,xc which

is around 30%. The magnitude of∆̃d(x) is roughly the same among different lattice sizes,
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F 3.5: Doping dependence of the optimal variational parameter, ∆̃d(x) of thed-wave SC
state in bilayer for different lattice sizes and interplanar parameters.

except for some small differences in the overdoped region (nearxc) for the larger value of

interplanar hopping,t⊥. For this case,̃∆d(x) shows a increase with increasing lattice size as

seen in Fig.3.5(b). The interplanar exchange coupling,J⊥ has no effect on the∆̃d and hence

figures are shown only for one value ofJ⊥. For comparison, we also optimized thed-wave

superconducting wavefunction for the two dimensionalt-J model for parameter values same

as those of the planar parameters for the bilayer. The results for ∆̃d(x) is shown in Fig.3.6. It

 0

 0.2

 0.4
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 0  0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4

∆~
d

x

8 x 8
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F 3.6: Optimal gap parameter,∆̃d(x) of thed-wave state as a function of hole doping for
the two dimensionalt-J model. Lattice size is 8× 8 andJ/t (= 0.35) is same as the value of

planar exchange coupling parameter taken for the bilayer.

shows that the behaviour of∆̃d for bilayer and the two dimensional lattice is similar.

Another feature observed in Fig.3.5is that∆̃d increases initially just away from half-filing

from its value atx = 0, before going down withx. This appear as humps nearx = 0 in the
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∆̃(x) curves as seen in the figure. We find it to be a result of the competition between hopping

and exchange energies. To see this, in Fig.3.7 we plot the exchange and hopping energies,

EJ (= 〈H J
‖ +H J

⊥〉) andEt (= 〈H t
‖ +H t

⊥〉) respectively, versus the variational parameter,∆d,

for a few small values of hole doping corresponding to the lattice size and parameter values

shown. At half-filling, the exchange energy and hence the total energy shows a minimum for
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F 3.7: Variation of exchange energyEJ and hopping energyEt (per site in units oft)
of the d-wave state with variational parameter∆d, at different values of hole concentration

shown in the figures. The lattice size is 8× 8× 2 and (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.20, 0.10).

∆d ∼ 0.4. Away from half-filling, the exchange energy does not really have a minimum. It

decreases initially with increasing∆d and becomes almost constant afterwards. This tends

to shift ∆̃d towards the higher side as the hole concentration is increased. However, as soon

as holes are introduced into the lattice the kinetic energy starts playing a role. The hopping

energyEt increases with increasing∆d, and at a faster rate at larger hole concentration. At

small hole concentration, with initial increase of∆d, the energy gain due to decrease inEJ

overcompensates for the energy loss due to increase inEt. Thus∆̃d increases with increasing

x up to a certain value. Beyond this value ofx, the kinetic energy dominates the energy

spectrum which results in the decrease of∆̃d with increasing hole concentration.

3.3.4 Magnetic and superconducting correlations

To study the magnetic properties in thed-wave SC state in the bilayer, we calculate the spin-

spin correlation function,〈Sz
i S

z
j〉 and the corresponding Fourier transform,S(q), called as the
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spin structure factor which is defined as,

S(q) =
1
N

∑

i j

eiq·(r i−r j )〈Sz
i S

z
j〉 (3.8)

The results at various hole dopings and its comparison with the corresponding results for a

square lattice are shown in Fig.3.8. Fig. 3.8(a)shows the spin-spin correlation,〈Sz
i S

z
j〉 as a
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F 3.8: Magnetic correlations in thed-wave state (dSC) in bilayer and in a two dimen-
sional lattice at various hole dopings. (a) Spin-spin correlation, 〈Sz

i S
z
j〉 in a plane as a function

of distance along ˆx-direction at half-filling. The two envelopes represent thedecay of corre-
lation with distance which goes as∼ r−1.42. (b) Spin structure factor,S(q) as a function ofq
along a path (ΓMX triangle) shown in the figure, for a square lattice of size 8× 8. (c)S(q) as
a function of planarq along theΓMX triangle for qz = 0. (d) Same as (c) but forqz = 0. The
bilayer lattice size is 8× 8× 2 and (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.20, 0.10). PlanarJ (= 0.35) is same in both

the bilayer and the square lattice.

function of distance, (r i − r j) along the planar ˆx-direction at half-filling. The correlations are
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suggestive of the existence of AF order in the system. However the strength of correlations

decays with distance as shown by the curves enveloping the magnitudes, indicating the ab-

sence of AF long range order (AFLRO). The decay obeys a power law behaviour and it was

found to be given by〈Sz
i S

z
j〉 ∼ r−1.42. The value of the exponent, 1.42 is not too different from

the value of 1.5 obtained for thed-wave state in a 2D Hubbard model[142]. The interplanar

correlations, i.e.〈Sz
i S

z
j〉 with i, j belonging to different layers, are found to be even smaller. In

fact, it is negligible in comparison to planar correlations. For instance, the strength of the near-

est neighbour spin correlation for two corresponding sitesin different planes is approximately

10% of that for two sites in the same plane. The spin structurefactor,S(q) as a function of

(qx, qy) along theΓMX triangle forqz = 0 andπ are shown in Fig.3.8(d)and Fig.3.8(c)at dif-

ferent hole dopings. The peak at (π, π, π) indicates the AF correlations in the lattice, however

it is not as sharp as is expected for a true AFLRO. Thus thed-wave state underestimates the

magnetic correlations in the cuprates near half-filling as noted in earlier studies[142]. Also

the magnitudes ofS(qx, qy, 0) andS(qx, qy, π) are comparable suggesting again that the inter-

planar correlations are very weak. Away from half-filling the peaks inS(q) decreases rapidly

signaling the destruction of AF order. Qualitatively similar behaviour is observed for a square

lattice whose results is also shown in the figure. The resultsfor other values of the interplanar

parameters are similar and hence not shown. It may be mentioned that the quantity that is

usually measured in neutron scattering experiments is the dynamic structure factor,S(q, ω).

Away from half-filling, the experiments observe peaks in scattering intensity at certain in-

commensurate wave vectors at lower frequencies (see Ref. [171] and references therein for a

recent progress on the subject). In bilayer compounds, suchas YBCO, the incommensurate

peaks merge into a single commensurate resonance peak at a higher frequency.

Next we examine the superconducting correlations in thed-wave SC state. The SC pair-

pair correlation function is defined as,

Fα,β(r − r ′) =
〈

B†rαBr ′β

〉

(3.9)

whereB’s are pair operators, given byBr ′β ≡ 1
2(cr ′↑cr ′+β↓ − cr ′↓cr ′+β↑). Br ′β annihilates a

singlet pair on bond (r ′, r ′ + β) while B†rα creates one on (r , r + α). α andβ are unit vectors

connecting to nearest neighbours in the ˆx, ŷ (planar) and ˆz (across the plane) directions. We

have computedFα,β as a function of distance|r − r ′| and obtained the superconducting order

parameter,Φ as follows. The order parameter for thed-wave state is defined as[142] Fα,β(r −
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r ′) → ±Φd
2 for large |r − r ′|, where the+ (−) sign correspond toα ‖ (⊥) to β (with bothα

andβ lying in a single layer). Thus the quantity,Φd correspond to the planar SC correlations

in the lattice. The interplanar correlations are obtained by taking bothα, β to be alongz-

direction. The results for planar superconducting correlations for one particular case is shown

in Fig. 3.9. We see that the planar correlations are strong and does not show any appreciable
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F 3.9: SC pair-pair correlation,Fα,β(r − r ′) for thed-wave state as a function of distance
(r − r ′) between two planar pairs along ˆx-direction. The points of maximum distance which
are used to determine the order parameter,Φd are indicated in the figure. Hole concentration,

x = 0.19. Lattice size is 8× 8× 2 and (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.20, 0.10).

decay with distance. The change in sign forα ‖ (⊥) β is due to thed-wave symmetry of

the superconducting state. The interplanar correlations corresponding to bothα, β alongz-

direction, which is not shown in the figure, are found to be negligibly small. The result appears

as no surprise in view of the form of the gap function for thed-wave state.

The SC order parameter,Φd obtained from the pair-pair correlation function as described

above is calculated at various values of hole doping and interplanar parameters. The results are

shown in Fig.3.10. The figure shows thatΦd is zero at half-filling, increases with increasing

x in the underdoped region and becomes maximum at an optimal doping of around 20% hole

concentration. Beyond this level,Φd decreases withx and vanishes at a critical hole doping,

xc that depends on the interplanar hopping integral,t⊥. The variation ofΦd with x resembles

the variation ofTc with hole concentration in the phase diagrams of high-Tc superconductors.

Also it is in contrast to behaviour of the gap parameter,∆̃d which increases with decreasingx

and becomes maximum near half-filling. The behaviour ofΦd is understood as follows[142].

At underdoping, particle number fluctuations at individualsites are severely restricted by
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F 3.10: Superconducting order parameter,Φd of the d-wave SC state as a function of
hole doping,x. (a) For a bilayer of size 8× 8× 2 and interplanar parameter values as shown
in the figure. (b) For a square lattice of size 8× 8 with planar parameter values same as that

for the bilayer.

the projection operator. Consequently, there is a large fluctuations in its conjugate variable,

the phase of the order parameter. This quantum fluctuations destroy the order parameter

increasingly as we approach half-filling. In the overdoped region,Φd decreases withx because

more and more Cooper pairs are disrupted by the holes which tend to get delocalized in order

to lower the kinetic energy. In the figure, we have also shown the results obtained by us for

a two dimensionalt-J model. The square lattice results are in good agreement withthose in

Ref. [142].

An important feature to be noted in Fig.3.10 is the effect of interplanar hopping on the

SC order parameter. In the optimally doped region, larger single particle hopping,t⊥ clearly

reduces the planar SC correlations. This is also confirmed bycomparing the value ofΦd

for the square lattice with that for the bilayer for the case of higher t⊥. This reduction of

planar superconducting correlations by single particle interlayer hopping agrees with the cor-

responding mean-field results for the bilayert-J model[164]. On the other hand, the interlayer

exchange coupling,J⊥ is found to play a dormant as far as the range of its values considered

here is concerned. The SC correlations forJ⊥ = 0.03 (not shown here) is almost the same as

that for J⊥ = 0.10 shown above. Interestingly, we observe an opposite behaviour in the over-

doped region. Here largert⊥ seems to enhance the superconducting correlations extending the

stability of the SC state to a slightly higher hole doping. This is found to be due to a change in
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momentum distribution by increasedt⊥ in the overdoped region. This issue shall be discussed

in details in the next Chapter.

3.4 Coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity

We have seen in the above that a pured-wave superconducting wavefunction is inadequate to

describe the magnetic correlations in the Mott insulating phase of the high-Tc cuprates. The

wavefunction is found to grossly underestimate the AF long range order near existing in these

materials near half-filling. Here we consider a variationalwavefunction which provides a bet-

ter description of the ground state near half-filling. It incorporates both the superconducting

and antiferromagnetic orders. The energy minimization procedure yield a state of coexist-

ing AF and SC in the underdoped region. Magnetic and superconducting correlations in the

coexisting state are calculated and compared with that of the pure SC state.

3.4.1 The variational wavefunction

The variational wavefunction which we consider for describing both the AF and SC orders is

given by[139, 140]

|Ψvar (∆SC,∆AF)〉 = PGPN

∏

k

(

uk + vkd†k↑d
†
−k↓

)

|0〉 (3.10)

where the operatorPN projects out the states with a fixed electron number,N andPG =
∏

i(1−ni↑ni↓), is the Gutzwiller projector which imposes the condition of no double occupancy.

The product in Eq.3.10is over the first Brillouin zone and the amplitudesuk andvk are defined

by,

vk

uk
= φ(k) =

∆k

(∓Ek − µ) +
√

(∓Ek − µ)2 + ∆2
k

(3.11)

where∆k = ∆SCf (k) represents the SC gap,f (k) being an appropriate symmetry function of

k andEk =

√

ε2
k + ∆

2
AF. εk = −2t(coskx + cosky) − 2t⊥ coskz, is the free electron dispersion

for bilayer andµ is the chemical potential. The− (+) sign in the denominator of Eq.2.5
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corresponds toεk < 0 (εk > 0). The quasiparticle operators,d†kσ diagonalizes the AF Hartree-

Fock Hamiltonian (AppendixB) with a gap∆AF and are related to the electron operators by

the following transformation,
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(3.12)

with

αk =
1
√

2

(

1− εk

Ek

)1/2

βk =
1
√

2

(

1+
εk

Ek

)1/2

(3.13)

HereQ = (π, π, π), is the perfect nesting vector andη(σ) = ±1 forσ =↑, ↓.

The wavefunction in Eq.3.10consists of two variational parameters, viz.∆SC and∆AF.

Ideally the chemical potential,µ should also be treated as a variational parameter, however

here we fix it at its noninteracting value,µ0 for reason mentioned in§3.3.2. The wavefunc-

tion describes different phases depending upon the values of the variational parameters. For

∆AF = 0 and∆SC , 0, it describes the usual BCS superconducting state, whereas in the limit

∆SC→ 0 and∆AF , 0, the wavefunction reduces to a state with antiferromagnetic long range

order[135]. For nonzero∆SC and∆AF, the wavefunction describes a phase with coexisting AF

and SC state as will be shown later, while the normal state is recovered as both the parameters

vanish.

In the following sections, results will be presented only for interplanar parameter values

of (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.20, 0.10). The results for other values considered here are found to be similar.

The lattice size is chosen be 8× 8× 2.

3.4.2 Optimal gap parameter and energy

As mentioned earlier, our variational calculations supports ad-wave symmetry for the SC

state. Hence we have considered this state as the superconducting pairing symmetry in the

coexisting wavefunction. We refer to thed-wave SC gap by∆d as before, that is, we write

∆k = ∆d(coskx − cosky). The optimization of the wavefunction with pured-wave SC order

(for ∆AF = 0) is already described in§3.3.2. Here we introduce the second variational param-

eter,∆AF and optimize the wavefunction again, now in the parameter space of∆d and∆AF.
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The results for the optimal parameters and the ground state energy in the underdoped region

are shown in Fig.3.11. Fig.3.11(a)shows∆̃AF, the optimal value of the antiferromagnetic gap
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F 3.11: (a) Optimal AF gap parameter,∆̃AF for the coexisting wavefunction as a function
of hole concentration. (b) Optimal SC gap parameter,∆̃d for both the pured-wave SC and the
coexisting phases as a function of hole concentration in theunderdoped region. (c) Optimal
energy,E0 (per site in units oft) for the pured-wave SC (dSC) and the coexisting AF & SC
(AF+dSC) states as a function of hole concentration in the underdoped region. Lattice size is

8× 8× 2 and (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.20, 0.10).

parameter as a function of hole concentration in the underdoped region. The corresponding

optimal SC gap parameter,∆̃d is now modified as compared to its value in the pure SC wave-

function. The values of̃∆d for the two wavefunctions are shown in Fig.3.11(b). We see from

the figures that̃∆AF is maximum at half-filling, decreases slowly withx for small value ofx

and then falls off rapidly to vanish at∼ 14% hole concentration.̃∆d in the coexisting state is

clearly reduced as compared to its value in the pure SC state.Thus in the underdoped region,

below x ∼ 0.14, we have the lowest energy state with nonzero values of∆̃AF and∆̃d. In this
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state, both the magnetic and superconducting correlationsare found to be strong (shown in

the next section) implying that antiferromagnetism coexists with superconductivity below this

hole concentration. The optimal energies of the pured-wave SC (dSC) and the coexisting AF

& SC (AF+dSC) states is shown in Fig.3.11(c)as a function of hole doping in the underdoped

region. The figure shows that the energy in the coexisting state is significantly lowered near

half-filling as compared to that in the pure SC state. The energy difference between the two

phases is maximum at half-filling and decreases gradually with increasing hole concentration,

finally vanishing atx ∼ 0.14. It may be mentioned that the coexistence of the two phaseswere

also observed in the two dimensionalt-J model[128, 139, 140] below a hole doping which is

almost same as the value obtained above for bilayer.

3.4.3 Enhanced correlations in the coexisting state

Here we calculate the magnetic and superconducting correlations in the coexisting AF & SC

state and show that correlations are strong and enhanced compared with the pure SC state.

First we examine the magnetic correlations in the underdoped region. Fig.3.12, we plot the

planar and interplanar spin correlations in the coexistingstate at various values of hole dop-

ing. The figures show that in this case spin-spin correlations decay very slowly as compared
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F 3.12: Spin-spin correlation as a function of distance alongx̂-direction in the coexisting
AF+dSC state. The spins are on lattice sites lying (a) along an edge in a plane, and (b) on two
different planes along the same direction. Lattice size is 8× 8× 2 and (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.20, 0.10).

to the case of pured-wave SC state (Fig.3.8(a)). Only at larger values ofx, the correlations
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show a appreciable decay with distance as seen forx = 0.12 in the figure. The interplanar

correlations, which are very weak in thed-wave state, is almost of the same magnitude as

the planar correlations in the coexisting state. The presence of magnetic order in the coexist-

ing phase is further emphasized by plottingS(q) versusq at various hole concentrations in

Fig. 3.13. We see that the peaks inS(q) atq = (π, π, π) are very sharp indicating the existence
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F 3.13: S(q) for the coexisting AF & SC state as a function of (qx, qy) along theΓMX
path as shown in Fig.3.8(d)for (a)qz = 0 and (b)qz = π, as various hole doping shown in the

figures. Lattice size is 8× 8× 2 and (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.20, 0.10).

strong AFLRO in the coexisting phase. To give an quantitative estimate of the sharpness of the

peaks, we calculate the ratio between the peak and the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM)

of the curves. This ratio at half-filling, for the coexistingstate is∼ 40 while the same for the

pured-wave state is∼ 3. A few other points may be noted regarding the behaviour ofS(q)

in the coexisting state contrasted with that in the pured-wave state (Fig.3.8). The difference

between magnitudes ofS(π, π, π) andS(π, π, 0) in the coexisting state is much more larger.

This is indicative of the strong interplanar AF correlations in this state. Also the variation

of S(q)) with hole concentration is very contrasting in the two cases. S(qx, qy, π) decreases

with increasingx in both the cases which is due to the destruction of planar correlations by

holes. However,S(qx, qy, 0) shows an opposite variation in the two cases. It increaseswith

increasingx in the coexisting state while the opposite behaviour is observed for the case of

the pured-wave state (3.8(c)). The former behaviour is understood as follows. Away from

half-filling, the holes destroy interplanar AF correlations more effectively than planar corre-

lations because of the lower energy cost in doping so, asJ⊥ < J. This can be observed by

comparing the spin correlations in Fig.3.12(a)and3.12(a)for the larger value of hole doping,
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e.g.x = 0.12. S(qx, qy, 0) increases withx because of this weaker interplanar AF correlations

away from half-filling as compared to the situation at half-filling where planar and interplanar

correlations are of same magnitudes. As for the case of pured-wave state, the decrease of

S(qx, qy, 0) with x is a reflection of the fact that interplanar correlations in the state is negligi-

ble at all hole doping. Finally we mention that, though the coexisting state provides a better

description of the magnetic properties of the ground state,its prediction of a robust AF order

in the SC state far away from half-filling is not observed experimentally.

Our next task is to examine how the SC correlations are affected by the coexisting AF

order. For this purpose, we calculate the SC pair-pair correlations,Fα,β(r − r ′) and the corre-

sponding order parameter,Φd as described before. The results forΦd for the coexisting state

and for the pured-wave state are compared in Fig3.14. The figure shows that in the region
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F 3.14: SC order parameter,Φd as a function of hole concentration,x for the coexisting
AF & SC and the pure SC state. Lattice size is 8× 8× 2 and (t⊥, J⊥) = (0.20, 0.10).

of hole doping where the two phases coexists, the SC order parameter,Φd has significantly

higher magnitude. Thus the superconducting correlations in the coexisting state of AF and

SC are enhanced as compared to that in the pure SC state. Earlier we have noted the AF cor-

relations are enhanced in the coexisting state as expected.However the enhancement of SC

correlations also is very interesting. More so, if we compare the behaviour of the supercon-

ducting gap parameter,∆̃d in the two phases.̃∆d is clearly diminished in the coexisting state

as shown earlier in Fig.3.11(b). HoweverΦd shows the opposite behaviour and it increases

in coexisting phase.
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3.5 Summary

We have studied the superconducting and magnetic properties of the bilayert-J model for

parameters relevant to bilayer superconductors. Three possible pairing symmetries of the

superconducting state were considered. The energy minimization yield the planardx2−y2 state

to be the most suitable one to study superconductivity. Subsequently thedx2−y2 wavefunction

was optimized at various hole doping for different values of the interplanar parameters. The

magnetic and superconducting correlations were studied indetails and compared with square

lattice results. We observed no qualitative differences between the bilayer and single layer

results, though some quantitative differences exist. Larger interplanar hopping was found to

reduce planar superconducting correlations in the optimally doped region, whereas it enhances

it the overdoped region. Interlayer exchange coupling has no effect on the superconducting

correlations for the range of its values considered. The magnetic correlations were found to

be very weakly dependent on the interplanar parameters. We have also examined the issue

of coexistence of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity in the bilayer. We found that

these two phases coexist in the underdoped region upto about15% hole concentration. In

the coexisting phase, interestingly both the magnetic and superconducting are significantly

enhanced.
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Chapter 4

Role of interlayer couplings: A ground

state phase diagram

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we studied the properties of the bilayer t-J model for the values of

the interlayer coupling parameters which are thought to be relevant to the high-Tc supercon-

ductors. However, it has always been of general interest fora model of strongly correlated

electron to understand its various phases in different ranges of its parameter values. The phase

diagrams of the two dimensionalt-J and Hubbard models which capture the basic physics of

the cuprate superconductors, have been studied in extensive details in the past using a variety

of analytical and numerical techniques.

Apart from the general interest, the estimated values of interlayer coupling parameters in

bilayer cuprates are also not accurate. Especially the hopping parameter can not be measured

directly in experiments and its estimates from band structure calculations may not be correct.

In this work, we consider a larger range of values for the interplanar parameters of the bilayer

t-J model by keeping the planar parameters fixed, and study its properties using the variational

Monte Carlo technique. Specifically, we vary interlayer hopping, t⊥ from a small value to a

value equal tot (planar hopping parameter) and interlayer exchange,J⊥ from 0.10t to 0.35t

(=J, planar exchange parameter). Thus we obtain a ground state phase diagram for the model

77
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as a function of interplanar hopping,t⊥ and hole concentration,x for a few values of interpla-

nar exchange parameter,J⊥. The phase diagram shows rich features, such as a coexistence

of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity at underdoping, planar (d-wave) and interplanar

(dz-wave) superconducting correlations for respectively small and largeJ⊥, etc. It may be

mentioned that thedz-wave gap function (defined in§3.3.1) in combination with thed-wave

gap was thought to be a possible candidate to explain the observed eight nodes energy gap

structure in bilayer superconductors as described in§3.3.1. In fact, mean-field study of the

t-J model found a combination of these two gap symmetries to be favourable in bilayer[205].

However our VMC study show that these two symmetries are stabilized separately in different

range of parameter values. The planar and interplanar superconducting orders are never found

to coexist for any of the parameter values that we have considered. Other interesting features

in the phase diagrams include a non-monotonic variation of the phase boundary between

the d-wave superconducting and normal phases as a function oft⊥, where small interplanar

hopping enhances superconducting correlations in the overdoped region before destroying it

eventually for larget⊥.

4.2 The trial wavefunction and optimization scheme

The variational wavefunction considered here is same as theone considered in§3.4 for de-

scribing the coexisting state of superconductivity (SC) and antiferromagnetism (AF). The

wavefunction is defined in Eq. (3.10). For the pairing symmetry for the superconducting

state, here we have considered a few more ansatz functions inaddition to the earlier ones

(Eq. (3.6)). The full list of choices for∆k is, (a)∆(coskx − cosky) (d-wave), (b)∆ coskz (dz-

wave). (c)∆||(coskx−cosky)+∆⊥ coskz, (d)∆||(coskx−cosky)+∆⊥(1−coskz), (e)∆ (s-wave)

and (f)∆k = ∆(coskx+ cosky) coskz where the+ (−) sign is forkz = 0 (π) (extendeds± state).

Thus the variational parameters of the wavefunction with different pairing symmetries are

∆‖ and∆⊥ or ∆ in addition to AF gap parameter∆AF (Eq. (3.10)). The chemical potential,µ

is fixed to its value for the noninteracting system for reasonmentioned earlier in§3.3.2. Out

of the maximum three variational parameters, we shall see later that the wavefunctions with

two the coexisting SC gap parameters, e.g.∆‖ and∆⊥ are never stabilized in any region of

parameter space. Thus mostly we have to deal with two variational parameter, one being the

SC gap parameter which we denote by∆SC and the other∆AF. Since we need to optimize the
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wavefunction at a very large number points in the Hamiltonian parameter space formed by the

two interplanar parameters and hole doping, it is desirableto have an efficient optimization

scheme so that the optimal variational parameters can be determined accurately in a reason-

able time. The conventional methods for finding the minimum of a multivariable function

can not be applied here because it still involves evaluationof the function at large number of

points. Another concern in this case is that the calculations are statistical. In conventional

minimum finding methods, it is difficult to take into account the statistical fluctuations in the

evaluated values of the function. In VMC, special schemes have been proposed for efficient

optimization multiparameter wavefunctions[206, 207]. However, here we adopted a straight-

forward method which enabled us to locate an optimal point fairly accurately without the

possibility of getting trapped into any local minimum. The procedure for the cases of two

variational parameters is as follows.

For subsequent discussion, letx ≡ ∆AF andy ≡ ∆SC. For minimization, we first select

a wide region in the two dimensional parameter space formed by x andy, and then divide

it into a coarse grid of points. Energies are evaluated at these points with smaller number

of Monte Carlo sweeps (MCS). This yields a rough estimate of the minimum position of the

resulting energy surface. Next, a finer grid is taken around the estimated optimal point and

energy evaluations are done again, now with larger number ofMCS. Fig. 4.1 shows such

an energy surface obtained in the second step. Let us denote the corresponding data set as
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F 4.1: Variational energyE of the coexistingd-wave SC and AF state as a function ofx
(≡ ∆SC) andy (≡ ∆AF) at hole concentration,x = 0.14. The interplanar parameter values are,

t⊥ = 0.20, J⊥ = 0.10.

{(xi , yj,Ei j )| i = 0, . . . ,m; j = 0, . . . , n}. To locate the optimal point, we first fit a polynomial
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E1
j (x) to the data{(xi ,Ei j )| i = 1, . . . ,m} for each fixed values ofj. Suppose the minimum

of the polynomialE1
j falls at x∗j and letE∗j = E1

j (x
∗
j ). TheseE∗j for various j gives rise to

a new data set{(yj ,E∗j )| j = 1, . . . , n}. To this data, we fit another polynomialE2(y). Let

the minimum ofE2(y) be obtained aty = y0. The corresponding minimum,E0 = E2(y0) is

taken to be the optimal value energy. The plot ofE2(y) for the data set of our current example

is shown in Fig.4.2(a). Finally x0, the value of optimalx is obtained by interpolating data

(yj , x∗j ) aty0 as shown in Fig.4.2(b).
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F 4.2: Determination of the global minimum and the corresponding optimal parameters
for the energy surface shown in Fig.4.1. (a) The energy,E∗ as a function ofy (see text). The
solid line is a quadratic polynomial fit to the data points. (b) x∗ as a function ofy. The solid
line is a linear fit to the data points. The filled circle is the value ofx∗ corresponding toy0.

4.3 Phase diagram

We have optimized the energy with respect to the wavefunction with different pairing sym-

metries for varioust⊥ and hole doping,x for three different values ofJ⊥. The lattice size is

chosen to be 8× 8× 2. The parameter values and energies are quoted in units oft.

4.3.1 J⊥ = 0.10 phase

The phase diagram int⊥ − x plane forJ⊥ = 0.10 is shown in Fig.4.3. In this case, energy

calculations show that the SC phase has onlyd-wave pairing symmetry. In fact, the other
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F 4.3: Phase diagram in thet⊥ − x plane forJ⊥ = 0.10.

pairing symmetries considered here have energies higher than that of the normal state and

hence are out of the competition. AT half-filling (x = 0), the system is insulating and has AF

long range order (AFLRO). The insulating behaviour at half-filling is a consequence of the

suppression of charge fluctuations enforced by the Gutzwiller projection operator. Away from

half-filling, there is a coexistence ofd-wave SC and antiferromagnetism (AF+dSC phase)

uptox ∼ 0.14 for all values oft⊥. Evidence of the coexisting phase in the underdoped regime

was already seen fort⊥ upto 0.2 in the last chapter. The same is seen to persist here even at

larger values oft⊥. Beyondx ∼ 0.14, pured-wave SC (dSC) phase emerges as the stable state

upto a hole concentration,xc which strongly depends ont⊥. We observe interesting features

of the boundary separating the SC and the normal phase in the overdoped region. Starting

at t⊥ = 0, the boundary extends towards larger values of hole dopingupto aboutt⊥ ∼ 0.3,

beyond which it turns towards smallerx with further increase int⊥. Naively, largert⊥ should

destroy planar SC correlations by delocalizing the pairs across the planes. However a close

look at the momentum distribution functionn(k) (= 〈c†kσckσ〉 in the overdoped region reveals

that there is a significant transfer of spectral weight fromkz = π plane tokz = 0 plane with

increasingt⊥, implying the emergence of a robustd-wave SC phase at moderatet⊥. At larger

values oft⊥ the delocalizing effect takes over and we observe a vanishing of the SC phase at

lower values of hole doping. These effects are described in details in a following section.
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4.3.2 J⊥ = 0.20 phase

The most interesting phase diagram (owing to maximum numberof phases) is exhibited by

the moderate value of the interplanar exchange,J⊥, e.g. 0.20 (Fig.4.4). In this phase diagram,
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F 4.4: The phase diagram forJ⊥ = 0.20.

an SC state with a different pairing symmetry,∆k = ∆ coskz (i.e. dz-wave, as mentioned

earlier) emerges as the stable ground state over a wide rangeof parameter values. Thedz-

wave state competes energetically with thed-wave state over the whole SC phase region in the

phase plane. In the under- and optimally doped region, thedz-wave state yields lower energy

than thed-wave state. The half-filled phase is AF insulating as before. In the underdoped

regime, antiferromagnetism coexists with thedz-wave SC state (AF+dzSC phase) upto a hole

concentration which seems to decrease slightly with increasingt⊥. The optimally doped phase

is puredz-wave superconducting (dzSC phase). This phase yields lower energy upto a hole

concentration which has a strongt⊥ dependence as shown in the figure. It is worth mentioning

here that thedz-wave pairing symmetry is characterized by strong interplanar and weak planar

SC correlations as discussed in the next section. In the overdoped regime, however, thed-

wave state wins over and shows the similar variation of the boundary between the SC and the

normal state as in theJ⊥ = 0.10 phase diagram. Energies of all other pairing symmetries are

found to be higher than that of the normal state at all values of t⊥ andx.
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4.3.3 J⊥ = 0.35 phase

Finally we consider the phase diagram for largeJ⊥, i.e. J⊥ = J = 0.35. The phase diagram is

shown in Fig.4.5. The presence of the coexistence of AF anddz-wave SC phase at underdoped
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F 4.5: The phase diagram is shown for largeJ⊥ i.e. J⊥ = 0.35. Thedz-wave SC is the
dominating phase here.

regime is predictable. However the range of hole doping for the coexisting phase is smaller

than that in the previous case (J⊥ = 0.20). The interplanar (dz-wave) correlations owing to

larger J⊥ now spans all of the overdoped region and extends all the way upto x ∼ 0.45 for

smallt⊥. Thed-wave state no longer yields lower energy in any region of theparameter space

unlike in the previous cases. The phase boundary between thedz-wave SC and normal state

moves towards smallerx with increasingt⊥.

4.4 Effect of interlayer couplings

The phase diagrams presented above show a number of interesting features. We see that a

planard-wave superconducting state for smallerJ⊥ replaced by thedz-wave state for larger

J⊥. For the moderate value ofJ⊥, these two phases are found to stabilize separately in dif-

ferent regions of hole doping. The superconducting phase inall the cases coexists with the

antiferromagnetism in the underdoped region upto a varied strength of hole doping. Interpla-

nar hopping destroys superconducting correlations exceptfor thed-wave state in overdoped
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region where it stabilizes superconductivity. Here we examine effects of the interplanar cou-

pling parameters on various quantities of interest. Also, the nature of SC correlations in the

dz-wave state is unknown unlike in the case ofd-wave state. Therefore we shall calculate the

SC pair-pair correlations for thedz-wave state and examine its behaviour.

4.4.1 Energy gaps

First we discuss the variation of the AF and SC energy gaps with interlayer hopping and

hole concentration for different values ofJ⊥. For distinction, we definẽ∆d and ∆̃dz to be

the optimal SC gap for thed-wave anddz-wave states in the phase diagram, respectively.

Fig. 4.6 shows the variation of̃∆d with t⊥ for a few different hole doping,x for J⊥ = 0.10.

The energy gap shows different variation witht⊥ at different hole doping. At half-filling,̃∆d
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F 4.6: Dependence of the optimald-wave SC gap,̃∆d on interlayer hopping,t⊥ at dif-
ferent hole doping,x. J⊥ = 0.10.

increases with increasingt⊥ whereas slightly away from half-filling, the increase is moderate.

The two curves in the optimal (x = 0.16) and overdoped (x = 0.25) regions show that̃∆d is

almost independent oft⊥. This result is to be compared with a corresponding result obtained

in a slave-boson mean field (SBMFT) results on bilayert-J model[165], which corroborates

increase of̃∆d with t⊥ in the underdoped region. The dependence of the energy gap,∆̃dz for the

dz-wave state ont⊥ andx is shown in Fig.4.7. In this case, we observe an opposite behaviour

of the energy gap as compared with that of∆̃d. ∆̃dz decreases with increasingt⊥ for all values

of x. Also for a fixedt⊥, the gap increases slightly initially and then falls off rapidly for larger
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F 4.7: Dependence of the optimaldz-wave SC gap,̃∆dz on interlayer hopping,t⊥ at
different hole doping,x. J⊥ = 0.35.

hole doping. On the other hand, the magnitude of the AF gap,∆̃AF is found to be more or less

independent oft⊥. With regard to its doping dependence,∆̃AF is maximum at half-filling and

decreases rapidly with increasing hole concentration. This is shown in Fig.4.8for the case of

J⊥ = 0.10. For other values ofJ⊥, the behaviour of̃∆AF is same except that it vanishes much

more rapidly with hole doping for largerJ⊥.
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F 4.8: Doping dependence of the AF gap,∆̃AF for a few values oft⊥ shown in figure.
J⊥ = 0.10.
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4.4.2 Superconducting correlations

Earlier we have mentioned about the non-monotonic variation of the phase boundary between

the SC and normal state or equivalently the variation of critical hole concentration,xc where

the SC phase vanishes, with interlayer hopping. For thed-wave state in theJ⊥ = 0.10 and

0.20 phase planes,xc increases initially with increasingt⊥, reaches a maximum att⊥ ∼ 0.3

and then decreases sharply. Here we try to explain this feature on the basis of energetics. We

find that increasingt⊥ can have two contrasting effects on thed-wave SC correlations. Let

us look the momentum distribution,n(k) for thed-wave state in the overdoped region. It is

calculated as,

n(k) =
1
2

∑

σ

〈c†kσckσ〉 (4.1)

In Fig. 4.9, we plot the two dimensional projection of the momentum distribution function in

thekz = 0 andkz = π planes for two different interplanar hopping parameters in the overdoped

region of theJ⊥ = 0.10 phase diagram. The values of the hopping parameter are chosen to

0 π

0

 0.2

 0.3

 0.4

 0.5

 0.6π

t⊥  = 0.10

t⊥  = 0.30

F 4.9: Plots ofn(k) for the d-wave state at hole concentration,x = 0.28, projected on
a two dimensional (kx, ky) plane forkz = 0 andkz = π marked in the figures. The top panel

showsn(k) for t⊥ = 0.10 while the bottom panel corresponds tot⊥ = 0.30. J⊥ = 0.10.
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be, tz = 0.10 and 0.30 and hole concentration,x = 0.28. Around this doping, we see the

SC-normal phase boundary extending towards higher doping region as we go fromtz = 0.10

to tz = 0.30. The plots in the figure show a significant redistribution of n(k) weights in the

two momentum planes ast⊥ is increased. Comparing the plots for the two different values

of tz, we see that the spectral weights shift from thekz = π plane to thekz = 0 plane as

t⊥ is increased from 0.10 to 0.30. Thus for largert⊥, occupation of the pairs withkz = 0

is higher in the overdoped region. This favours the stability of the SC phase, as thekz = 0

pairs are planar and contribute to the development of the SC pairings which for thed-wave

state are essentially planar. Thekz = π pairs are interplanar and hence are not expected to be

important as far as thed-wave state is concerned. We believe that this transfer of weight from

kz = π to kz = 0 plane ast⊥ is increased helps in stabilizing the SC order in the overdoped

region for small values oft⊥. For largert⊥ however, hopping frequency of the electrons

across the planes increases and consequently the probability of breaking a planar pair becomes

increasing greater. Thus we see a rapid fall ofxc for largert⊥. To provide evidence for this,

we look at the interlayer hopping energy and planar exchangeenergy for thed-wave state as

a function oft⊥. This is shown in Fig.4.10. In Fig. 4.10(a), we plot the interplanar hopping

energy,Et
⊥ (= 〈H t

⊥〉 per site) scaled byt⊥ as a function oft⊥. The lowering of this quantity
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F 4.10: (a) Interplanar hopping energy scaled byt⊥, Et
⊥/t⊥ and (b) planar exchange

energy,EJ
‖ for thed-wave SC state as a function oft⊥. The values of hole concentrations are

shown in the figures.J⊥ = 0.10.

with increasingt⊥ as observed in the figure, is an indication of occurrence of higher interlayer

hopping frequency of electrons for largert⊥. The disruption of planar pairings by the enhanced

interplanar hopping is confirmed by the loss of planar exchange energy,EJ
‖ (= 〈H J

‖ 〉 per site)

for larger t⊥, which is shown in Fig.4.10(b). On the other hand, for the case ofdz-wave
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state in theJ⊥ = 0.35 phase plane, we see thatxc decreases uniformly with increasingt⊥,

except for smallt⊥ where variation ofxc is negligible. This is probably due to the fact that

the mechanism for enhancement of planar SC correlations by increasedt⊥ mentioned above is

not operative in this case. However the pair breaking effect of interlayer hopping of electrons

continues to exist for the interlayer pairs as indicated by the loss of interlayer exchange energy

in thedz-wave SC state with increasingt⊥ in Fig. 4.11.
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F 4.11: Interplanar exchange energy,EJ
⊥ for thedz-wave state as a function oft⊥ for two

different hole concentrations.J⊥ = 0.35.

To investigate the effect of interlayer couplings on the superconducting correlations, we

calculate the SC order parameter,Φ defined as (see§3.3.4),

Fα,β(r − r ′)→ ±Φ2 (4.2)

whereFα,β(r − r ′) =
〈

B†rαBr ′β

〉

. The operatorB† defined asB†rα =
1
2(c†r↑c

†
r+α↓−c†r↓c

†
r+α↑) creates

a singlet pair at two nearest neighbour sitesr andr + α. The unit vectorsα, β can be either ˆx,

ŷ or ẑ. We further define,Φ ≡ Φd when bothα andβ lie in a single plane with the+(−) signs

in Eq. (4.2) referring to the case whenα parallel (perpendicular) toβ. Forα, β both equal to

ẑ, we defineΦ ≡ Φdz which denotes the order parameter corresponding SC correlations across

the planes.

The SC pair-pair correlations,F shows very different behaviour in thed- anddz-wave

states. For thed-wave state, the SC correlations in plane are strong and is long range or-

dered. In comparison, the correlations between two interplanar pairs (Fα,β for α = β = ẑ)
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are found to be very weak, roughly an order of magnitude smaller than that of the planar

correlations. The order parameter,Φd corresponding to the planar correlations in thed-wave

state is shown in Fig.4.12(a)as a function of hole doping for different values of interlayer

hopping. While the dome shaped structure ofΦd has been observed and explained before
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F 4.12: SC order parameter as a function of hole doping at different values of interlayer
hopping. (a) Order parameter,Φd corresponding to planar correlations for thed-wave SC
state (J⊥ = 0.10). (b) Order parameter,Φdz corresponding to interplanar correlations for the
dz-wave SC state (J⊥ = 0.35). Interplanar (planar) SC correlations for thed-wave (dz-wave)

state are negligibly small.

for planar systems[142], here it is interesting to note the effect of t⊥ on the correlations. The

figure shows that single electron interlayer hopping reduces the SC correlations at all values

of doping, except for in the overdoped region where superconductivity enhances for moderate

values oft⊥. This should be contrasted with the variation of the SC gap,∆̃SC, which increases

with t⊥ in the underdoped region as shown earlier. It may be mentioned that whileΦd scales

with the transition temperature,Tc of cuprate superconductors, the gap∆̃SC scales withT∗,

the temperature scale for the pseudogap generic to the underdoped cuprates. On the other

hand, the superconducting correlations in thedz wave state are found to be predominantly

interplanar. This is a consequence of largeJ⊥ which make the formation of interlayer pairs

energetically favourable. The corresponding order parameter, Φdz for J⊥ = 0.35 is shown

Fig. 4.12(b). It is remarkable that the interplanardz-wave correlations is almost an order of

magnitude stronger than the planard-wave correlations as seen in the figure. The correlations

between planar pairs in this case are very weak and are not shown. Another appealing feature

is that in spite of the very different nature of the SC correlations, we observe the same dome
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like structure ofΦdz as a function ofx which is interesting. Also to be noted is the fact that

the interlayer hoppingt⊥ reduces SC correlations similar to thed-wave case.

4.4.3 Magnetic correlations

Further, a probe into the magnetic correlations reveals that three dimensional antiferromag-

netic long range order (AFLRO) exists in the region of hole doping where AF and SC coexist.

Effects of interlayer couplings,t⊥ andJ⊥ on the strength of the AF correlations are negligible.

This is confirmed by calculating the planar and interplanar spin-spin correlations as a function

of t⊥ andJ⊥ (not shown here). However the AFLRO is destroyed rapidly by holes and it goes

down with hole doping in a similar fashion as∆̃AF.

4.5 Summary

Our variational studies on at-J bilayer coupled by interplanar hopping (t⊥) and exchange (J⊥)

reveals an interesting (t⊥ − x) phase diagram. We consider three representative values ofJ⊥

(= 0.10, 0.20, 0.35). ForJ⊥ = 0.10, the stable pairing symmetry of the SC state isd-wave

which is characterized by strong planar and weak interplanar SC correlations. Increasing the

strength of interlayer exchange coupling changes the nature of the SC state drastically. At

J⊥ = 0.35, the stable pairing of the SC state becomes thedz-wave state at all hole doping

which is characterized by negligible planar and very stronginterplanar SC correlations. At

moderate values ofJ⊥ (=0.20), thedz-wave SC state in underdoped regime makes transition

to thed-wave state in the overdoped region. Antiferromagnetism coexists with the SC state

at underdoping in all the three cases. Single particle interlayer hopping has other interesting

effects on the superconducting properties. Largert⊥ enhances thed-wave SC gap at underdop-

ing while it reduces thedz-wave SC gap at all values of doping. On the other hand, it reduces

the SC order parameter in both the cases. However in the overdoped region, moderate values

of t⊥ tends to enhance thed-wave SC correlations to higher hole doping. We conclude by

mentioning that usually phase separation (PS) is an interesting topic in the study of phase

diagrams for planar systems, however there are enough evidences that PS is not an issue for

the value of (planar)J we have chosen in our study (viz.J = 0.35)[208, 209, 210] and hence

does not figure in our discussion.
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Chapter 5

Interlayer pair tunneling in bilayer: A

variational calculation

5.1 Introduction

The idea of interlayer pair tunneling (ILPT) in high-Tc superconductors was introduced by

Wheatleyet al[211, 212] in order to explain the occurrence of the high transition temper-

atures in the materials. The mechanism of ILPT forms one of the vital components of the

theory of high-Tc superconductivity proposed by Anderson[26]. According to this theory,

superconductivity originates in the individual CuO2 layers by way of pairing of electrons

that may be caused either by electron-phonon interactions or by spin fluctuations. Coherent

single particle hopping between two CuO2 layers is blocked in the normal state due to the

non-Fermi liquid nature. This explains the observedc-axis anisotropies in various physical

properties in the normal state. In the superconducting state however, Cooper pairs from one

CuO2 plane can tunnel to an adjacent plane by the Josephson tunneling mechanism. This

delocalization process is coherent and it lowers the kinetic energy substantially by accessing

the c-axis dynamical degrees of freedom which is forbidden in thenormal state. The pos-

sibility of coherent tunneling of singlet pairs was revisited by Muthukumaret al[213] who

showed that the matrix elements for interlayer hopping of anelectron pair is nonzero and

hence the corresponding Green’s function has a coherent part, while single particle tunneling

across the layers is forbidden. The ILPT theory[26] proposes that this coherent tunneling of

91
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pairs enhances superconducting correlations preformed inthe CuO2 planes and provides a

large condensation energy leading to the high values ofTc. Thus within the ILPT scenario,

superconductivity is driven by a gain in kinetic energy in contrast to the BCS theory where the

condensation energy is provided by an overall gain in potential energy, a possibility believed

to be operative for cuprates superconductors. The consequences of ILPT to a conventional

superconducting state was studied by Chakravartyet al[148]. They showed that planar mo-

mentum conserving tunneling of Cooper pairs give rise to highly an anisotropic character to

a s-wave superconducting gap function and leads to a high valueof Tc. More references on

ILPT in high-Tc superconductors is available in the thesis by Angilella[214].

The Josephson tunneling of Cooper pairs between two adjacent CuO2 layers ca be de-

scribed by a term[148],

HJ = −
∑

k

TJ(k)
(

c(1)†
k↑ c(1)†

−k↓c
(2)
−k↓c

(2)
k↑ + h.c

)

(5.1)

wherec(m)†
kσ creates an electron with wave vectork and spinσ in layer m (= 1, 2). TJ(k)

represents the Josephson pair tunneling amplitude which ischosen to beTJ(k) = t⊥(k)2/t,

wheret is the in-plane hopping integral. The single particle interplanar hopping amplitude,

t⊥(k) depends on planar momentumk as,

t⊥(k) =
t⊥
4

[

cos(kxa) − cos(kya)
]2

(5.2)

Such a form oft⊥(k) is supported by band structure calculation and experimental evidences

in bilayer cuprates (§1.4). The tunneling Hamiltonian of Eq. (5.1) describes destruction of

a Cooper pair in one plane and creation of a pair in the other plane. The process conserves

the planar momentum,k and represents an interaction which is strictly local ink-space. This

implies an infinite range pairing interaction in real space and it is believed to have many

nontrivial consequences to the properties in the superconducting state including the highly

anisotropic gap structure[26].

Regarding the validity of the ILPT model, experiments designed to verify the scenario

seem to contradict the notion for certain materials. For example, thec-axis penetration depth,

which is related to the condensation energy due to the interlayer tunneling, is found to differ

in Tl2Ba2CuO6+x[98, 99] from the value predicted by the ILPT theory by roughly one order

of magnitude. However, Chakravartyet al[215] have argued that the discrepancy in theory
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and experiments in these materials can be brought down drastically by a more careful analysis

taking into account the fluctuation effects.

In this work, we directly calculate the energy due to the Josephson pair tunneling term

in a bilayer in superconducting state, where each of the layers is described by the Gutzwiller

projectedd-wave BCS wavefunction having variable particle number. Calculations are done

using a grand canonical VMC simulation. The results of our calculation show that the energy

due to the pair tunneling term is too small to be of any significance at least for parameter

values considered. Apart from this result that negates the importance of ILPT in the variational

study, this work also demonstrates an algorithm to perform Monte Carlo simulation in a grand

canonical scheme.

5.2 The model

The effect of ILPT on the superconducting properties of multilayered systems have been stud-

ied by describing individual layers by either a BCS-like effective Hamiltonian[148, 214] or a

toy Hamiltonian[213] and then adding a pair-tunneling term between them. Here weconsider

the two dimensionalt-J model for each of the layers connected by the Josephson tunneling

term. Thus we consider a Hamiltonian for a bilayer lattice given by,

H = − t
∑

m〈i, j〉σ

(

c(m)†
iσ c(m)

jσ + h.c.
)

+ J
∑

m〈i, j〉

(

S(m)
i .S(m)

j −
1
4

n(m)
i n(m)

j

)

−
∑

k

TJ(k)
(

c(1)†
k↑ c(1)†

−k↓c
(2)
−k↓c

(2)
k↑ + h.c.

)

(5.3)

wherec(m)
iσ (c(m)†

iσ ) annihilates (creates) an electron of spinσ at sitei of layerm (= 1, 2), and

n(m)
i = c(m)†

iσ c(m)
iσ . S(m)

i is the spin operator at sitei of layer m. The summation indices〈i, j〉
indicate nearest neighbor pairs in a plane and wave vectork belongs to the first Brillouin zone

of a 2D square lattice. The no double occupancy restriction is implicitly assumed. The param-

eterst andJ are the planar hopping and exchange integral, respectively. The pair tunneling

amplitude,TJ(k) is taken to be of the form[148],

TJ(k) =
t2
⊥

16t
(coskx − cosky)

4 (5.4)
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with t⊥ being the interplanar single particle hopping parameter. As for the parameter values,

estimates fort (∼ 0.4 eV) andJ (∼ 0.13 eV) are already mentioned in§3.2. Magnitude oft⊥

is estimated to be of the order of 0.15 eV[148] giving a value oft⊥/t to be∼ 0.4. Hence, here

we considert⊥ to be 0.4t. The exchange parameterJ is fixed at 0.35t.

5.3 The variational wavefunction

The Gutzwiller projected BCS wavefunction has proved to be areasonably good variational

wavefunction to describe the superconducting state of the two dimensionalt-J and Hubbard

models as mentioned before. Traditionally in VMC studies ofthese models, one consider a

variational wavefunction in fixed electron number (N) representation for convenience. This is

possible and also justified as these Hamiltonians conserve particle number and average values

of observables in canonical and grand canonical scheme are expected to show same qualitative

behaviour. However in this case, the pair tunneling term in the Hamiltonian (Eq. (5.3)) de-

stroys or creates two electrons in an individual layer. Therefore it is necessary to incorporate

particle number fluctuations in the variational wavefunction. Here we describe the state of in-

dividual layers by the Gutzwiller projected BCS wavefunction with variable particle number,

|Ψ〉(m) = P(m)
G |ΨBCS〉(m) = P(m)

G

∏

k

(

uk + vkc(m)†
k↑ c(m)†

−k↓

)

|0〉 (5.5)

wherem(= 1, 2) is the layer index. The pairing symmetry of the superconducting state is taken

to be thed-wave. Then we consider a product two such wavefunctions, ones for each layer,

as the trial wavefunction of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (5.3). Thus our variational wavefunction

is given by,

|Ψvar〉 = |Ψ〉(1)|Ψ〉(2) (5.6)

5.4 The method

As the variational wavefunction described above represents a wavefunction with fluctuating

particle number, we employ a grand canonical version of the VMC method. First, we represent

the Hamiltonian and the wavefunction in real space, as illustrated below.
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5.4.1 Hamiltonian in real space

The third term,H3 of Eq. (5.3) is in k-space. We transform it into real space by using the

Fourier transformations,

c(m)†
kσ =

1
√

Ns

∑

i

e−ik·r (m)
i c(m)†

iσ and c(m)
kσ =

1
√

Ns

∑

i

eik·r (m)
i c(m)

iσ (5.7)

whereNs is the number of lattice sites per layer andr (m)
i represents a vector in layerm. Thus

we get,

H3 = −
∑

k

TJ(k)
(

c(1)†
k↑ c(1)†

−k↓c
(2)
−k↓c

(2)
k↑ + h.c.

)

= −
∑

i jpq

(

Ti jpqc(1)†
i↑ c(1)†

j↓ c(2)
p↓c

(2)
q↑ + T′qp jic

(2)†
q↑ c(2)†

p↓ c(1)
j↓ c(1)

i↑

)

(5.8)

where the amplitudesTi jpq andT′qp ji are given by,

Ti jpq =
1

N2
s

∑

k

TJ(k)e−ik·(r (1)
i −r (1)

j )e−ik·(r (2)
p −r (2)

q ) (5.9)

Tqp ji =
1

N2
s

∑

k

TJ(k)e−ik·(r (2)
q −r (2)

p )e−ik·(r (1)
j −r (1)

i )
= T∗i jpq = Ti jpq (5.10)

SinceTqp ji = Ti jpq = T∗i jpq, Eq.5.8can be written as,

H3 = −
∑

i jpq

Ti jpq

(

c(1)†
i↑ c(1)†

j↓ c(2)
p↓c

(2)
q↑ + h.c.

)

(5.11)

In numerical simulation, it is advantageous to calculateTi jpq beforehand and store it in mem-

ory rather than calculating it on the run, in order to save computational time. On the other

hand,Ti jpq for all possible combination of the indices is a four dimensional matrix of size

Ns × Ns × Ns × Ns and hence storing it requires a large amount of computer memory even

for a reasonable lattice size. However it is easily recognized that due to the symmetries of

Ti jpq, many of matrix elements are same and it turns out that we needto store a matrix of

size of onlyNs × Ns. All other elements can be mapped on to this matrix using the symmetry

properties ofT.
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5.4.2 Wavefunction in real space

In §2.3.1, we described the real space representation of a wavefunction which is same as the

individual terms in the product wavefunction of Eq (5.6) except that in the earlier case the

wavefunction was projected into a fixedN (electron number) subspace. In this case, though

the procedure is similar, we have keep in mind some nontrivial consequence of the particle

number variation. To illustrate it, let us concentrate on the grand canonical wavefunction for

a single layer as given in Eq (5.5). Dropping the layer indices for the time being, we write it

as.

|Ψ〉 = PG|ΨBCS〉 = PG

∏

k

(

uk + vkc†k↑c
†
−k↓

)

|0〉

≡ PG

Ns
∑

N=0,2,...

1
(N/2)!















∑

k

ϕ(k)c†k↑c
†
−k↓















N/2

|0〉

= PG

Ns
∑

N=0,2,...

|ΨBCS〉N (5.12)

whereϕ(k) as defined in§2.3.1, is given by

ϕ(k) =
∆k

(εk − µ) +
√

(εk − µ)2 + ∆2
k

(5.13)

The gap function is taken to be∆k = ∆(cosky − cosky). Each term in the summation overN

in Eq. (5.12), i.e. |ΨBCS〉N represent a BCS state withN (even) electrons. Using the Fourier

transformation of Eq. (2.9), we get

|ΨBCS〉N =
1

(N/2)!

















∑

i j

ϕ(r i↑ − r j↓)c
†
i↑c
†
j↓

















N/2

|0〉 (5.14)

whereϕ(r ) as defined in Eq. (2.11), is given by

ϕ(r ) =
1
Ns

∑

k

ϕ(k)e−ik·r (5.15)

Here we mention that in the grand canonical formalism, it is necessary to consider the numer-

ical factors, such as (N/2)! andNs in the above two equations, correctly in the calculations.

The next important step is the expand the right hand side of Eq. (5.14) by maintaining correct
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order of the electron operators. By doing so, we get

PG|ΨBCS〉N =
∑

RN

C(RN)
(

c†iP↑c
†
jP↓ . . . c

†
i2↑c
†
j2↓c
†
i1↑c
†
j1↓

)

|0〉 (5.16)

whereP (= N/2) is the number of up or down electrons andC(RN) is aN/2×N/2 determinant

given by,

C(RN) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ϕ(r i1↑ − r j1↓) · · · ϕ(r i1↑ − r jP↓)
...

...

ϕ(r iP↑ − r j1↓) · · · ϕ(r iP↑ − r jP↓)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(5.17)

and the effect of the projection operator,PG is taken care of by excluding any configuration in

Eq. (5.16) with doubly occupied site. The factor of1(N/2)! in Eq. (5.14) is canceled by a factor

accumulated after rearranging the terms to get Eq. (5.16). Further rearranging the electron

operators in Eq. (5.16) to recast it into a slightly different form, we get

PG|ΨBCS〉N =
∑

RN

C(RN)(−1)1+2+···+(P−1)
(

c†i1↑c
†
i2↑ . . . c

†
iP↑c

†
j1↓c
†
j2↓ . . . c

†
jP↓

)

|0〉

= SN

∑

RN

C(RN)|RN〉 (5.18)

where the sign factor,SN is equal to (−1)1+2+···+(N/2−1) = (−1)N(N−2)/8. With this we can write

the real space grand canonical BCS wavefunction for a singlelayer as,

|Ψ〉 =
∞
∑

N=0,2,...

SN

















∑

RN

C(RN)|RN〉
















(5.19)

Therefore the real space representation of our variationalwavefunction of Eq. (5.6) for the

bilayer becomes,

|Ψvar〉 =
∞
∑

N=0,2,...

∞
∑

N′=0,2,...

SNSN′























∑

R(1)
N

∑

R(2)
N′

C(R(1)
N )C(R(2)

N′ )|R
(1)
N 〉|R

(2)
N′ 〉























(5.20)
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5.4.3 Grand canonical simulation

Having done the groundwork, the next task is to perform the Monte Carlo simulation of the

variational wavefunction. The trial wavefunction defined in Eq. (5.20) is a linear superposition

of product states where each term in the product represents aBCS state for a layer with a fixed

electron number. In a particular configuration, the number of electrons in the two layers,N

andN′ may be different. However it is to be noted that because of the presence the Gutzwiller

projector,N andN′ can vary only uptoNs. The average number of electrons in each layer

will be determined by the chemical potential, which we can choose to have same value for

both the layers so as to get same average particle density in the two layers. However it turns

out that, such a direct simulation of the wavefunction of Eq.(5.20) where particle number can

fluctuate, has some nontrivial aspects. It may be mentioned that, a previous simulation of the

grand canonical BCS wavefunction was performed by transforming the wavefunction into a

mixed band problem[137]. But here we succeed in doing so directly from Eq. (5.20) using an

algorithm to be described below. Since the basic problem is of simulating a grand canonical

wavefunction in the individual layers, we first focus on the wavefunction for a single layer.

The projected grand canonical BCS wavefunction for a singlelayer is given in Eq. (5.19).

This wavefunction represent a state in the Hilbert space,H consisting of states with varying

number of particles. The expectation value of an observable, Â is given by

〈Â〉 =
∑

N
∑

RN
SNC(RN)〈Ψ|Â|RN〉

∑

N
∑

RN
|C(RN)|2

=
∑

N

∑

RN

P(RN)
SN〈Ψ|Â|RN〉

C∗(RN)
(5.21)

where

P(RN) =
|C(RN)|2

∑

N
∑

RN
|C(RN)|2 (5.22)

In Monte Carlo, we can evaluate the sum in Eq. (5.21) by importance sampling over the

configurations with respect to their weights,P(RN). Thus we can write,

〈Â〉 ≈ 1
∑

N MN

∑

N

∑

RN

(

SN〈Ψ|Â|RN〉
C∗(RN)

)

(5.23)
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where MN is number of states sampled from anN particle subspace ofH. However, the

problem in carrying out the Monte Carlo simulation in this case is of obtaining the right

distribution of MN among various fixedN subspaces. This difficulty can be illustrated by

comparing with the situation in canonical VMC. In this case,the wavefunction (Eq. (5.18))

consists of superposition of states with a fixed number of particles. The various basis states of

the wavefunction differ only in the occupancies of the lattice sites. Therefore starting with one

state, we can generate any other state by successively applying any of the following two kinds

of Monte Carlo moves. These are (i) a hopping move where an up or down spin is moved

to a vacant site or a combination of the hopping move and (ii) an exchange move where

two antiparallel spins are exchanged, with the selection ofspins and sites all being possibly

random. Thus in other words, a randomwalk in the Hilbert space of the fixedN wavefunction,

based on these two Monte Carlo moves is ergodic as the walker is able to visit any of the states

in the Hilbert space. However, such a walk based on only the above two moves will obviously

fail in the grand canonical case. Here, in addition to the above moves, we need to create or

destroy electrons from a configuration. Since for our wavefunction, each basis state is defined

for an even number of electrons therefore we need to create ordestroy electrons in pairs. The

question is how often should we create and how often should wedestroy a pair?

LetHN be the subspace ofH with fixed number of particles,N. The dimension ofHN, that

is the total number of configurations withN electrons strongly depend onN and is given by,

GN =
Ns!

(Ns − N)! N
2 ! N

2 !
(5.24)

The quantityGN is equal to the total number distinct ways in which we can putN/2 up

electrons,N/2 down electrons and (Ns − N) holes in a lattice havingNs sites (no site is to be

doubly occupied by electrons).GN is sharply peaked at a particularN and much smaller at

other values. As an example, we showGN as a function ofN for a 8× 8 lattice in Fig.5.1(a).

With the creation or destruction of a pair of electrons, the random walker jumps from one

subspace to another as indicated in Fig.5.1(b). Let us call the move in which we either attempt

to create or destroy a pair or stay in current subspace, a jumping move. Now we require that,

the time which the walkerattemptsto spend in a particular subspaceHN, or the number of

attempts the walker makes to jump into subspaceHN, should be proportional toGN. However

the actual time spent may be different as it will be influenced by the weights or coefficients,

C(RN) of the configurations|RN〉 of a subspace. In particular if we consider a hypothetical
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F 5.1: (a) Dimension,GN (normalized to unity) of different subspacesHN as a function
of number of electrons,N for a 8× 8 lattice. (b) Schematic representation of a random walk
in the grand canonical Hilbert spaceH with the arrows indicating jumps of the walker from

one fixedN subspace to another with the creation or destruction of electron pairs.

situation where all|RN〉 have the same weight, that is, if we consider a wavefunction,|Ψhyp〉
such that

|Ψhyp〉 =
Ns
∑

N=0,2,...

∑

RN

|RN〉 (5.25)

then we should get,MN ∝ GN, whereMN is as defined in Eq. (5.23). This is an important

condition which must be satisfied by the random walker in the grand canonical Hilbert space.

The challenge now is to formulate a strategy for random walk which meets the above criterion.

In this regard, we propose an algorithm as described below.

We start with an initial random configuration,|RN〉i of N/2 up andN/2 down electrons, as

usual. To generate other states in the Markovian chain (see§2.3.4) we do a series of Monte

Carlo moves as follows. First, we select two distinct sitesi and j randomly. The occupantssi

andsj at these sites may be a hole (0) or an up (↑) spin or a down (↓) spin. Depending upon

the occupant, we attempt a jumping move as follows.

1. If si is 0 andsj is 0: try to create a pair at these two sites (jump fromHN → HN+2).

2. If both si andsj are↑: try to destroy one of these with another↓ spin chosen randomly

(jump fromHN → HN−2).
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3. If both si andsj are↓: try to destroy one of these with another↑ spin chosen randomly

(jump fromHN → HN−2).

4. Otherwise: do nothing (stay inHN)

One such jumping move can be followed by a certain number of hopping and exchange moves

as usual. In any of these moves, a new state|RN′′〉n+1 is generated from the current state|RN′〉n
with a transition probability,W given by,

W(Rn
N′ → Rn+1

N′′ ) = min

{

1,
P(Rn+1

N′′ )

P(Rn
N′)

}

(5.26)

Here in one Monte Carlo step (MCS), we do one jumping move followed byNs number

of combined hopping and exchange moves. To check whether this algorithm satisfies the

condition described in Eq. (5.25), we calculatedMN by takingC(RN) for all configurations to

be equal to unity. The results obtained after giving a run of 105 MCS consisting of the above

algorithm, is shown alongwith the desired distribution,GN in Fig. 5.2. The figure shows
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F 5.2: Normalized values ofMN defined in Eq. (5.23) measured after Monte Carlo
simulation of the hypothetical wavefunction of Eq. (5.25) andGN (see text) as a function of

number of electronsN. The results are for a lattice size of 8× 8.

that the shapes of the two distribution curves forMN andGN are remarkably similar, though

their peak positions are slightly different. We found that the simulation based on the above

algorithm gives results for the calculated quantities for the actual wavefunction that agree well

with those in other studies, as will be shown later. Therefore we go ahead with this algorithm

to perform the grand canonical VMC simulation for our purpose here.
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5.4.4 Controlling particle density

The average number of particles,N̄ in the grand canonical wavefunction determined by the

variational parametersµ and∆k. Since in our simulation, the particle density is fixed, the

variation ofµ and∆ is constrained by an implicit equation,

N̄(µ,∆) = constant (5.27)

effectively reducing the number of variational parameters to one, which we choose to be

∆. Thus before proceeding for calculations, we must obtainµ as a function of∆ and N̄

that satisfies Eq. (5.27). Since inverting Eq. (5.27) analytically is not possible, we have to

determineµ only by trial and error method. This requires a search forµ over a wide range of

values to obtain the desiredµ which would fix the average particle tōN for a constant∆. This

is inconvenient as the procedure has to be repeated for everychange of∆ in a calculation, for

example, in wavefunction optimization. However we get around this difficulty by reducing

the search forµ to a great extent by using the method of renormalization analysis of Edegger

et al[116].

The average number of particles in the projected grand canonical BCS wavefunction is

given by,

N̄ =
〈ΨBCS|PGN̂PG|ΨBCS〉
〈ΨBCS|PG|ΨBCS〉

(5.28)

This numberN̄ is different from the the average particle number in the unprojected BCS

wavefunction because of the projection operator,PG. However, the effect of projection can

be taken into account by renormalizing the unprojected wavefunction and the average num-

ber of particles in the projected wavefunction can be made equal to that in an unprojected

renormalized wavefunction[216]. This way it can be shown that,

N̄ ≈ 2
∑

k

g2
t |vk |2

uk |2 + g2
t |vk |2

(5.29)

wheregt is a renormalization factor given by,

gt =
Ns − N̄

Ns − N/2
(5.30)
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The BCS amplitudesuk andvk are given by,

u2
k =

1
2

























1− εk
√

∆2
k + (εk − µ)2

























, v2
k =

1
2

























1+
εk

√

∆2
k + (εk − µ)2

























, (5.31)

whereεk is the free electron dispersion. Therefore given a hole density n = N̄/Ns and gap

parameter∆, we can solve Eq. (5.29) numerically for chemical potential,µ. The value ofµ

can in turn be used in the projected grand canonical BCS wavefunction to get a density close

to the desired value in the VMC simulation. While this approach greatly narrows down the

search for a desired value ofµ and hence reduces computational efforts, it also provides a

check for the VMC codes. The chemical potential, obtained after solving the above equation

for a particular electron density, should fix the average particle number in the VMC simulation

of the grand canonical wavefunction to almost the same value. We carried out this check to

test the correctness of our VMC algorithm and found positiveresult, which will be shown in

the following section.

5.4.5 Verification of the algorithm

The first check of our grand canonical VMC algorithm comes through the calculation of par-

ticle densities,n as a function of chemical potential,µ. For this purpose we consider the

projected grand canonicald-wave BCS wavefunction for thet-J model on a square lattice of

size 8×8. Results forn as function ofµ and gap parameter∆ for this wavefunction is available

from an earlier VMC study by Yokoyamaet al[137] who used a different formalism for simu-

lation. These results were also compared by Edeggeret al[216] with their results obtained by

the method of renormalization mentioned before. Therefore, we also calculate this quantity

by our grand canonical VMC method and compare the results with those obtained in both of

these studies. The comparison is shown in Fig.5.3. It shows that our results forn in Fig.5.3(a)

agree very well with those in Fig.5.3(b). Especially, the agreement with the VMC results in

the second figure is excellent. This gives us an indication that our algorithm for grand canon-

ical VMC simulation is correct. We make a further check on thecodes by calculating the

energy of the grand canonical BCS wavefunction for the square t-J model using the grand

canonical VMC and comparing the results with that for the fixed N wavefunction obtained by

using the canonical VMC described earlier. The results for the hopping energy,Et (=〈Ht〉)
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F 5.3: Particle density,n as a function of gap parameter∆ for the projected grand canon-
ical BCS wavefunction withd-wave symmetry at various chemical potential,µ. (a) Obtained
from our grand canonical VMC simulation for a lattice size of8 × 8. (b) Obtained by the
method of renormalization by Edeggeret al[216] (solid lines) and by VMC of Yokoyamaet

al[137] (circles for 6× 6 lattice) and ( squares for 8× 8 lattice), taken from Ref. [216].

and exchange energy,EJ (=〈HJ〉) with Ht andHJ being the first two terms of Eq. (5.3) for

one layer, at various hole densities obtained in the two cases are shown in Fig.5.4. We see
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F 5.4: (a) Hopping energy,Et/t (per site) and (b) exchange energy,EJ/t (per site) of the
d-wave SC state for a squaret-J model as a function of hole concentration,x obtained by the

grand canonical and fixedN VMC simulation. Exchange constant,J = 0.35t.

in the figures that except for the small differences near half-filling, the overall agreement be-

tween the two results is excellent. This confirms the correctness of our grand canonical VMC

algorithm. Therefore next we go ahead with the calculationsfor the bilayer for purpose as set

out in the beginning.
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5.5 Energy due to interlayer pair tunneling

In this section, we shall show the calculation of energies ofthe various terms in the Hamilto-

nian of Eq. (5.3) using the grand canonical VMC method. The system that we consider is a

bilayer lattice consisting of two square planes which we take to be of size 8× 8. As described

by the Hamiltonian (Eq. (5.3)), each of the layers is represented by at-J model and a Joseph-

son pair tunneling term connects the two layers. The variational wavefunction for the bilayer

is defined in Eq. (5.6). It consists of a product of two projected BCS wavefunctions with

varying particle number, one for each layer. The wavefunction hasd-wave pairing symmetry.

The grand canonical VMC formalism used here to simulate the wavefunction is described

above in details in the context of a single layer wavefunction. The procedure for the bilayer

is similar. We first initiate two random configurations of spins in the two layers. To generate

other configurations, we make a series of Monte Carlo moves asfollows. First we choose

one layer randomly and then attempt a jumping move from that layer. This is followed byNs

(number of sites in a layer) number of hopping and exchange moves in the layer where we

stay after the jumping move. One set of such moves is considered as one Monte Carlo sweep

(MCS). The inverse update method used earlier (§2.3.5) to update configurations after a move

is accepted is employed here also. The chemical potential,µ is chosen to have the same value

in both the layers to obtain same average density of particles in the two layers. To calculate

the expectation values of observables, we take samples fromabout 5× 104 MCS after giving

a warm up run of 5000 MCS.

We calculated energy as a function of the variational parameter,∆ at various hole doping.

In the calculations, we found that fort⊥ = 0.4t, which is the value suggested in Ref. [148] as

mentioned earlier, the interlayer pair tunneling energy isnumerically negligible. Therefore,

here we consider a much greater value, e.g.t⊥/t = 1 in the calculations. The results for

the total energy,E (per site in units oft) as a function of∆ for three hole concentrations

in three different regimes of hole doping are shown in Fig.5.5. In the figures forx = 0.06

(underdoped) andx = 0.19 (optimally doped), we see thatE has a minimum with respect

to ∆ indicating the stability of ad-wave superconducting state in the bilayer. Forx = 0.31

however, the lowest energy is obtained only for∆→ 0 which reduces the wavefunction to the

normal state. Now let us examine the component of the energy due to interlayer pair tunneling,

i.e., E⊥(= 〈HJ〉 whereHJ is the third term of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (5.3)). In Fig. 5.6, we
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F 5.5: Total energy,E (per site in units oft) of the wavefunction defined in Eq. (5.6) for
a bilayer as a function of the variational parameter,∆ for three values of hole concentrations
shown in the figures. Parameter values areJ/t = 0.35 andt⊥/t = 1 and lattice size is 8×8×2.
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F 5.6: Energy,E⊥ (per site in units oft) due to the interlayer pair tunneling term in the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (5.3) as a function of∆, for parameter values same as those in Fig.5.5.

plot E⊥ (per site in units oft) as a function of∆ for same values ofx as above. The figures

shows thatE⊥ is a non-monotonic function of∆. This is in sharp contrast to the behaviour of

the single particle hopping energy or the exchange energy which are monotonically varying

function of∆ (as in Fig.3.7). Moreover, the relative depth of the minima in theE⊥ versus∆

curves are much greater than that for the total energy,E. Another remarkable feature is the

behaviour of∆̃′, the gap parameter whereE⊥ shows a minimum. Comparison of the plots in

the above two figures show that the magnitude of∆̃′ is much greater thañ∆, the optimal gap

parameter corresponding to the total energy. This implies that interlayer pair tunneling tends

to enhance superconducting pairing in a plane as suggested in the ILPT theory[26]. However,

we observe that the lowering of energy by interlayer pair tunneling is very small even for

t⊥/t = 1 (see the scale of the vertical axis in Fig.5.6) as compared to the other energies,

which is the most important result here. Because of this small value ofE⊥, the pair tunneling

term has practically has no effect on∆̃. We also calculated the condensation energy,Ec as

Ec = En − Es, whereEn (= E for ∆ → 0) andEs (= E for ∆ = ∆̃) are the energies of the
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normal and superconducting states, respectively. We foundthat at optimal doping (x = 0.19),

contribution toEc by the interlayer pair tunneling term (fort⊥/t = 1) is only∼ 10% percent

of the total value, in contrast to the opposite scenario suggested in the ILPT theory[26]. The

reason for this negligible energy of the pair tunneling termwas found to be the following.

The magnitudes of the tunneling amplitudes,Ti jpq (Eq. (5.9)) are very small. Fort⊥/t = 1,

typically it ranges from zero to∼ 10−3.

5.6 Summary

We have studied the effects of interlayer pair tunneling in at-J bilayer by using a grand canon-

ical variational Monte Carlo method. As the variational state, we consider a product wave-

function where each of the layers is described by the projected d-wave BCS wavefunction

with varying particle number. The algorithm used for the grand canonical VMC simulation

is unique which we have developed and described in details. We calculate the energies corre-

sponding to different terms in the Hamiltonian at various hole dopings. We find that though

the energy due the Josephson pair tunneling term shows interesting variations with respect to

the superconducting gap parameter, its magnitude is too small to have any significant effect

on the superconducting properties, including the condensation energy.
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Chapter 6

Summary and outlook

Since the discovery of high-Tc superconductivity in the cuprate compounds intense theoret-

ical efforts have been made to understand the strongly correlated electron systems in these

materials. The crystal structures of the cuprates consist of stratified CuO2 layers as the main

component of a unit cell. Over the years, theoretical studies on the high-Tc cuprates have fo-

cused mainly on a single CuO2 layer which is believed to carry the essential physics of these

materials. However, there also exists a strong interlayer coupling between different CuO2

planes, especially in multilayered compounds which contain more than one CuO2 layer per

unit cell. For example, the magnetic moments of the copper atoms in two adjacent CuO2

planes of bilayer compounds, such as YBa2Cu3O6+x (YBCO), Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x (Bi2212)

etc., are found to be connected by an antiferromagnetic exchange coupling whose strength is

nearly 10% of that between the copper spins in a plane. The bilayer splitting clearly observed

in the recent ARPES experiments in bilayer cuprates impliesthat there exists a coherent sin-

gle particle hopping in the superconducting state across the CuO2 planes. The interlayer cou-

plings between different CuO2 layers have profound implications to the physical properties of

the cuprate superconductors. It gives rise to a much higher superconducting transition tem-

perature,Tc in multilayered cuprates in addition to some subtle differences in magnetic and

other electronic properties. However the precise mechanism how interlayer coupling affects

the physical properties is currently not well understood.

In this thesis, we have studied the superconducting and magnetic properties of bilayer su-

perconductors and examined the effects of interlayer couplings on the properties. Each of the

layers is described by a two dimensionalt-J model. Interlayer couplings are provided by an

109
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interplanar single particle hopping and an interplanar exchange coupling term. The resulting

Hamiltonian is studied using the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) method which is a powerful

numerical numerical technique to obtain the ground state properties in presence of strong cor-

relations. We developed the numerical code for VMC and tested it rigorously for correctness.

The method is described in details. These form the subject ofchapter2. We also included a

brief study on the effects of nonmagnetic impurity doping on the magnetic properties of cop-

per oxide layer and ladder materials. The physical systems were modeled by a strong coupling

Hubbard model with an additional potential term representing the impurities. The resulting

Hamiltonian is studied using the finite temperature quantumMonte Carlo (FTQMC) method,

the code for which are also developed by us independently. Weobserved interesting effects,

such as, enhancement of antiferromagnetic (AF) correlations around an impurity, destruction

of AF long range order (AFLRO) by finite concentration of impurities etc. For ladder, the uni-

form magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature for the doped system shows a sharp

increase at lower temperatures, a feature not seen in pure ladders. We examined the interplay

of holes and impurities away from half-filling but found no evidence of any impurity effect on

hole mobility.

The momentum dependence of the superconducting gap has beenone of the major issues

in the high-Tc superconductors. In general, the gap function is found to beof dx2−y2-wave

symmetry from angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and tunneling exper-

iments. Various analytical and numerical studies of the twodimensionalt-J and Hubbard

models over the years have shown that these models strongly support the scenario. However,

there also exists a number of experimental evidences, especially in bilayer materials, which

suggest that the gap symmetry is more complex than a simpled-wave. We examined this

issue in chapter3. We considered several pairing symmetries of the superconducting state for

a t-J bilayer by taking the Hamiltonian parameter values that aresuggested to be appropriate

for bilayer cuprates by experiments. Our variational calculations show that for the physical

range of Hamiltonian parameter values, thed-wave state yield the lowest energy in the bilayer

as in single layered systems. The interplay of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity has

always been an important issue in the study of cuprate superconductors owing to their prox-

imity in the phase diagram. We have investigated the issue ofcoexistence in bilayers and

found that antiferromagnetism coexists with superconductivity in the underdoped regime, a

scenario also observed in the two dimensionalt-J model. Interestingly we observed that in
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the coexisting state, both the AF and SC correlations are significantly enhanced as compared

to those in pure superconducting state.

In chapter4, we obtained a ground state phase diagram fort-J bilayer as a function the in-

terlayer coupling strengths and hole concentration for fixed values of planar parameters. The

phase diagram shows rich features, such as a coexistence of antiferromagnetism and super-

conductivity at underdoping, competing planar and interplanar superconducting correlations

for moderate and strong interlayer exchange coupling etc. Another interesting feature in the

phase diagram is a non-monotonic variation of the phase boundary between the supercon-

ducting and normal phases as a function of interlayer hopping parameter. While larger single

particle interlayer hopping enhances the magnitude ofd-wave SC gap at underdoping, it is

found to have the opposite effect on SC correlations. The single electron interlayer hopping

reduces the SC correlations at all doping levels, except forin the overdoped region where

pairing correlations are enhanced for moderate values of the parameter. Increasing strength

of interlayer exchange coupling changes the nature of the SCstate from being predominantly

planar to a state having strong interplanar pairing. The magnetic correlations at and near half-

filling are found to show three dimensional AF long range order (AFLRO). The magnetic

correlations are affected negligibly by interlayer couplings. Instead, the holes are found to be

much more effective in destroying the AFLRO.

The interlayer pair tunneling (ILPT) has been believed to play an important role in the de-

velopment of the superconducting state in high-Tc cuprates. It has been suggested that in the

superconducting state Cooper pairs tunnel across the CuO2 layers coherently thereby lower-

ing the kinetic energy substantially. This interlayer pairtunneling amplifies superconductivity

in the plane and provides almost all of the large condensation energy observed in the cuprate

superconductors. However experimental test of the above scenario in a number of compounds

contradicts the picture. Here we examined the issue using a grand canonical VMC method

based on a new algorithm. Specifically, we calculated the energy due to the Josephson tun-

neling of Cooper pairs across the layers. This is the contentof chapter5. We described the

superconducting state of the bilayer by a variational wavefunction which consists of product

of two Gutzwiller projectedd-wave BCS wavefunctions with varying particle number, one

for each layer. The wavefunction is simulated using our grand canonical VMC method which

is described in details. Calculation of energies show that though the energy due the interlayer
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pair tunneling shows interesting variations with respect to the superconducting gap parame-

ter, its magnitude is too small to have any significant effect on the superconducting properties,

including the condensation energy.

Finally, a few concluding remarks are in order. In this work,we have attempted to under-

stand how interlayer couplings effect the superconducting and magnetic properties of bilayer

superconductors. Since the variational method used here ismainly limited to studying only

the ground state properties, rigorous comparison of our results with experiments could not

be made. As for the possible extension of the work, it can be pursued in various directions.

First we can consider a more realistic model Hamiltonian forbilayer superconductors than the

basic bilayert-J model considered here. To cite an example, we can include thenext near-

est neighbour hopping in the Hamiltonian which is shown to benecessary to explain some

of the observed ARPES features of the cuprates. Also, the interlayer hopping parameter,t⊥

is taken here to be independent of the planar momentum,k. However, in view of the ob-

served anisotropy in the magnitude of band splitting in bilayer superconductors, it is desirable

to take ak-dependent form oft⊥ as suggested by the experiments. As for the nature of the

superconducting state in bilayer, a few more possible pairing symmetries than the ones con-

sidered here can be explored. Another interesting prospectwould be to extend the variational

Monte Carlo method to excited states and study the finite temperature properties of bilayer

superconductors.
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Appendix A

The finite temperature Quantum Monte

Carlo method

A.1 Grand canonical ensemble average

The basic idea in finite temperature Quantum Monte Carlo (FTQMC) method[182, 217] is to

simulate the grand canonical ensemble of a system. The grandcanonical expectation value of

an observable,O is given by,

〈O〉 =
Tr

(

Oe−βH
)

Z (A.1)

whereβ = 1/kT, H is the Hamiltonian of the system.Tr stands for sum over all particle

numbers and over all site occupancies.Z is the grand canonical partition function defined as,

Z = Tr
(

e−βH
)

(A.2)

The Hamiltonian for the Hubbard model is given by,

H = −t
∑

〈i j〉,σ

(

c†iσcjσ + h.c.
)

+ U
∑

i

ni↑n j↓ − µ
∑

iσ

niσ (A.3)

where the meaning of the terms are as described in Chapter2.

113
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A.2 Trotter decomposition

To perform numerical simulation, we have to first carry out the trace over fermionic degrees

of freedom in Eq. (A.1). To achieve this, we discretize the imaginary time,β into small steps

by writing β = ∆τL. The partition function now can be written as

Z = Tr
(

e−∆τLH
)

= Tr
(

e−∆τ(K+V)
)L

(A.4)

with K andV being

K = −t
∑

〈i j〉,σ

(

c†iσcjσ + h.c.
)

− µ
∑

iσ

niσ (A.5)

V = U
∑

i

ni↑n j↓ (A.6)

Now different terms in the exponential in Eq. (A.4) are separated using the Suzuki-Trotter

decomposition formula[218],

e−∆τ(K+V)
� e−∆τKe−∆τV (A.7)

so that the partition function becomes

Z � Tr
(

e−∆τKe−∆τV
)L

(A.8)

A.3 Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation

The interaction terme−∆τV is quartic in electron operators. This term is made quadratic by

using the discrete Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation[219] as follows. Sincen2
iσ = niσ, we

can write

ni↑ni↓ = −
1
2

m2
i +

1
2

ni (A.9)
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wheremi = (ni↑ − ni↓) andni = (ni↑ + ni↓) are local magnetization and charge, respectively.

Therefore we get

e−∆τV = e−∆τU
∑

i(− 1
2m2

i +
1
2ni)

=
∏

i

e−
U∆τ

2 ni e
U∆τ

2 m2
i (A.10)

By the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation,

e
U∆τ

2 m2
i =

1
2

∑

si=±1

e−siλmi (A.11)

where coshλ = eU∆τ/2. U is regarded to be positive here.

A.4 Trace over fermionic degrees of freedom

Using the above thee−∆τV term can be written as,

e−∆τV =
∏

i

e−
U∆τ

2 ni
1
2

∑

si=±1

e−siλmi

=
∏

i

















1
2

∑

si=±1

∏

σ

e−(σsiλ+
U∆τ

2 )niσ

















=

(

1
2

)Ns
∑

s1

∑

s2

· · ·
∏

σ

e−
∑

i(σsiλ+
U∆τ

2 )niσ

=

(

1
2

)Ns

Tr
{s}















∏

σ

e−
∑

i(σsiλ+
U∆τ

2 )niσ















(A.12)

In the above,σ = + (−) for spin↑ (↓) andNs is the number of lattice sites. Now thee−∆τK

term is written as,

e−∆τK = e∆τt
∑

〈i j 〉σ
(

c†iσcjσ+h.c.
)

+∆τµ
∑

iσ niσ

=
∏

σ

(

e−∆τ
∑

i j c†iσKi j cjσ

)

(

e∆τµ
∑

iσ niσ
)

(A.13)
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The two exponential terms can be separated because they commute. Ki j = −t for i, j nearest

neighbour and is 0 otherwise. Therefore

e−∆τKe−∆τV =















∏

σ

e−∆τ
∑

i j c†iσKi j cjσe∆τµ
∑

iσ niσ





























(

1
2

)Ns

Tr
{s}

∏

σ

e−
∑

i(σsiλ+
U∆τ

2 )niσ















=

(

1
2

)Ns

Tr
{s}















∏

σ

e−∆τ
∑

i j c†iσKi j cjσe−∆τ
∑

i c†iσVσ
i cjσ















(A.14)

We have divided the whole imaginary time interval (0, β) into small slices each of width∆. If

we consider the above term to be for thel-th time slice (l = 1, 2, . . . , L), then the Hubbard-

Stratonovich (HS) variablessi as well asVσ
i acquires a time indexl. ThusVσ

i (l) is given

by,

Vσ
i (l) =

σλsi(l)
∆τ

+

(U
2
− µ

)

(A.15)

Next we write,

(

e−∆τKe−∆τV
)L
=

1
∏

l=L

(

e−∆τKe−∆τV
)

(A.16)

so that earlier times appear to the right. The partition function now becomes

Z � Tr
(

e−∆τKe−∆τV
)L

=

(

1
2

)NsL

Tr
{s}

∏

σ

Tr















∏

l

e−∆τ
∑

i j c†iσKi j cjσe−∆τ
∑

i c†iσVσ
i cjσ















(A.17)

The trace over fermionic degrees of freedom of the term inside parenthesis can be shown to

be equal to det
[

I + Bσ
L Bσ

L−1 . . .B
σ
1

]

. Thus

Z �

(

1
2

)NsL

Tr
{s}

∏

σ

det
[

I + Bσ
L Bσ

L−1 . . .B
σ
1

]

(A.18)

The matricesBσ
l are give by

Bσ
l = e−∆τKe−∆τV

σ(l) (A.19)
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with K andVσ(l) being theNs × Ns matrices

K =



























































0 −t 0 · · · 0 −t

−t 0 −t · · · 0 0

0 −t 0 · · · 0 0
...

...

−t 0 0 · · · −t 0



























































(A.20)

Vσ(l) =













































dσ1 (l) 0 · · · 0

0 dσ2 (l) · · · 0
...

...

0 0 · · · dσNs
(l)













































(A.21)

where the diagonal elements are given bydσi (l) = 1
∆τ
λσsi(l) +

(

U
2 − µ

)

. Introducing

Oσ ({s}) = [

I + Bσ
L Bσ

L−1 . . .B
σ
1

]

(A.22)

we get

Z �

(

1
2

)NsL

Tr
{s}

[

detO↑ ({s}) O↓ ({s})
]

= Tr
{s}

[

ρ ({s})] (A.23)

where

ρ ({s}) =
(

1
2

)NsL
[

detO↑ ({s}) O↓ ({s})
]

(A.24)

is called the effective density matrix.
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A.5 Calculation of expectation values

Using Eq. (A.17), the equal-time correlation function of two operatorsA andB is written as

〈AB〉 = 1
ZTr
{s}

Tr















AB
∏

lσ

e−∆τ
∑

i j c†iσKi j cjσe−∆τ
∑

i c†iσVσ
i cjσ















(A.25)

Defining the fermion average or Green’s function for a given configuration of HS fields as,

〈AB〉{s} ≡
1

ρ ({s})Tr















AB
∏

lσ

e−∆τ
∑

i j c†iσKi j cjσe−∆τ
∑

i c†iσVσ
i cjσ















(A.26)

the correlation function becomes

〈AB〉 = 1
ZTr
{s}
〈AB〉{s}ρ ({s}) (A.27)

Therefore the correlation functions are obtained by sampling the corresponding Green’s func-

tions over the HS spin configurations weighted byρ({s}). The algorithm for the simulation is

described in great details elsewhere[182, 183, 220]. Here we mention a few technical points.

The problem that plagues the method is that the weight factors ρ ({s}) becomes negative in

certain cases, especially away from half-filling, which makes calculations impractical. This is

called the negative sign problem in the method.

The equal-time single-particle Green’s function〈ciσ(l)c†jσ(l)〉{s} plays a very important role

in the Monte Carlo updating process as well as in calculationof expectation values of other

observables. This quantity can be shown to be equal to

〈ciσ(l)c†jσ(l)〉
{s}
=

[

gσ(l)
]

i j = [I + Aσ(l)]−1 (A.28)

whereAσ(l) = Bσ
l−1Bσ

l−2 . . .B
σ
1 Bσ

L . . .B
σ
l . We note that the Green’s function matrix,gσ(l) is

obtained from the inverse of another matrix, [I + Aσ(l)]. This matrix is often very ill condi-

tioned, especially at low temperature or highβ. Therefore straightforward calculation ofgσ(l)

becomes unstable at low temperature (βt > 3) and largerU (> 4t). The problem is overcome

to a large extend by employing an elaborate technique for computation ofgσ(l), called the

method of matrix decomposition[182, 220].
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In addition to the equal-time Green’s function,gσ(l) we also define unequal-time Green’s

function,Gσ(l1, l2) for l1 > l2 asGσ
i j (l1, l2) = 〈ciσ(l1)c

†
iσ(l2)〉{s}. Gσ(l1, l2) can be expressed in

terms of the single-particle Green’s function as,

Gσ(l1, l2) = Bσ
l1
Bσ

l1−1 . . .B
σ
1 Bσ

2 . . .B
σ
l2+1g

σ(l2 + 1) (A.29)

We note that both the quantitiesgσi j (l) andGσ
i j (l1, l2) correspond to a particular configuration

of HS fields{s}. The averages of these quantities over the HS configurationsas in Eq. (A.27)

give the final expectation values which we denote as〈〈gσi j (l)〉〉 and 〈〈Gσ
i j (l1, l2)〉〉. In Monte

Carlo, the average is calculated by importance sampling over theNa configurations according

to their weightsρ ({s}), to get

〈〈gσi j (l)〉〉 ≈
1
Na

Na
∑

ζ=1

gσi j (l) (A.30)

and so on. Hereζ represents a configuration,{s} of HS field variables.

The expectation value of other quantities can be expressed in terms of these two averages.

For example, let us consider a few quantities of common interest. The occupation,ni at site

i is given by,ni =
∑

σ〈c†iσciσ〉. However in this formalism, eachciσ operator has a time index

l. In other words we have a space-time lattice of dimension (N × N) × L. If the lattice has

translational symmetry, average occupation at any site is obtained as,

n =
1

NsL

∑

i,l

∑

σ

〈

c†iσ(l)ciσ(l)
〉

=
1

NsL

∑

i,l

∑

σ

〈〈g̃σii (l)〉〉 (A.31)

whereg̃σ(l) = 1− gσ(l). The spin-spin correlation function is〈Si .Sj〉 = (〈mx
i m

x
j 〉 + 〈m

y
i m

y
j〉 +

〈mz
i m

z
j〉)/2, wheremx

i = c†i↑ci↓ + c†i↓ci↑, my
i = −i(c†i↑ci↓ − c†i↓ci↑) andmz

i = ni↑ − ni↓. Using the

Wick’s theorem,

〈c†i1ci2c
†
i3
ci4〉{s} = 〈c†i1ci2〉{s}〈c†i3ci4〉{s} + 〈c†i1ci4〉{s}〈ci2c

†
i3
〉{s} (A.32)
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each component of the spin-spin correlation function can beexpressed as,

〈mx
i m

x
j 〉 = 〈m

y
i m

y
j〉 =

〈〈

g̃↑ji g
↓
i j + g̃↓ji g

↑
i j

〉〉

(A.33)

〈mz
i m

z
j〉 =

〈〈

g̃↑ii g̃
↑
j j + g̃↑ji g

↑
i j − g̃↑ii g̃

↓
j j − g̃↓ii g̃

↑
j j + g̃↓ii g̃

↓
j j + g̃↓ji g

↓
i j

〉〉

(A.34)

Finally the spin susceptibility is defined as,

χ(q) =
1
Ns

∑

i j

e−iq.(r i−r j )

∫ β

0
dτ

〈

Si(τ)Sj(0)
〉

(A.35)

In the discrete time formulation here, the integral is replaced by a sum over the different

imaginary time intervals. The unequal-time correlation function is expressed in terms of the

unequal-time Green’s function. For example, thez-component of the correlation function can

be written as,

〈

mz
i (l1)m

z
j(l2)

〉

=
∑

σσ′

[

(2δσσ′ − 1)
〈〈

g̃σii (l1)g̃
σ′

j j (l2)
〉〉

+ δσσ′
〈〈

G̃σ
ji (l1, l2)G

σ
i j (l1, l2)

〉〉]

(A.36)

Other quantities are expressed in terms of the Green’s function in a similar way.
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Appendix B

Variational wavefunction with coexisting

AF and SC order

B.1 AF mean-field decoupling of the bilayert-J model

Let us consider thet-J Hamiltonian given by,

H = −t
∑

〈i, j〉σ

(

c†iσcjσ + h.c.
)

+ J
∑

〈i, j〉
Si · Sj (B.1)

for a three dimensional cubic lattice withA and B being the two sublattices. Heret is the

hopping integral andJ is exchange constant.ciσ (c†iσ) annihilates (creates) an electron of spin

σ at sitei. Si is the spin operator at sitei. The summation indices〈i, j〉 indicate sum over

nearest neighbours. The Hamiltonian act on a subspace of no doubly occupied sites.

The exchange part of the Hamiltonian can be decoupled by using the identity

P̂Q̂ � 〈P̂〉Q̂+ 〈Q̂〉P̂− 〈P̂〉〈Q̂〉 (B.2)
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For antiferromagnetically (AF) ordered ground state, we write

〈Sx
i 〉 = 〈S

y
i 〉 = 0 (B.3)

〈Sz
i 〉 = +m if i ∈ A

= −m if i ∈ B

Or 〈Sz
i 〉 = meiQ.r i , Q = (π, π, π) (B.4)

wherem≥ 0 andA, B represent the two sub lattices. Thus

J
∑

〈i, j〉
Si · Sj = J

∑

〈i, j〉

(

〈Sz
i 〉Sz

j + 〈Sz
j〉Sz

i − 〈Sz
j〉〈Sz

i 〉
)

= Jm
∑

〈i, j〉

(

eiQ·r i Sz
j + eiQ·r j Sz

i

)

− J
∑

〈i, j〉
〈Sz

i 〉〈S
z
j〉

= 2Jm
∑

〈i, j〉
eiQ.r j Sz

i −
1
2

Jm2zNs (B.5)

HereNs is the number of lattice sites andz is the coordination number of each site. We can

write

∑

〈i, j〉
eiQ.r j Sz

i =
1
2

∑

i

∑

δi

eiQ·δi eiQ·r i Sz
i = −D

∑

i

eiQ·r i Sz
i (B.6)

whereδi is a vector connecting sitei to its nearest neighbours,D (= z/2) is the dimension of

the lattice. Thus the mean-field Hamiltonian up to a constantterm becomes

HMF = −t
∑

〈i, j〉σ

(

c†iσcjσ + h.c.
)

− ∆AF

∑

i

eiQ.r i Sz
i (B.7)

where∆AF = 2JmD≥ 0. Fourier transforming the electron operators, we get

HMF =
∑

kσ

ǫkc†kσckσ − ∆AF

∑

kσ

η(σ)c†k+Qσckσ (B.8)

whereη(σ) = +1,−1 for σ =↑, ↓ andǫk = −2t(coskx + cosky + coskz) is the free electron

dispersion relation. The Hamiltonian is block diagonal ink. We recast the Hamiltonian into
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the following form,

HMF =
∑

kσ

(

ǫkc†kσckσ + ǫk+Qc†k+Qσck+Qσ

)

− ∆AF

∑

kσ

η(σ)
(

c†k+Qσckσ + c†k+2Qσck+Qσ

)

(B.9)

where in the summations,k is now limited to that part of the Brillouin zone, for whichǫk < 0.

Sinceǫk+Q = −ǫk andk + 2Q = k, we get

HMF =
∑

kσ

{

ǫk

(

c†kσckσ − c†k+Qσck+Qσ

)

− ∆AFη(σ)
(

c†k+Qσckσ + c†kσck+Qσ

)}

(B.10)

B.2 Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian can be written in matrix form as follows.

HMF =
∑

kσ

















ckσ

ck+Qσ

















† 














ǫk −η(σ)∆AF

−η(σ)∆AF −ǫk

































ckσ

ck+Qσ

















(B.11)

The matrix

M =

















ǫk −η(σ)∆AF

−η(σ)∆AF −ǫk

















(B.12)

can be diagonalized easily to get the eigenvalues asE∓k = ∓
√

ǫk
2 + ∆2

AF. The eigen vectors

corresponding eigenvaluesE∓k are found to be respectively,

v− =

















αk

η(σ)βk

















v+ =

















−η(σ)βk

αk

















(B.13)

Hereαk andβk are given by

αk =
1
√

2

























1− ǫk
√

ǫ2
k + ∆

2
AF

























1/2

(B.14)

βk =
1
√

2

























1+
ǫk

√

ǫ2
k + ∆

2
AF

























1/2

(B.15)
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It is easy to see that the transformation

U =
[

v− v+
]

=

















αk −η(σ)βk

η(σ)βk αk

















(B.16)

diagonalizes the matrixM in the following way

U−1MU =

















E−k 0

0 E+k

















Thus the diagonalized Hamiltonian becomes

HMF =
∑

kσ

















dkσ

dk+Qσ

















† 














E−k 0

0 E+k

































dkσ

dk+Qσ

















(B.17)

The antiferromagnetic quasiparticle operatorsdkσ, are related to the electron operatorsckσ, by

the following transformation

















dkσ

dk+Qσ

















=

















αk η(σ)βk

−η(σ)βk αk

































ckσ

ck+Qσ

















(B.18)

The ground state of the Hamiltonian is the fully projected sea of the quasiparticles filled up to

the Fermi level,

|Ψ0(∆AF)〉 = PG

∏

k≤kF

d†k↑d
†
k↓|0〉 (B.19)

wherePG =
∏

i(1 − ni↑ni↓) is Gutzwiller projector. It is worth mentioning here that,since

ǫk < 0, therefore for∆AF = 0 we getαk = 1 andβk = 0, which reduces Eq. (B.18) to the

identity transformation as it should.

B.3 Wavefunction with coexisting AF and SC order

If we assume that the ground state of the Hamiltonian consists of coexisting antiferromagnetic

(AF) and superconducting (SC) phases, then a reasonable variational wavefunction would be

a BCS wavefunction with built in pairs of AF quasiparticles (instead of bare electrons). Such
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a wavefunction in fixedN (particle number) formulation can be written as,

|Ψ0(∆AF,∆SC)〉 = PGPN

∏

k

(

uk + vkd†k↑d
†
−k↓

)

|0〉 (B.20)

where the product index ‘k’ runs over the first Brillouin zone (FBZ) and

vk

uk
=















φ−(k) for k, such thatǫk < 0

φ+(k) for k, such thatǫk > 0

with

φ∓(k) =
∆k

(

E∓k − µ
)

+

√

(

E∓k − µ
)2
+ ∆2

k

(B.21)

The quantity∆k = ∆SCf (k) is the SC gap function andµ is the chemical potential.

B.4 Various phases in the wavefunction

The wavefunction given by Eq. (B.20) describes various phases depending upon the values of

∆AF and∆SC as follows.

B.4.1 Pure superconducting (∆AF = 0, ∆SC, 0)

For∆AF = 0,αk = 1 andβk = 0. Therefore

d†k↑d
†
−k↓ = c†k↑c

†
k↓ d†k+Q↑d

†
−(k+Q)↓ = c†k+Q↑c

†
−(k+Q)↓
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With this, from Eq. (B.27) we get,

|Ψ0(0,∆SC)〉 = PG

(

∑

k (ǫk<0)

∆k

(−|ǫk | − µ) +
√

(−|ǫk | − µ)2 + ∆2
k

c†k↑c
†
−k↓

+
∑

k (ǫk<0)

∆k+Q

(|ǫk+Q| − µ) +
√

(|ǫk+Q| − µ)2 + ∆2
k+Q

c†k+Q↑c
†
−(k+Q)↓

)N/2

|0〉

= PG

(

∑

k (ǫk<0)

∆k

(ǫk − µ) +
√

(ǫk − µ)2 + ∆2
k

c†k↑c
†
−k↓

+
∑

k (ǫk>0)

∆k

(ǫk − µ) +
√

(ǫk − µ)2 + ∆k

c†k↑c
†
−k↓

)N/2

|0〉

= PG

















∑

k (k∈FBZ)

∆k

(ǫk − µ) +
√

(ǫk − µ)2 + ∆k

c†k↑c
†
−k↓

















N/2

|0〉

= PG















∑

k

ϕ(k)c†k↑c
†
−k↓















N/2

|0〉 (B.22)

which is the usual projected BCS wavefunction.

B.4.2 Pure antiferromagnetic (∆AF , 0, ∆SC→ 0)

Because there is no double occupancy,µ ≤ 0 and hence (E+k − µ) > 0. Therefore forǫk > 0,

we get

φ+(k)
∣

∣

∣

∆SC=0
=

∆SCf (k)
(

E+k − µ
)

+

√

(

E+k − µ
)2
+ {∆SCf (k)}2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∆SC=0

= 0 (B.23)

Again since (E−k − µ) ≤ 0 for k ≤ kF and (E−k − µ) > 0 for k > kF , therefore forǫk ≤ 0 we get,

lim
∆SC→0

φ−(k) = lim
∆SC→0

∆SCf (k)
(

E−k − µ
)

+

√

(

E−k − µ
)2
+ {∆SCf (k)}2

= 0 for k > kF (B.24)
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Therefore Eq. (B.27) becomes

|Ψ0(∆AF,∆SC→ 0)〉 = PG

∏

k≤kF

d†k↑d
†
−k↓|0〉 ≡ PG

∏

k≤kF

d†k↑d
†
k↓|0〉 (B.25)

which is same as Eq. (B.19).

B.4.3 Paramagnetic (∆AF = 0, ∆SC→ 0)

For this case we have in addition,d†k↑d
†
k↓ = c†k↑c

†
k↓ in Eq. (B.25). Therefore the wavefunction

reduces to the paramagnetic Fermi sea of electrons.

|Ψ0(0,∆SC→ 0)〉 = PG

∏

k≤kF

c†k↑c
†
k↓|0〉 (B.26)

B.5 Transformation of the wavefunction into real space

The wavefunction with coexisting AF and SC order given in Eq.(B.20) can be written as

|Ψ0〉 = PG















∑

k

vk

uk
d†k↑d

†
−k↓















N/2

|0〉

= PG

















∑

k (ǫk<0)

{

φ−(k)d†k↑d
†
−k↓ + φ

+(k +Q)d†k+Qσd†−(k+Q)↓

}

















N/2

|0〉 (B.27)

Using the transformations given by Eq. (B.18), we get

d†k↑d
†
−k↓ = α2

kc†k↑c
†
−k↓ − αkβkc†k↑c

†
−(k+Q)↓ + αkβkc†k+Q↑c

†
−k↓

−β2
kc†k+Q↑c

†
−(k+Q)↓

d†k+Q↑d
†
−(k+Q)↓ = −β

2
kc†k↑c

†
−k↓ − αkβkc†k↑c

†
−(k+Q)↓ + αkβkc†k+Q↑c

†
−k↓

+α2
kc†k+Q↑c

†
−(k+Q)↓
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Here we have used,−k+Q = −k+Q−2Q = −(k+Q). Performing reverse Fourier transform

of theckσ operators, we get

∑

k (ǫk<0)

φ−(k)d†k↑d
†
−k↓ =

∑

k (ǫk<0)

φ−(k)

{

1
N

∑

i j

(

α2
k − αkβke−iQ.r j

+ αkβkeiQ.r i − β2
keiQ.(r i−r j )

)

eik.(r i−r j )c†i↑c
†
i↓

}

(B.28)

and

∑

k (ǫk<0)

φ+(k +Q)d†k+Q↑d
†
−(k+Q)↓ =

∑

k (ǫk<0)

φ+(k +Q)

{

1
N

∑

i j

(

α2
keiQ.(r i−r j )

−αkβke−iQ.r j + αkβkeiQ.r i − β2
k

)

eik.(r i−r j )c†i↑c
†
i↓

}

(B.29)

The second equation can be recast into slightly different form by writingk = k′ − Q, where

k′ is such thatǫk′ > 0. We getαk = αk′−Q = βk′ andβk = αk′. Thus

∑

k (ǫk<0)

φ+(k +Q)d†k+Q↑d
†
−(k+Q)↓ =

∑

i j

{

1
N

∑

k (ǫk>0)

φ+(k)
(

β2
k − αkβke−iQ.r i

+ αkβkeiQ.r j − α2
ke−iQ.(r i−r j )

)

eik.(r i−r j )

}

c†i↑c
†
i↓ (B.30)

Therefore we can write the wavefunction as,

|Ψ0(∆AF,∆SC)〉 = PG

















∑

i j

φ(r i↑, r j↓)c
†
i↑c
†
j↓

















N/2

|0〉 (B.31)

whereφ(r i↑, r j↓) = φ1(r i↑, r j↓) + φ2(r i↑, r j↑), andφ1, φ2 are given by

φ1(r i↑, r j↓) =
1
N

∑

k (ǫk<0)

φ−(k)
(

α2
k − αkβke−iQ.r j + αkβkeiQ.r i − β2

keiQ.(r i−r j )
)

eik.(r i−r j ) (B.32)

φ2(r i↑, r j↓) =
1
N

∑

k (ǫk>0)

φ+(k)
(

β2
k − αkβke−iQ.r i + αkβkeiQ.r j −α2

ke−iQ.(r i−r j )
)

eik.(r i−r j ) (B.33)
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Expanding the right hand side of Eq. (B.31), and then applying the projection operator, we

can write it as

|Ψ0〉 =
∑

{i1,...,iM}{ j1,..., jM}
im, jn

{

det
∣

∣

∣φ(r i↑, r j↓)
∣

∣

∣

}

ci1↑ci2↑ . . . ciM↑cj1↓cj2↓ . . . cjM↓|0〉 (B.34)

where the sum is over the set of occupancies{i1, . . . , iM} and { j1, . . . , jM} of ↑ and↓ spins

respectively, with the restriction that in any termim , jn for m, n ≤ M. M is the number of↑
or ↓ spins, 2M ≤ N. The determinant is given by,

det
∣

∣

∣φ(r i↑, r j↓)
∣

∣

∣ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

φ(r i1↑, r j1↓) · · · φ(r i1↑, r jM↓)
...

...

φ(r iM↑, r j1↓) · · · φ(r iM↑, r jM↓)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(B.35)
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